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LEAP System Response Prediction 
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The Art and Science... of loudspeaker system development today has become more complex than ever before. 
Competition is tough, and to compete each design must perform to the best of its ability, and make the most out of every 
dollar's worth of transducer cost. The simple approach of choosing a combination of seemingly appropriate transducers cou-
pled with ordinary networks and filters, has given way to a painstaking process of meticulously blending selected transduc-
ers in combination with carefully devised and matched crossover designs. 

(Loudspeaker Enclosure Analysis Program) is a complete full range analysis package which provides virtually di/ 
of the tools necessary to develop precision loudspeaker systems. for today's demanding audio markets. Whether your appli-
cations are consumer audio, car stereo, professional audio, or custom esoteric marvels. LEAP provides the power, flexibility. 

and accuracy to investigate every possi-
ble design permutation. The open archi-
tecture and broad spectrum of features 
provided will dramatically reduce your 
development time, while improving the 

mirr MUM: MINIM 
PM; timorii,,,moni; quality of the final result... and demon-
-ow ipiiimoram strates why LEAP has become the it 1 
UP, moon 

ouuni„ choice of professional loudspeaker 
designers world-wide! 

Advanced Transducer/Enclosure Simulations 
Sealed,Vented, Bandpass, PR Simulations with multiple speaker/ port capability. 

V Large signal analysis of TempVC. and Non-Linear BL/ Ports/ Compliance. 
V Acoustic Parallel or Acoustic Series (Isobaric) Driver Mounting_ 

V Port Standing Wave resonance modeling. 

V Frequency Dependent Revc and Leve modeling. 

V Library storage of 36 transducer parameters, and over 24 enclosure parameters. 

V Generic transducer modeling of electro-dynamic, ribbon, and piezo devices. 

Advanced System Analysis Features 

V Use simulation or imported actual measured SPL/Z data: 

V 5-Way crossover system modeling, and more. 

V Time offset between transducers. 

V Active or Passive based crossovers. 

V Hilbert-Bode transform for deriving phase. 

V 22 Passive components per xover section. 

V 16 Active filter blocks per toyer section. 

V Passive Network Optimizer for single/system response. 

V Active Filter Optimizer for single/system response. 

V Frequency ranges from I Hz to 100kHz. 

Printer/Output Formats 
When you wish to produce a hardcopy output of your finished 

designs and graphical data. LEAP supports a large number of 
printer standards, and even supports numerous desktop publish-

ing graphic formats in both black 6 white and color 

Portrait/Landscape orientations in any custom size and aspect 

ratio are user controllable. 

V IBM/Epson 8 Fin Dot Matrix 

V Epson 24 Pin Dot Matrix 

V HP LaserJet Series Printers 

V HPGL Compatible Plotters 

V PostScript EPS/TIF- BEVii,Color 

V Al-Adobe Illustrator B&W.Color 

V NEC 24 Dot Matrix 

V TOSHIBA 24 Dot Mat 

V HP DeskJet 500C 

V PostScript Printers 
V DXF AutoCAD 

V TIFF. BMP, PCX Plots 

sNO 
sew 

' 

a or a free Demo Disk! 
TEL: (503) 620-3044 

Development Utilities 
V Quick Cabinet Box Designer 

V Conjugate Network Designer 

V Wire Table Calculator 
V Multi-Curve Averager 

V Import Data from ASCII Files 

Extensive Documentation 
The two volume manual set comprises almost 1,000 pages of 

documentation which thoroughly covers the operation of the pro-

gram- and provides numerous examples of how to maximize your 
use and understanding of the program's many features. The 

Reference Manual describes all graphs, menus, commands, and 

their operation. This manual explains the unique and special non-

linear speaker and port models, as well as proper use of the opti-

mizers, importing data, and the many other utilities. The 

Application Manual provides many exciting examples showing 

how to use the powerful features of the system in a combined 

manner to perform both simple and complex design tasks. Both 

novice and experienced users alike will find this information 

invaluable for exploiting the full power of the system. Additional 

information is also provided on loudspeaker measurements. 
design tips, filter calculations, and complete crossover system 

development for both passive and active based systems. 

V 502 Page Reference Manual V 436 Page Application Manual 

V Crossover Network Designer 

V Spkr Parameter Measurement 

V Voltage/Current/Imp Calculator 

V Motor Constants Calculator 

V Export Data to ASCII Files 

TM 

LINEAKX 

LinearX Systems Inc 7556 SW Bridgeport Road Portland, OR 97224 USA Tel: ( 503) 620-3044 Fax: ( 503) 598-9258 
International Dealers: Agentina:lnterface SRL ( 54-1 ) 741- I 389/Australla:ME Technologies 61(0)65-50-2200/AustilwAudiomax 49(0)71-31-162225/Belgium:Belram 32(0)2-736-50-00/Canada:Gerraudio 
416-696-2779/Denmark,Finland:A&T Ljudproduktion 46(0)8-623-08-70/France:Belram 32(0)2-7.1)6.50-00/GennanyAudiomax 4910)71-31-162225/Indoneula:Ken's Audio 62(0)21-639-5806/Italy:Outline sac 

39-30-3581341/Korea:Sammi Sound:82(02)463-0394/Luxembourg:Belram 32(0)2-736-50-00/MakayslwALIVI 65.283-2544/New Zealand:ME Technologies 61-65-50-2254/Norway:A&T Ljudproduktion 46(0)8-
623-08-70/PhIlIppIneeDai-lchi Denshi (63)-2631-69-80/Poland:Inter-Americom 48(22)43-23-34/Singapore: AUVI 65-283.2544/Sweden:A&T Ljudproduction 46(0)8-623-08-70/SwItzerland:Audiomax 49-71-31-

162225/Taiwan.Gestion Taycan Intl 886-2-786.3468/Thalland:AUVI 65-283-2544/The Netherlanda:Duran Audio 31-41-80-15583/UK(England):Munro Assoc 44(0)171.403-3808. Reader Service a36 

1995 Linear% Product and Trademark names are the property of their respective owners. 



THE BACKBONE OF PERFORMANCE 

AudioCarl 
NEW SERIES - 

OUTSTANDING VALUE & 

PERFORMANCE 

CROSS-OVER CAPS 

• Metalized polypropylene 
up tol 00uf & 2400V 

FILM & FOIL CAPS 

• Teflon 

• Polystyrene 
• Polypropylene 

• Aluminum, Tin 

& Copper 

up to 20uf 
& 1000V 

CALL FOR SPECS 

COMING SOON FROM OUR 
LATEST R&D & LISTENING 

EVALUATIONS: 

REL ULTRA-HIGH FIDELITY 

AUDIOCAPS! 

LOWEST DISTORTION 
HIGHEST QUALITY 

MultiCaptm 
PATENTED, SELF-BYPASSED 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE 

FILM & FOIL 

• Polystyrene 

up to 3uf & 600V 

• Polypropylene 
up tol 6uf & 800V 

M ETALIZED 

• Polyprqpyléne 

up to 30uf & 600V 

CALL FOR SPECS 

RELIABLE CAPACITORS - AUDIO AGENTS: FINCH & MARSH 
Call or fax for information, specs, distributors TEL (916) 885-2279 FAX (916) 823-0156 

Visit our web page: www.capacitors.com 
Reader Service 4'69 



Good News 

WIRE 'EM UP 
In-Wall Terminator Systems, from Music 
Interface Technologies (MIT), are high-per-
formance speaker wiring products designed 
to deliver improved sound quality in custom 
installation applications, including home 
theater and whole-house sound systems. 
The products consist of three modules: the 
MITerminator In-Wall Speaker Module (for 
flush-mount speakers), the MITerminator 
On-Wall Speaker Module (for surface-
mount speakers), and the MITerminator 
Freestanding Speaker Module (for floor-
standing or shelf-mounted speakers). Each 
module contains MIT's patented circuitry, 
and is installed either in the wall cavity or in 
a single-gang box. Music Interface 
Technologies, Inc., 13620 Lincoln Way, 
Ste. 320, Auburn, CA 95602, (916) 888-
0394, FAX (916) 888-0783. 

Reader Service #102 

• HEAVY TRAFFIC 
Marchand Electronics offers a free function 
generator you can download from its web-
site. The program fg.exe allows any IBM PC 
(486 and up) with a Soundblaster soundcard 
and compatibles running Microsoft Windows 
3.1, 95, or NT, to be used as a two-channel 
function generator. The frequency range is 
1Hz-20kHz; waveforms are sine, square, tri-
angle, and pulse, which are independently 
selectable for left and right channel. The 
company's website pages contain a full cata-
log of electronic crossover networks and 
power amplifiers for high-performance audio 
Marchand Electronics Inc., PO Box 473, 
Webster, NY 14580, (716) 872-0980, FAX 
(716) 872-1960, E-mail info@marchand-
elec.com. Website http://www.marchand-
elec.com. 

III HIGH HONORS 
Ray Dolby, founder and chairman of Dolby 
Laboratories, Inc., has been named by President 
Clinton as a recipient of the 1997 National Medal 
of Technology, the nation's highest technology 
honor. The medal is awarded to individuals, 
teams of individuals, and companies in recogni-
tion of technological innovation and the advance-
ment of US global competitiveness. Dolby holds 
50 US patents, and has earned many technical 
and industry awards, including both an Oscar 
and an Emmy. Dolby Laboratories, Inc.. 100 
Portrero Ave.. San Francisco, CA 94103, (415) 
558-0200, FAX (415) 863-1373, E-mail 
info@dolby.com. Website http://www.dolby.com. 

MI PRECISION LUBRICANT 
CaiLube MCL, from CAiG Laboratories, is a luori-
cant designed for use with conductive plastic, car-
bon compound faders, and switches, replenishing 
lubrication on surfaces cleaned with solvents or 
cleaning solutions. Applying Caililbe MCL will pro-
vide a barrier against oil, grease, and acids built up 
on the conductive membrane switches and compo-
nents. Available in 5% or 100% spray, precision dis-
penser, and other sizes. CAIG Laboratories, Inc.. 
16744 W. Bernardo Dr., San Diego, CA 92127. 
1904, (619) 451-1799, FAX (619) 451-2799, (800) 
CAIG-123, 
E-mail caig123@aol.com, Website http://www. 
caig.com. 

Reader Service #103 

II PROGRAM FOR SPEAKERZ 
True Audio has released WinSpeakerz 
2.0, a loudspeaker program used to pre-
dict the performance of a speaker system 
before construction. This latest version 
models a speaker's response in either a 
listening-room or auto-cabin environment. 
The program also provides box calcula-
tors that support the design of passive 
crossovers, attenuators, and impedance 
compensation networks, and suggests 
dimensions for a specified volume, or cal-
culates volume from specified dimen-
sions. The company has also announced 
a name change, from True Image Audio 
to True Audio. True Audio, 349 W. 
Felicita Ave., Ste. 122, Escondido, CA 
92025, Voice/FAX (760) 480-8961, E-mail 
Sharon@trueaudio.com, Website http:// 
www.trueaudio.com. 

Reader Service #101 

• FLATLINERS 
Nordost introduces the SPM Reference Series loud-
speaker cables and interconnects. The cable is flat, 
°Pry 44mm (1.751 wide and 0.95mm (.038") thick. 
It is made from high-quality extruded Teflon®, and 
consists of 32 conductors of solid 99.999999% oxy-
gen-free copper, covered with 60µ of extruded sil-
ver. The interconnect is also flat, only 22mm (0.88") 
wide and 0.95mm (.038") thick. It is made from 
high-purity extruded Teflon and includes two groups 
of eight conductors encapsulated in a Teflon jacket 
(5 mils thick). Nordost Corporation, 420 Franklin St., 
Framingham, MA 01702, (508) 879-1242, FAX 
(508) 879-8197. 

Reader Service # 108 

• THAT SOUNDS LOGICAL 
lasys is an easy-to-use logic-based electro-acoustic analyzer from AudioControl. This rugged, self-
contained unit (no compute necessary) features high-speed analysis and portability. Its applications 
include system design and installation, system tuning and optimization, component research, and sys-
tem servicing and reconfiguring. AudioControl lndustriaPTM. 22410 70th Ave. W.. Mountlake Terrace, 
WA 98043, (206) 775-8461, FAX (206) 778-3166. 

Reader Service #107 

NI COMPREHENSIVE CATALOG 
Parts Express releases their free 244-page 1997 
catalog. This year's directory includes a selection of 
raw loudspeaker dhvers for home and auto applica-
tions, as well as CATV and VCR repair parts. semi-
conductors, tools, home-theater products, alarm sys-
tems, test equipment. computer accessories. 
instructional books and videotapes, speaker design 
software, cellular phone accessories, stage lighting, 
pro sound equipment, and more. Parts Express. 340 
E. First St.. Dayton, OH, 45402-1257, (800) 338-
0531, Website www.parts-express.com. 

Reader Service # 105 

• ALL-SEASON SPEAKERS 
The AW-700 Outdoor In-Wall Loudspeaker, from 
OEM Systems. is designed specifically for out-
side use. It features a 61/2" carbon fiber woofer 
with butyl rubber surround, 1" weatherized titani-
um dome tweeter, a silicon-sealed crossover net-
work, and gold-plated spring-clip terminals. The 
aluminum grille is rustproof. the hardware is 
stainless-steel, and anti-corrosive materials are 
included throughout. OEM Systems Co., Inc., 
740 Freeport Blvd., Ste. 106, Sparks, NV 89431. 
(702) 355-0405. FAX (702) 355-0646. 

Reader Service #106 
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Abreakthrough', 
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`Kinther Silver Streak represents a major 
performance breakthrough for tie price." 

KIM3ER KABLE 
2752 South 1900 West • Ogden Utah 84401 
Phone 801-621-5530 • Fax 801-627-6980 

wwwkinzbercoin 

Sam Tellig 

(Stereophile Vol. 19 No. 11 1996) 

featuring 



THIRD 

GENERATION 

CLASS-D POWER 

AMPLIFIERS 

Reliable, high-efficiency 

switching amplifiers have 

come of age... 

• 

:•1> a -1 

' • ' 

Made 
in 
USA 

o 

Turnkey 500WRIIIS subwoofer amp with full feature 
set., ready to drop in your enclosure. 

LGT is an OEM manufacturer of high performance audio amplifiers, either turnkey 

with a full feature set, or as pre-fabricated PCB assemblies. The high efficiency of 

Class-D is available in several configurations and output levels. Heatsinking 
requirements on all models are minimal. Contact Terry Taylor for full details and a 

developer kit. 

LGT 
©1996 LGT 

SWITCHING TECHNOLOGIES 

910 Creekside Road • BuildingA • Chattanooga, TN 37406 • Email: acoustical@aol.com 
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The peculiar evil of silencing the expression of 
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JOHN STUART MILL 
Speaker Builder is published 

eight times a year in the interest of 

high-quality audio reproduction. 

LEGAL NOTICE 
Each design published in Speaker Builder is the intellectual property of its 
author and is offered to readers for their personal use any. Any commercial 
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and your own, with remittance. A gift card will be sent. 

EDITORIAL INQUIRIES 
Send editorial correspondence and manuscripts to 
Speaker Builder, Editorial Dept., PO Box 494, 
Peterborough, NH 03458-0494. audiodiy@ 
top.monad.net. No responsibility is assumed for unso-
licited manuscripts. Include a self-addressed envelope 
with return postage. The staff will not answer techni-
cal queries by telephone. 

ADVERTISING RATES Et SCHEDULES 
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603-924-9467, E-mail audiotech@top.monal.net. 

Printed in the USA. Copyright el:) 1997 by 
Audio Amateur Corporation 
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About This Issue 

Mitey Mike has grown up. The popular, 

high-performance, low-cost mike system for 

loudspeaker and acoustic measurements now 
has expanded capabilities. Not just for test-
ing, the latest version can also be used for 
recording and performance. The Mitey Mike 
II design is smaller, lighter, quieter, costs 
less, and uses less power. For more on how 
to use MMB—available in kit or assembled 
form—see the article by Joe D'Appolito 
and Dick Campbell beginning on p. 10. 

As someone who has been in the speaker 
business, Marc Bacon knows what it takes 
to market a quality speaker. In "A Speaker 

Builder's Travel Guide" (p. 18), he provides 
some insights on how to build world-class 
speakers at home and offers some helpful 
directions and travel tips to those on the road 
to Speakerdom. 

For all its added sound-performance bene-
fits, electrostatic speakers require special 
care to build. Matthew Lattis's interesting 
electrostatic loudspeaker design offers sever-
al advantages—including higher efficiency 
and lower cost—over most DIY designs. 
The author's solution to the problems associ-
ated with building such a device is a self-
insulating diaphragm design ("An Insulated 
Diaphragm Electrostatic," p. 26). 

In the course of designing a subwoofer, 
Ahmet Deniz devised equations to deter-
mine how much mass and/or resistance to 
add to achieve optimum sensitivity. "Of 
Mass and Resistance" (p. 36) shows how 
added mass affects other T/S equations gov-

erning driver behavior. 
To improve the sound quality in your car, 

you might consider Dan Ferguson's latest 
book, Ultimate Auto Sound. Mark Florian 
reviews this handbook for those who wish to 

install and/or upgrade their present car sound 

system (p. 44). 

Speaker Bulkier (US USSN 0199-7920) is published every 
six weeks (eight times a year), at $32 per year, $58 for two 
years; Canada add $8 per year, overseas rates $50 one 
year, $90 two years; by Audio Amateur Corporation, 
Edward T. Dell, Jr., President, at 305 Union Street, PO 
Box 494, Peterborough, NH 03458-0494. Periodicals 
postage paid at Peterborough, NH and an additional mail-
ing office. 

POSTMASTER: 
Send address change to: 

Speaker Builder. PO Box 494 
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D8 woofer features: 
shallow mineral 1iiled nolypropylene cone; 

la high density foam, sirround; 
311 self-enclosed vented Neodymium magnet system ; 
113 undercut magnetic poles; 

long-throw voice coil :AM mm with black anodized aluminum 
former; 
die-cast ban c; 

1/ flat linear slider with decompressed rear volume. 
D8 represents a &sip/ where Neodymium magnet and undercut cen-
tral pole are placed inside i00 mm voice coLLA specially shaped,CNC 
machined steel cup completes the magnetic structure from the out-
side creating a shielded magnet system with symmetrical flux density 
distribution along the gap.Thus a long-throw voice coil experiences 
symmetric drying force and substantial decrease of inductance and 
back electromotive force raoctulations.The whole magnet structure is 
optimized using Finite Etement Analysis technique. For effective use 
of large excursion capabiiity of D8, a flat linear spider is used togeth-
er with an open volume under the spider. 
This approach resteted is radical quality improvement of sound 
reproduction. 

r  
On axis and 30 off-axis 

Vented design, effective heat trans-
fer to the die-cast frame and a very 
large, high temperature rated 
voice coil, dramatically increase 
power handling of the driver. 
A shallow high integrity cone and 
a large circumference of cone 
excitation improve phase and 
transient characteristics, resulting 
in clear and accurate sound. 
08 is excellent as a woofer for high 
power audiophile systems. It also 
may be used as a subwoofer in 
various configurations. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Characteristics Symbol Value Units 

PRIMARY APPLICATION 

Nominal Impedance Z 6 

Resonance Frequency Fs 27 
Nominal Power Handling Pnom 250 

Max Power Handling Pmax 400 

Sensitivity ( 1w/1m) 87.5 

VOICE COIL 
'Diameter 

DC Resistance 
. Inductance 
Length 

Former 
Layers 

MAGNET 
Magnet System self-enclosed vented neodymlum 

Force Factor BL 8.9 Tom 
Gap Height 
Linear Excursion 

Hz 

dB 

o 100 mm 

Re 4.5 O 

Lbm 0.81 mH 
H 17 mm 

anodized aluminum 
2 

He 7 mm 

Xmas 5 mm 

PARAMETERS 
Suspension Compliance Cms 947 rivVN 

Mechanical Q Qms 2.06 - 

Electrical CI 
Total Q 

Moving Mass 

Effective Pistone Area 
Equivalent Air Volume 

Weight 

RECOMMENDED ACOUSTICAL ALIGNMESff 

, DESCRIPTION VB,L FB,Hz F-3,1-tz 
r--Compact Vented Box 25 36 41.6 
Medium Vented Box 40 33 33.7 
Large Vented Box 60 30 27.8 

Qes 0.36 - 

Qts 0.31 - 
Mms 35.7 g 

Sd 227 cm2 
Vas 69 L 
M 3.2 kg 

for more info please 

woofer 

8 
o 
3 
Hi- Vi RESEARCH® 

ACOUSTIC TECHNOLOGY 
INTERNATIONAL INC. 

100 SPY COURT. MARKHAM, ONTARIO 

Call: (905)-475-3100 Tel L3R 5H6 CANADA 
' (905)-475-3100 Fax: (905)-475-8226 

Due to constant product improvement H,- V, Research nay modify specific:gems rathout poor rrotre 
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Editorial 

TOYING WITH THE FUTURE 

'
once heard a sad tale of a small village 
whose inhabitants were living through 
a very long, bitter winter. As time 

passed their food supplies dwindled lower 
and lower. Eventually, people faced starva-

tion and decided to open the stores of grain 
reserved for spring planting, hoping that 
the winter would soon end. Alas, it did not. 

When spring arrived, their seed corn was 
gone. 

Since WWII we have been, so to speak, 

consuming our electronics know-how 
seed com. Today there is a 17% shortage 
of engineers. The need is acute and few 

candidates are available, especially those 
equipped to design loudspeaker drivers. 

One change that came about in both the 

United States and Great Britain when the 
war ended was the dismantling of the 

apprentice system. On the continent, 
apprentice programs remained intact in 
most industries, and are in place today. 

The education of engineer candidates in 
the US and the UK became more "book-

oriented" and far less "hands on." 
Engineers have come to depend upon the 
technicians to know how to build the 
designed device, with little practical 

understanding of how this happens. It is a 

truism that the technician's job is not only 
to build the device but then to "make it 

work," a polite term for re-engineering it 
so that it will work. 

I talked at length the other day with one 
author who observed that he fmally retired 

from one of America's largest manufactur-
ing companies when his boss, a 30-year-
old manager, asked whether a 62% error in 
a project result was a problem. 

4— Reeder Service 035 

A year ago I had the pleasure of visiting 
three loudspeaker manufacturing firms in 
Denmark. All of them have programs for 

apprentices at most levels of the business. 
They maintain strong ties with the large 

technical universities in Denmark, as well. 
The production manager of Dynaudio in 

Slcanderborg explained that the company 
offers a series of hobbyist kits, which 

seems a bit of an anomaly when you con-
sider the rather "high-end" character of the 
company's product line. When I asked 

about this he said Dynaudio noticed that 
its OEM customers were almost always 

founded or managed, or both, by people 
who had developed a passion for loud-
speakers in their teens, or even earlier. 

Thus, Dynaudio regards its kits as business 
incubators for the future. 

When I talk with people in this business, 

including the authors, I generally ask how 
they got started in electronics. Almost 
invariably it will be a kit they built, some-
times very early in life. For some others it 

is a father, an uncle, or a friend who shared 
an interest in the avocation. In my own 
case I was introduced to ham radio by 

building a single-tube code-practice oscil-
lator, guided by an older friend. When I 

discovered Heathlcits later on, I had the 
confidence to tacide an amplifier. 

If we are to be dependent upon kits for 
planting a passion for electronics innova-

tion in young people, the future could 
have looked quite bleak until recently. If 
you look through the pages of this period-

ical and Glass Audio, you will notice that 
kit offerings are growing plentiful again. I 
am glad to say I am launching a new pro-

gram aimed at reviewing the fresh new 
crop of speaker kits available from our 

advertisers. Authors are already at work 
building the kits which will be auditioned 

and then sent to Joseph D'Appolito for 
performance measurements. These should 
appear in each issue before the end of this 
year. 

The President and General Powell 
recently called on the citizens of this nation 
to consider giving time to mentoring young 
people in many skill areas. Certainly, this is 

an important and promising enterprise. I 
know of few projects that would be of 
greater interest to teenagers than building 
their own loudspeakers. Have you consid-

ered offering to share your skills with a 
younger friend, or perhaps to the technical 

college or high school in your area? If you 

belong to one of the many audio clubs scat-
tered across the US, wouldn't sharing your 
knowledge with a group of interested 
teenagers be a worthwhile club project? I 
am sure you would find vendors among 
our advertisers who would be glad to coop-

erate on group-rate pricing of supplies for 
such undertakings. 

Which brings me to toy soldering irons. 
I hope those of you who wrote irate letters, 
and those of you who didn't but wanted to, 
will reconsider your ideas about what is 

appropriate for these pages. There is no 
future for those of us who are merely ready 
to consume every resource in our own 

time, with no thought for tomorrow. I 
believed, and still believe, that a few pages 

about a toy that might turn a growing boy 
into tomorrow's speaker builder is space 
well spent.—E.T.D. 
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MITEY MIKE II 
By Joseph D'Appolito and Richard H. Campbell 

/
t has been more than six years since 4 
the article that first described Mitey 

ike appeared in the 6/90 issue of 
Speaker Builder. In that time, several 
hundred Mitey Mikes have come into 
existence, either through home construc-
tion following the plans in the article or 
through the kit supplied by Old Colony 
Sound Lab. 
We were quite surprised by the pop-

ularity of Mitey Mike. Originally 
intended only for loudspeaker testing, 

it has become widely used by techni-
cians and other professionals in music, 
sound reinforcement, and acoustics. DRA 
Laboratories has chosen Mitey Mike as 
one of its recommended accessories for 
use with its PC-based MLSSA acoustic-
analysis system. 

As good as Mitey Mike is, semicon-
ductor technology and construction tech-
niques have advanced in recent years to 
the point where it is possible to make a 
significant upgrade in Mitey Mike's per-
formance while greatly reducing its 
power consumption and the size of its 
electronics package. In discussing the 
original and new versions of Mitey Mike, 
we will refer to them as MMI and MMII, 
respectively. 

PHOTO I: The mike wand 
and amplifier box. 

MMI: THE PAST 
The design goals for MMI were to produce a 
stable, accurate, low-power, self-powered 
microphone for loudspeaker testing, with a 
buffered output capable of driving long 
shielded cables. The heart of the microphone 
was the Panasonic WM-063T back electret 
microphone capsule. This $2.25 wonder had 
a frequency response of 20Hz-20kHz, with a 
typical tolerance of +2dB over that range. 
Below 4kHz, response was typically better 
than + 1dB. The capsule had two shortcom-

ings, however: high output impedance and a 
sensitivity that changed significantly with 
changes in supply voltage. 

The MMI electronics contained a stable 
voltage reference to power the capsule and a 
low-power op amp to buffer the mike output 
for long, shielded-cable drive. The op amp 
also supplied enough gain to allow a typical 
wideband AC voltmeter to read MMI's out-

put directly without additional amplification. 
The electronics package occupied about 

20 in3. The circuit was laid out on a conven-
tional one-sided PC board, with 8-pin DIP 
ICs and discrete capacitors and resistors. The 
electronics drew about 500-550µA, and at 
that current level, a 9V alkaline battery gave 
about 500 hours of useful life. In the middle 
80s when MMI was first designed, that was 
the lowest total power consumption we 
could get with readily available ICs. 

ENTER MMII 
Photo / shows the MMII electronics pack-
age and microphone wand. In contrast to 
MMI, the electronics now fit into a 9 in3 
pager box. Double-sided surface-mount 
technology replaces the conventional PC 
construction used in MMI. All ICs are 
surface mount, and chip capacitors and 
resistors replace the discrete parts in 
MMI. MMII also replaces MMI's 50pA 

PHOTO 2: Laid-out kit of parts for 
the MMII box. 

stable-voltage reference circuit with 
a single precision IC voltage refer-
ence requiring only 15µA. 
The new output-buffer op amp, a 

Maxim MAX402, draws only 60µA 
and yet has lower distortion, wider 
bandwidth, and higher slew rate 

than the 180gA Analog Devices' 
AD548 used in MMI. The total 
current draw of the MMII elec-
tronics is now only 200-220µA 
with a 9V alkaline battery, the 
life of which extends to more 
than 1,000 hours. 
Finally, the WM-060AY cap-
sule replaces the discontinued 
WM-063T. The new capsule is 

generally superior, having tighter 
response characteristics and some-
what lower noise. Many of the new 
capsules test out at + 1dB over the 
20Hz-20kHz range. We have devel-
oped a modification to the capsule 
that greatly extends its dynamic 
range and linearity. While not need-
ed for loudspeaker testing, we rec-
ommend this mod for voice and 
music sound reinforcement in close-
miked PA applications. 

imf 
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MMII SPECIFICATIONS 
The typical MMII frequency response (Fig. 
la) is comparable to a good instrumentation 
mike. We obtained this curve by a direct 
comparison of MMII with a laboratory-grade 
microphone that is flat within +0.5dB over 
20Hz-20Id-lz and down only 2dB at 40kHz. 
Figure lb shows the phase shift of MMII 

relative to the lab mike. That MMII's phase 
shift is only 20° more at 20kHz is due sole-
ly to its lower frequency rolloff. 
No data below 400Hz is shown, 
since the MMII capsule is essen-
tially flat below this frequency. 

Table 1 shows the MMII's spec-
ifications. The abbreviation "Pa" 
stands for the Pascal, a measure of 
pressure in SI units equal to one 
Newton per square meter. One 
Pascal corresponds to 94dB at 
sound pressure level (SPL). So our 
specification means that MMII 
will output 25mV at 94dB SPL. Maximum 
SPL capability is commonly quoted as the 
SPL level that produces 3% total harmonic 
distortion (THD). 
Maximum SPL capability for 

$3,000-$5,000 lab mikes is typically 
150-160dB. For MMII, the maximum SPL 
is limited by supply voltage and the higher 
sensitivity we have built into it. The 130dB 
spec is more than adequate for loudspeaker 
testing, however, since the testing is con-
ducted typically in the 80-100dB range. 
MMII's total noise power is quite 

good—comparable to many lab-grade 
mikes. Figure 2 shows the total noise-
power spectrum for MMII. We made this 
measurement by wrapping the mike wand 
in a large roll of fiberglass insulation and 
placing the roll inside an old refrigerator. 
Above IkHz, MMII noise was equivalent to 
5dB SPL or less! Subtracting this number 
from the maximum SPL capability, we got 
a dynamic range of 125dB. 

As is typical of all mikes, the noise level 
rises at lower frequencies. Even at 20Hz, 
where the noise level is 35dB, we get a 
dynamic range of 95dB. This is more than 
adequate for loudspeaker testing, where dis-
tortion products are rarely more than 40dB 

below test levels. The broad-band electronics 
noise level is 26dB below the MMII total. 
So electronics noise does not limit 

MMII's performance. MMII's noise is so 
low that MLSSA is operating at maximum 
gain with a full-scale sensitivity of only 
101..tV to measure it. At this gain setting, we 
also see a spike in the spectrum at 8kHz due 
to leakage into the measurement from an on-
board oscillator. 

PHOTO 3: Capsule with resistor and leads soldered to it. 

MMII ELECTRONICS 
Figure 3 is a functional diagram of the 
MMII electronics. The mike is battery pow-
ered to avoid problems and circuit complica-
tions associated with phantom or remote 
powering. We placed great emphasis on an 
ultra-low-power design to extend battery life. 
The electronics consist of a micropower 
voltage reference providing a stable supply 
voltage to the mike capsule, the capsule 
itself, and a micropower op-amp buffer/gain 
block. As stated above, the combination 
draws no more than 200-220pA, and it can 
drive 50' of shielded cable with no loss in 
frequency response. 

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the 
microphone electronics. [Cl, a Maxim 
MAX874, is a very stable micropower volt-
age reference, providing a constant 4.096V. 
It draws only 15µA to power its internal cir-
cuitry, but can source up to 500µA. Drop-out 
voltage is 200m V, so it has no trouble regu-
lating capsule voltage as battery voltage falls 
over several hundred hours from 9V to its 
useful lower limit of 6V. 

Unfortunately, micropower voltage ref-
erences tend to be noisy. RI, Cl, and CIA 
form a low-pass filter to filter out this noise. 
CIA is a high-frequency bypass for Cl. R2 

2 
400 to' 104 20 000 

is the load resistor for the WM-060AY 
mike capsule. With the modified mike cap-
sule, the optimum value of R2 is 10k. 
C3 serves as a DC blocking capacitor 

while also coupling the AC mike capsule 
output to IC2. LI, formed with a ferrite 
bead, and C2 make up a high-frequency 
low-pass filter to block RF noise that may 
appear on the cable connecting the micro-
phone wand to the electronics package. 

IC2 is a Maxim MAX402. In this 
application, the 402 has a full-
power bandwidth of over 100kHz, 
while drawing only 6011A. Resistors 

R4 and R5 set the DC operating 
point for IC2 midway between the 
supply voltage and ground to pro-
vide symmetric clipping. C4 filters 
the bias voltage, shorting to ground 
any noise voltage on the power sup-
ply. R6 and R7 set the AC gain to 2, 
while C7 returns IC2's gain to unity 

at DC so that the DC operating point is sole-
ly a function of R4 and R5. 
C8 provides high-frequency compensation 

for IC2, while R8 buffers the op amp against 
capacitive cable loads. Because pin 6 of IC2 
sits at one-half the supply voltage with no 
signal, C9 is required to block DC from any 
meter or other measurement device placed on 
MMII's output. Finally, R9 provides a DC 
return path to charge C9 at turn-on. 

ASSEMBLING THE ELECTRONICS 
We assumed that the majority of readers 
would not have the equipment needed to 
assemble a double-sided PC board with 
surface-mount components. A fully 
assembled and tested circuit board is 
available from Old Colony Sound Lab as 
one element in a complete kit of parts for 
the MMII electronics, but is also available 
separately. The kit is shown in Photo 2. 
Table 2 is the parts list. 

Following is an extract from the instruc-
tions for assembling an MMII electronics kit. 

Solder the pin receptacles, switch, and 
jacks onto the PC board. As an alignment 
aid, slip on the end panel before soldering 
the switch and jacks. Now solder the 9V 
battery clip wires to the correct PC-board 

o 

-8 
-io 

0 
2 -20 
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30  
400 10' 

Frequency(Hz) 
10' 20.000 

FIGURE I A: Typical calibration curve for MMII. FIGURE I B: Phase response of MMII relative to lab mike. 
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terminals, with the red wire sol-
dered to the pad marked +. Slide 
the case-end panel over the switch 
and jacks (with the nomenclature 
facing out), taking care not to force 
the panel over the jacks or the 
switch bushing. 
Now fit the assembly into the 

box, carefully guiding the end 
panel into the slots. Align the 

MMII amplifier pins with the PC 
board receptacles, getting all pin 
tips into place before pushing on 
the MMII. Press the MMII ampli-
fier very gently into place, taking 
great care not to bend the solid 

brass pins, or they will surely 
break. Then place the foam piece 
on top of the PC board—it goes 
only over the amplifier, not over the 
jacks—and fit the cover, attaching it with 
two screws and a very small Phillips 
screwdriver. Finally, connect the battery 
and switch on and test the microphone pre-
amp (accidentally touching the battery 
backward will do no harm). 

35 

25 

al 20 

15 
•Loc, 

10 

o 
20 102 10 

Frequency(Hz) 

FIGURE 2: Plot of MMIrs total noise spectrum. 

o 20,000 

MODIFYING THE WM-060AY 
CAPSULE 
The Panasonic WM-060AY microphone 
capsule has a built-in FET with an integrated 
source resistance to ground. It is not possible 
to get at the connection between this internal 
resistor and the FET source terminal. The 
internal source resistance, about 75n, works 
well in applications for which the capsule 
was designed originally, such as tiny 
portable tape recorders and telephones where 
the SPL is from normal speech. 

PHOTO 4: Cutting modification on the 
WM-060AY capsule. 

However, even when the capsule is oper-
ated at higher supply voltages, with SPLs 
above 110dB, the distortion at the drain con-
nection is apparent when using the recom-
mended 2.7k drain resistor. At the higher 
SPLs, the distortion is unacceptable. In the 
end, it boils down to insufficient gate bias for 
high-input signal levels from the microphone 
diaphragm. The only solution is to increase 
the gate bias by increasing the external 
source resistance. 

The diaphragm is grounded to the case 
and the free end of the internal source 
resistance is connected to solder pad A on 
the back of the capsule, as seen in Photo 3. 
The other solder pad, B, is the drain. The 
internal source resistor is grounded to the 
case through a printed circuit trace visible 
on the back side of the capsule. It is possi-
ble to cut this trace thereby disconnecting 
the internal source resistor from case 
ground. We then add another external 
resistor to the source circuit and ground it 
to the case. The electric transducer 
diaphragm is grounded to the case, thus 
completing the circuit (Photo 4). 

DRAMATIC CHANGE 
Adding 15on to the FET source and chang-
ing the drain resistor to 10k has a dramatic 

effect on capsule performance. The distor-
tion at 100dB drops by a factor of 10 to 
about 0.2%, in part due to higher source 
degeneration. The sound level can be in 
excess of 125dB before the distortion 
becomes significant. The audio signal at 
the coupling capacitor increases by about 
10dB, so the amplifier gain can decrease 
to 6dB, thereby improving its perfor-
mance due to increased feedback. 
Tests have shown that an unmodified 

capsule will work well even with the 10k 
drain resistor for most loudspeaker-mea-
surement applications. A modified capsule 
might be in order for close-miked sound 

reinforcement, musical-instrument 
pickup, recording applications, or 
THD evaluation at very high SPLs. 
We mention that the diaphragm 

is grounded, which may sound 
strange to those who think of elec-
tret diaphragms as things you must 
carefully insulate from ground. 
The WM-060AY is a "back-elec-
tret" design, as are most modern 
capacitor microphones. The sur-
face-charged electret film is not on 
the diaphragm but on the fixed 
backplate, which is carefully insu-
lated from ground and connected 
directly to the FET gate. 

The diaphragm is, in effect, a 
moving ground relative to the 
backplate, causing the backplate 

voltage to vary as the capsule capacitance 
varies with sound pressure. The beauty of 
this design is that the entire transducer is 
shielded inside of a grounded conductive 
enclosure, a portion of which is the 
diaphragm itself. 

MICROPHONE CAPSULE 
PREPARATION 
If you are not a watchmaker, perhaps you 
should not try this. The first step is to slightly 
rough up the outside of the capsule with a 
very small file, because you will attach it to 
the wand using conductive epoxy. The alu-
minum capsule case is extremely thin, so 
you must handle it with great care. 

Hold the capsule in some kind of fixture. 
One approach is to drill a 1/4" hole lA" deep 
in a hardwood block and insert the capsule, 
contacts up, into the hole. On the back side, 
locate the printed-circuit trace that runs 
from one pad to the underside of the case-

TABLE 1 

MMII SPECIFICATIONS 

Response (rel. 1kHz) 

Sensitivity @ 1kHz 
Max. SPL (at 3% THD) 
Wideband noise level 

Flat weighting 
"A" weighted 

Mid-band dynamic range 

±1dB, 20Hz-10kHz 
±.2dB, 10kHz-20kHz 
25mV/Pa, ±.2dB 
130dB 

<40dB 
<36dB 
>120dB 

TABLE 2 

KIT PARTS LIST 

Case (bottom, top, end panel, two screws) 
9V battery connector with red and black leads 
PC board MMII-6214 
Two PC-mount RCA jacks 
One PC-mount miniature toggle switch 
Six (one extra) PC-mount gold pin receptacles 
One MMII amplifier assembly 
Foam piece 
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FIGURE 3: Parts placement for both sides of the MMII board. 

150 

edge roll. Using a very sharp, 
fine knife, cut through and 
remove a portion of the trace to 
break the circuit. 

Prepare a 1/10W 150S2 film 
resistor by bending the leads 90° 
close to the body. Cut each bend to 
about 0.050", making, in effect, a 
tiny hook in the ends of both leads. 
Using the lowest-powered, small-
est-tipped soldering iron available. 
solder one end of the resistor to the 
pad from which you cut the trace. 
The resistor should be standing straight up 
from the back of the capsule. Apply only 
enough heat to achieve a proper solder joint. 

Prepare one 6" and one 5" piece of #30 
wire-wrap (silver-plated, Kaptoeinsulated) 
wire of different colors by stripping the ends 
about 1/8". Hook one end of the 5" piece to 
the Ison resistor and solder. Hook one end 
of the six-inch piece to the remaining pad on 
the capsule and solder. 

PHOTO 5: Use swaging tool to enlarge capsule end of wand. 

WAND PREPARATION 
Fabricate the wand from a 12" length of 
0.25" OD brass tubing with a wall thickness 
of 0.014". The outside diameter of the WM-

060AY is larger than the inner diameter of 
the tube, so you must swage the tube to 
enlarge it (Photo 5). You do the swaging by 
holding one end of the tube against a for-
giving surface, such as wood, inserting the 
swaging tool into the other end and beating 
on it with a soft hammer until the tool 
shoulder touches the tube. The capsule will 
then fit snugly into the enlarged end. 

Cross-drill the opposite end of the tube in 
two 90° passes with a 1/16 drill, making four 
holes for the strain-relief cables. Drill these 
four holes 0.15" from the end of the tube. 
Then brighten both inside ends of the tube 
with a tiny ball cutting wheel mounted in a 

hand-held grinder to make good elec-
trical-bonding surfaces. Also, it is 
important to thoroughly deburr the 
cross-drilled holes inside and outside 
one tube. 
Now bend the wand 45° at a point 

three inches from the swaged end. 
The reason for this is to get the bulk 
of the assembly away from the cap-
sule's main axis. It is extremely bad 
measurement practice to have any 
normal reflecting surfaces behind 
the microphone on its main axis. 
Usually the wand will be clamped 
in a mike stand, which can cause 
diffraction and reflection at the 
short wavelengths associated with 
tweeter measurements. With a bent 
wand, the clamping device is far off 
axis and can be covered with 
absorptive material. 

GROUNDING-WIRE 
INSTALLATION 

The next step is to prepare the drilled end of 
the tube for the grounding wire by tinning 
the inside where the cross-drilled holes are 
located. Cut a 4" piece of #28 stranded 
hookup wire and strip each end about IA". 
Fold the wire sharply at a point 1.5" from 
one end. Insert the fold into the tube so that 
the shorter stripped end is even with the end 
of the tube. After a bit of monkeying around, 
you can make the stripped end lie against the 
tinned inside wall of the tube. Solder it there. 
This leaves about 1" of ground wire sticking 
out of the end of the tube. 
Now cut two 12" pieces of fishing-leader 

wire for the cable strain relief. Use 30 lb-

Parts List For MM2-5347 Microphone Preanp 

Items marked • are customer -specific. 

RI 
R2 
R3 

IK 
6.28K 
33K 

Cl 33/16 
CIA 0 018 
C2 330 Pf 
C3 3 3/35 

DI 1N4148 
LI F-beod 
ICI MAX874 

R4 
R5 
R6' 
R7 

151K 
15IK 
18.2K 
18 '2K 

C4 22/16 
C5 33/16 
C6 0 047 
C7 22/16 

IC2 MAX402 

R8 150 C8 68 Pf R9 100K C9 10/35 

.9 VOITS 

112 V MAXI 

Sl6NAL 

ZI/), 

GROUND 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS: 

ITested with one nillivolt input signal. 
and 9 volt supply, or os otherwise indicotedl. 

I) Frequency Response: - 1 dB at 8Hz and 6010.1z 
2) Gain at 1000 Hz: 6.00 dl) ./- 0.05 d8 
3) DC Current Drain ( e/capsule). 180 microamperes 

4) Maximum Output at Clipping ( 1000 Hz): 2V RMS 

51 Noise above 1 KHz: - 115 MAW 

rising to - 102 dBV cat 100 Hz and -92 dBV at 25 Hz 

total noise. 20 KHz bandwidth: b3 microvolts. 

A- weighted. 20 KHz bandwidth, 33 microvolts. 

6) Capsule excitation voltage 3T5 volts nominal 

./- 0 02 variation with supply From 5 to 12 volts 

NOTES; 

F. Example capsule: modifed Panasonic VM-060AY 
with added 150 ohm source resistor. 

E. Pins ore on o 0.10 grid. 

D. Mon suggested loading: 10K ond 0.002 uFD. 

C Amplifiers are 100% tested for current drain. 
Frequency response and gain. 

B Polarity protection diode 01 nay not 
be present in sorte units. 

A. Anpliflers ore ultrasonically cleaned 
For 5 minutes in ChenSolv TS125 

COPYRIGHT 1996 - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

D 2/11/97 rhc update R2. R6 

C 1/26/97 rhc corr.err. MAX874 

8 6/22/96 rhc rev muse specs 

A 6/1/96 rhc Initial Release 
Res Date By Description 

MM2-5347 Microphone Preamp 

t766,, Electret Microphone  

Preamplifier - 9V ... Au 
() wa 14-1€ MM2-5347-001 

Bang- Campbell Associates 
Woods Hole. MA 02543-0047 

FIGURE 4: MMII electronics schematic. 
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M US ICAP by H OV LA \  
Madisound is pleased to offer Hovland MusiCaps, film and foil polypropylene capacitors, 

for the speaker builder who can settle for nothing but the best in sound reproduction. 
MusiCaps have quickly become the the standard for extremely high end audio systems, 

allowing a speakers to achieve their ultimate level of performance. MusiCaps provide a 
dramatic improvement in clarity, focus and dynamics. Although MusiCaps are expensive, 

the degree of improvement is a value compared to the cost of high end cables and 
interconnects. Hovland MusiCaps are the component of choice when musical realism is 
your goal. 

le Separate layers of polypropylene film & conductive foil, deliver 
superior clarity of reproduction 

• Custom stranded 16 gauge silver-plated 
copper leads - no copper oxidation to ever 
degrade the sound 

te Lead-free silver-bearing solder used in tinning 
and attachment of leads 

• • Tight + 5% tolerances 
• Hand Soldered lead termination 
▪ Extremely low DA, DF and ESR 
go 100% pre-testing for absolute quality assurance 
• Consistent even winding tension assures 
freedom from microphonics 

• A single capacitor = a singular sound - no time 
smear from multiple sections 

• Blue striped lead to indicates lead connected to foil inner edge. ( In a 
I. series connection the blue lead should be closer to the speaker, in parallel 

the blue lead should be closer to ground.) 

What the reviewers say... 

"After auditioning a wide variety of caps, I find these 

film-and-foil capacitors to be the most musical perform-

ers-and by a large margin. The MusiCap specializes in 

textural liquidity ( lack of grain) and delicacy of treble nu-

ances." 
Dick Olsher, Reviewer and Designer for Samadhi 

Acoustics, November 1996 white paper 

"...the extra ambiance, combined with a very clean treble 

delivery that seemed far less prone to ringing or sibilance 

than the other types does make them really quite special." 
Domini Baker, HI-FI WORLD SUPPLEMENT, August 1996 

"If you want see-thru, high definition, detail and listen-

ability, try the MusiCaps." 
Joe Roberts, Editor, SOUND PRACTICES, Issue 6 1994 

"The improved signal transmission of the Hovland t'oil 

capacitors elevated the [Anal] speakers to a new level of 

naturalness, clarity, and immediacy." 
Lynn Olson, POSITIVE FEEDBACK, Vol. 5, No. 4 

Value WVDC 

1.0 pf 100V 

1.5 pf 100V 

2.0 pf 100V 

2.7 pf 100V 

3.3 pf 100V 

4.0 pf 100V 

5.0 pf 100V 

6.0 pf 100V 

7.0 pf 100V 

8.0 pf 100V 

9.0 pf 100V 

10.0 pf 100V 

Dimensions 

(D x L)(Inches) 

0.55 x 2.00 

0.70 x 2.00 

0.70 x 2.25 

0.80 x 2.25 

0.82 x 2.88 

0.85 x 2.88 

0.95 x 2.88 

0.94 x 2.88 

1.05 x 3.25 

1.10 x 3.25 

1.20 x 3.25 

1.35 x 3.25 

Price 

Each 

$14.20 

$17.00 

$19.30 

$20.50 

$21.20 

$23.80 

$26.30 

$29.40 

$33.70 

$35.70 

$38.60 

$42.30 

• MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS 
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN 

P.O. BOX 44283 
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A. 

TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771 
e-mail: madisound@itis.com 

Web Page: http:/www.itis.com/madisound 



test plastic-covered stainless leader, which 
has an outer diameter of about 0.025. Fold 
the pieces in half, pass each end of each 
piece through adjacent holes, and pull them 
up tightly to form four strands of wire 
streaming from the inside of the tube end. 

If you wish to cover the wand with 
shrink tubing (mainly for appearance), you 
should do this now. Spray a small amount 

of "slide" or "mold release" on the wand to 
facilitate placement of the shrink 
tubing. It is difficult to get the stuff 
to shrink smoothly at the inside of 
the bend, so be sure to pull the 

strain-relief cables tightly so that 
the folds are hard against the out-
side wand wall. 

At the microphone end, trim the 
shrink tubing carefully just behind 
the swage. At the other end, trim it 
right at the end of the wand so that 
the strain-relief cables are trapped 
under it. 

Prepare 6' (or more) of single-
conductor shielded microphone 
cable having a diameter of less than 1/8". 
We use a . 11"-diameter cable from France 
that has a conductive plastic shield (with 
drain wire) for very low cable microphonics 
(Fame11 P/N 218-091). Strip and tin one 
end only in the conventional way, so that 
the center conductor has at least 1/4" of insu-
lation on it. 

Cut a 14" piece of #24 hookup wire, sol-
der one end to the shield drain wire, and 
lead it back along the cable. It is wise to 
apply a very small piece of tape at the loose 
end of this ground wire to keep it attached 
to the outside of the shielded cable and 
stretched out along it. 

PHOTO 6: Coiled wire leads attached to capsule just prior to 
inserting capsule and leads into the wand. 

FINAL ASSEMBLY 
Now attach the capsule assembly to the 
shielded cable. Stretch out the pair of #30 
leads, but do not twist them together. Using a 
small-diameter (0.1(Y) mandrel, form the two 
leads into a tight coil-spring. The purpose of 
this is to provide, for final assembly, a lot of 
motion relief between the capsule and the 
cable. Solder the free ends of the #30 wire to 
the cable by attaching the lead from the resis-
tor to the shield connection, and the one from 
the pad to the center conductor. The result is 
shown in Photo 6. 

Push the cable through the wand from the 
swaged end and carefully work it past the 
fold in the ground wire at the other end. 
Patience is required to avoid pushing the 
folded ground lead out of the wand. A squirt 
of "slide" goes a long way. Eventually, the 
capsule ends up positioned just outside the 
swaged end of the wand, and the end of the 
cable's extra ground wire appears sticking 
out of the opposite end of one wand. 
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Cut and strip the ground wire that is stick-
ing out of the wand so that it is the same 
length as the folded ground wire previously 
installed. Twist them together and solder. 
This connects the cable shield to the wand. 

CABLE PROTECTION 
Sort out the four strain-relief cords and tem-
porarily tape them back along the wand to 
get them out of the way. Cut a 1.5" piece of 

plastic insulating tubing that fits snugly over 
the shielded cable and push it up into the end 
of the wand about 1/2 ". This provides addi-
tional bend protection for the shielded cable. 
Cut a 4" piece of 5/16"-diameter shrink tub-
ing, slip it up over the insulating tubing and 
over the ground-wire joint, and shrink it. 
Remember that the cable/microphone 

assembly is still free to move inside the tube, 
so be extremely careful about disturbing the 
capsule connections. 

Neatly gather and position the four 
strain-relief cords along the shielded cable. 
Cut a 2" piece of shrink tubing with a diam-
eter just large enough to slip over the cable-
end of the wand assembly and push it up 
onto the wand. 

Starting with two adjacent strain-relief 
cords, weave them around the shielded 
cable by crossing them on top, then under, 
then on top, then under, with a pitch of 
about 1/2 ", until the end of the cords is 
reached. Tape them down temporarily. Roll 
the wand over 180° and repeat with the 
other two strain-relief cords. 

The result should have the appearance of 
a "Chinese finger" for about two inches over 
the shielded cable from the end of the wand. 
Pull the piece of shrink tubing down over the 
weave and fix it in place. Cut off any excess 
of the strain-relief cords sticking out from 
under the shrink tubing. 

Prepare an extremely small amount of 
conductive epoxy or equivalent material. 
Apply it in only a few tiny spots around the 
outside of the capsule case. Obviously, it 
must never get to the electrical connec-
tions, and it must not spread onto the fuzzy 
material on top of the capsule. Push the 

capsule into the wand and hold it until the 
conductive adhesive cures. 

At this point the microphone wand is 
strong and durable, with plenty of protection 
for the cable when it is pulled, bent, or rotat-
ed. Apply more shrink tubing to suit for a 
final neat appearance. Lastly, attach an RCA 
plug to the end of the shielded cable. 

CONCLUSION 
Although Mitey Mike was original-
ly intended for use by readers in 
loudspeaker testing, it is being used 
in a wide range of interesting and 
unexpected applications. The moth-
erboard actually supports two 
amplifier daughterboards. In this 
configuration, MMII has been used 
for on-site stereo recording, and we 
have found it especially suited to 
piano recording. 
A single-channel version of 

MMII is currently being used by a 
vocalist in a live night-club show. 
A prominent manufacturer of 

sound-reinforcement speakers is using a 
large array of MMIIs to test for total power 
response and to obtain very detailed polar 
response plots. We are sure readers will 
find many more interesting applications for 
MMII. We would appreciate hearing about 
them from you. 

Old Colony Sound Lab (305 Union St., 
PO Box 576, Peterborough, NH 03458, 603-
924-6371, FAX 603-924-9467) will offer the 
following alternatives for Mitey Mike H: 
KD-4: Mitey Mike II one-channel unassem-
bled kit. Includes motherboard, one mike 
preamp board, mounting pins, box with 2-
jack front plate, switch, battery leads, foam 
padding, two RCA jacks, and other neces-
sary hardware. 
KD-42B: Mitey Mike II two-channel 
upgrade unassembled kit. Includes one addi-
tional mike preamp board, additional mount-
ing pins, two additional RCA jacks and a 
replacement front plate with 4-jack holes 
drilled. 
KD-4A: Mitey Mike II one-channel assem-
bled unit. Includes assembled KD-4. 
KD-42BA: Mitey Mike II two-channel 
assembled unit. Includes assembled KD-4 
plus KD-42B (using replacement face 
plate). 
1W-4M: Mitey Mike II microphone capsule 
and wand unassembled kit. Exact configura-
tion of kit is to be determined. 
KD-4MCA: Mitey Mike H modified micro-
phone capsule and wand, assembled and cal-
ibrated. 
1W-MUA: Mitey Mike II modified micro-
phone capsule and wand, assembled and 
uncalibrated. 
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HIGH EFFICIENCY PURE RIBBON TWEETERS 

ORCA is sincerely proud of introducing these exceptional high frequency transducers from France. The 
RAVEN- tweeter is a true ribbon tweeter, possibly the purest transducer available today. In a dome tweeter 
:he signal is carried through the voice coil wire, and the sound is radiated by the dome attached to the voice 
coil. Here, the carrier of the electrical signal and the radiating diaphragm are one and the same part: the 
ribbon itse:f. Furthermore, the RAVEN ribbon is 100% pure conductive material, no metalized film. To have 
an idea of the high frequency performance of the RAVENs, imagine that the moving mass here is about 30 
times less than a high quality dome tweeter. The music comes through effortless, almost immaterial. The 
special and massive NeFeB magnet of the RAVENs is five times more powerful than a conventional magnet. 
The result: the RAVEN R1 is capable of 118 dB peak with no measurable distortion (R2: 120 dB). At 10WRMS, 
that is continuous power now, R1 reaches 105 d13 with less than 1% distortion, and R2, 107 dB. The RAVENs 
come with a specially designed matching transfprmer (very low distortion, low loss and wide bandwidth) 
for optimum coupling with your power amplifier. Now look carefully art the decay of these units! 

ERRS CURCERTSUE SPECTRA& DECRY DRte: 21-04-95 
T1ne• 00:50:09 About . RADER RE eolith. trunnion.. 

1.1 

200 RIO ti t tOC SOL Treys.... LUI 

C L II O - DECREE. IIEDUSTECAL TESTS - VERSION 3.10 LOCNIZIRIT CO 19,1-. TENICENTIN 

RAVEN RI 

KGS 1.14 

LBS 2.5 

92 x 80mm 

3.63 x 3.15 in. 

Moving mass: 
0.0061 g 

0.0002 oz. 

dB/W/rn 95 

2 KHz to 40 KHz 

RAVEN R2 

KGS 2.22 

LBS 4.9 
166 x 76 mm 

6.54 x2 99 in 

Moving mass: 

0.013 g 

0.0005 oz. 

dB/Win 98 
2 KHz to 40 KHz 

RAVEN TRANSDUCERS are distributed worldwide 

exclusively by ORCA Design & Manufacturing Corp. 

1531 Lookout Drive, Agoura, CA 91301 - USA 

TEL (818) 707 1629 FAX (818) 991 3072 

E-Mail: orcades aol.com 

OEMs, stocking distributors and importers inquiries 

welcome. Goods now in stock in America. 



A SPEAKER BUILDER'S 
TRAVEL GUIDE 

By Marc Bacon 

M
any audiophiles get bitten with the 
do-it-yourself bug and decide to 
construct their own home speak-

ers. Most are successful—a few wildly so. 
Their audio nirvana is delectable until their 
best friend, the one with more common 
sense than golden ears, arrives. After listen-
ing to their idea of paradise, he remarks, "not 
bad, considering you made it yourself' 
(rough translation—"were I not your friend 
I'd think you're nuts!"). Add to this his/her 
spouse's remarks as to size, finish, and, of 
course, the incredible drain on the budget, 
and you can understand why the results of an 
otherwise fantastic hobby end up in one end 
of the rec room. 

What follows is not a prescription for the 
ne plus ultra of spealcerdom. It is a prescrip-
tion for success on the first try, broken down 
into rules and suggestions. Some are com-
mon sense; others may not be as evident. 

THE BASICS 
1. Establish budget and time constraints. 
I don't own a Mercedes or Aston-Martin, 
even though both are extremely good auto-
mobiles. I don't drive a semi-trailer to 
work, although it would have lots of room 
for picking up a quart of milk on the way 
home. Likewise, you must decide on 
your budget and time constraints. Do   
you have the time and money for 
your dream system, or must you set-
tle on something you can afford? 

2. The KISS (acronym for Keep it 
Simple, Stupid) principle. 
Don't build horns, quarter wave 
lines, transmission lines, dipoles, 
bipolar speakers, or anything with 
more than a 3-way crossover unless 
you have the knowledge and measur-
ing equipment to make it work, or a 
very good kit designed by a compe-
tent person. Complex speakers don't 
sound right unless they're designed 
and built right. 

3. Pay attention to detail. 
Detail takes time and patience. It is 
also one reason why home-builders 
can produce outstanding speaker sys-
tems, since their commercial rivals 
would be too costly to build. 
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4. Get back to basics, i.e., read, plan, 
build, measure.... 
Don't use a pyramid-shaped speaker just 
because you saw one highly reviewed in the 
technical literature. Likewise, don't try to 
imitate a Focal egg, a Wilson SLAMM, or 
a Spica TC050 unless you are extremely 
competent. 

Amateurs rarely lack in enthusiasm and 
audacity on their first try, but can waste 
loads of money with disappointing results. 
Applied physics is the reason speakers 
sound good. It's not rocket science or 
voodoo, just a few basic concepts with innu-
merable small details. 

5. Buy the fewest, but highest-quality 
components you can afford. 
I like the minimalist approach. For example, 
an excellent two-way system made from a 
single Focal 5N412DB mid-woofer and a 
Cabasse DOM 2 tweeter with a simple high-
quality crossover in a 10-1tr box will produce 
much more satisfying results than a similarly 
priced 60-1tr 4-way system with a Radio 
Shack 12" woofer, 6" mid-woofer, soft-
dome midrange, and supertweeter using 
electrolytic caps and small-gauge inductors. 

Likewise, I have moved away from 
designing extremely complex crossovers à 

la Dynaudio and Thiele to using the mini-
mum number of components required to 
achieve a good transfer function. I find that 
complex crossovers tend to smear sound 
detail, even though they produce more linear 
predictions. The secret to minimalist 
crossovers is to use very well-behaved (i.e., 
smooth rolloff) drivers. 

LISTENING ROOMS 
1. Evaluate your listening room. 
This is the area probably most overlooked 
by audio enthusiasts. Since changing your 
listening room may not be possible due to 
the spouse acceptance factor, your budget, 
or your landlord, you must match the 
speakers to the room. Minimus-7 speakers 
won't work in the Taj Mahal, nor will 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Marc Bacon is a US citizen, making his home near 
Montreal, Quebec, with his wife and two children. A pro-
fessional engineer with training and experience in both 
science and electronics, he finds speaker building an 
extremely rewarding avocation. He turned his hobby into 
a small distribution business, Technologie MDB, which 
he unfortunately had to close earlier this year. He 
remains president of a consulting engineering company, 
and is extremely interested in music reproduciton. 

TABLE 1 

LISTENING ROOM EVALUATION CHART 

LISTENING ROOM SPEAKER INTERNAL LOWEST FREQUENCY 2- OR 3-WAY 
VOLUME (LITERS) 

Small—medium 15 liters or less 

Small—medium 

Medium—large 

Large 

50Hz 

15-40 le 40Hz 

40-80 IV 

over 80 Itr 

Down to 25Hz if you 
want it that way 

30Hz if so designed 

2-way 

2-way is simpler, 
probably better 
quality for the 
money 

2-way is simpler, 
but larger volume 
allows for 3-way 
with 8-10" woofer 

Definitely a 3-way 

SPOUSE ACCEPTANCE 
FACTOR 

Excellent. Don't forget that 
speaker stands may be 
required, and may not fit 
well into a home decor. 

Good. This is the most 
common speaker size in the 
1990s. Speaker stands may 
be required. 

Requires a good 
heart-to-heart discussion. 
If you keep the footprint 
small, the SAF will increase 
substantially. 

Poor, unless your spouse 
is blind or has the patience 
of Job. 



Wilson SLAMMs in a single-bedroom 
apartment. 
As a general rule, if the speaker looks 

tiny in the room, it probably will sound 
that way. If it is overwhelmingly large, 
you may love the sound and enjoy show-
ing it off, but you'll be alone in appreciat-
ing it. Use Table 1 as a guide. 

2. Plan ahead for proper speaker 
placement in the listening room. 
Use Roy Allison's equations (available 
from many sources, including the 
Madisound BBS, the Internet, and the 
Room Design Powersheet by Old Colony 
Sound Lab) to predict the effect of the 
room on midbass power response. 
Normally, the solution for this is to mount 
small 2-ways flush with bookshelves or a 
wall, or to move them well out into the 
room on stands. 

For 3-ways, I prefer an arrangement 
with the woofer near a known room 
boundary, such as the floor or rear wall, 
and a steep crossover to the midrange at 
around 350Hz. Line arrays, à la Infinity 
Reference Standard, where the listener is 
located in the near-field, reduce most 
room problems, but cannot deliver pin-
point imaging. 

DRIVERS 
1. Buy a woofer with sufficient dis-
placement for the box tuning. 
For details, see Vance Dickason's Loud-
speaker Design Cookbook (Old Colony 
Sound Laboratory, PO Box 243, Dept. B97, 
Peterborough, NH 03458, 603-924-6371, 
FAX 603-924-9467). Insufficient excursion 
causes a very displeasing form of distortion 
as woofer movement becomes nonlinear. Be 

(a) 

FIGURE 
ratios (c). 

Optimum Qtc, low Fe:Xs ratios 

6000 

1.4003 

12000 

0.8000 

e N 

-o-Qtc 

to 

Optimum Qtc, median FeCtts ratios 

0.900D 

0.7000 

8 
- 05000 o 
4 
- 0.3000 

0.1003 

(b) 
8 P. rz. P. 

FeiCas 

I: Optimum Q. with low Fs/Qt, 

E 

o 

(c) 

-9-Low range Qtc 
ef High range Otc 

Optimum Qtc, high Fsaats ratios 

0.7500 

0.7000 

cieco 
D.6000 

D 5.00 

3.5203 

.% 2 e Fi 8 

Fs/Cits 

ratios (a), median Fs/Qt., ratios ( b), and high Fs/Qt, 

careful when reading manufacturer's litera-
ture—some list XmAx as total excursion, 
others as total one-way excursion, still others 
as one-way excursion + 15%! Alternatively, 
use a D'Appolito arrangement to halve the 
volume displacement while retaining a nar-
row baffle (good for diffraction), the ability 

to compensate for diffraction loss, and the 
high acceleration and good midrange defini-
tion inherent in small woofers. 

2. Use a tweeter with sufficient power 
handling. 
Many amateurs bum out tweeters, the princi-
pal causes being: 

7.25 wj 
e 

ea. • e 

Ei211 2ei 

_ 
THESES r. 
1,45-04 

"The binding posts on the Mesa are from TIFF, and they are great.. 

Good enough that I wish all manufacturers would go to such a 

terminal:" Martin G. DeiNulf, Bound for Sound, 8/96 

e4 

R N I GS GO 
tecast Road Winder, GA 30680 phcnii ( 770)867-6300 fax 

11=1 A 1/4 NJ 
867-2713 
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• Using too small an amplifier. When it dis-
torts, it burns out the tweeter. 
• Using too low a crossover point or too low 
an order. There is an almost mythical belief 
among audiophiles that first-order 
crossovers are the best. Since tweeter rolloff 
is generally second-order, even a first-order 
crossover will often generate a quasi-sec-
ond- or third-order response. 
Thus, the belief in the first-order 

crossover is just a myth unless you cross 
over the tweeter at least two octaves above 
the beginning of its rolloff. A more sensible 
tweeter crossover is an acoustic fourth-
order Linkwitz-Riley response, which nor-
mally uses a second- or third-order electri-
cal crossover, resulting in better tweeter 
protection. 
• Listening to raw tweeters with no pro-
tective circuit. Especially in ribbon 
tweeters, this is sure death. 
• Measuring raw tweeters with tone gen-
erators and computer programs with no 
protective circuit and too much input 
power. 
3. Buy drivers with smooth rolloffs. 

It is very difficult to design a crossover for a 
driver (such as some of the newer metal-cone 
woofers or some older Kevlaie models) that 
exhibits a ragged upper rolloff. Ideally, you 

GO AHEAD 
Ask top engineers and music lovers 
worldwide what capacitors they 
choose for their ultimate designs. 

M US1CAP ® 

"After auditioning a wide variety of caps, 
I find these film-and-foil capacitors to be 
the most musical performers—and by a 
large margin. The MusiCap specializes in 
textural liquidity (lack of grain) and 
delicacy of treble nuances." 
Dick Olsher, Reviewer and Designer; from 
November 1996 Samadhl Acoustics white pape 

COMPARE NOW 
The most naturally revealing capacitor. Film 
and foil polypropylene construction—optimized 
for fine speakers and vacuum tube electronics. 
Precision made in USA. Values from .01 to 10µF. 

TO listen to MusiCaps for yourself, contact. 
• Welborne Labs 303-470-6585 
• The Parts Connection 8C0-769-0747 
• Michael Percy Audio Products 415-669-7181 
• Modisound Speaker Components 608-831-3433 
• Just Speakers 916-373-6777 
• Handmade Electronics 610432-5732 
• American Audio Import. Netherlands 31-78-651056; 
• Anchor Cross Co.,Tokyo, Japan 81-3-3203-5606 
• Bino Putra Datamos, indonesia 62-21-8209126 
• Octave Electronics. West Malaysia 603-793-793-9 
• SJS Electroacoustics. England 44-1706-823025 
• Tang Hill International Ltd.. Taiwan 886-2-5813605 
• OEMs contact HaAand Company at: 
ph 209-966-4377 • fax 209-966-4632 
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would cross over 
drivers at least an 
octave above their 
fundamental reso-
nance and one-half 
of an octave below 
their high-frequen-
cy —3dB point. A 
smooth rolloff 
means a minimal 
number of cross-
over parts, allow-
ing you to pur-
chase higher-quali-
ty components and 
thus minimize 
crossover-induced problems. 

4. Listen to the driver outside the box 
with no crossover, if possible. 
Although bass and midrange drivers sound 
like fish out of water outside of a box, you 
will learn much about timbral balance by lis-
tening to them "stark naked." Likewise, lis-
ten to the tweeter you wish to use by playing 
it with a single polypropylene or polystyrene 
capacitor of 4.7-10µF in series. 

TABLE 2 

SAMPLE Fs/QTs RATIOS 

DRIVER 1 

Fs 

Q„ 
Vas 

Fs/Qt, 

Vented box 

45Hz 

0.38 
30 Kr 
118.4 

Ideal Vs 28 le 

DRIVER 2 

Fs 

Qts 
Vas 
FiQ„ 

35Hz 
0.40 
30 Itr 

88 

Either vented or 
sealed 
Vb, vented box: 32 tir 
V, sealed box: 20.3 tir b 

sealed box: 0.63 

DRIVER 3 

Fs 21Hz 

Qts 0 304 
Vas 30 IV 
Fs/Q„ 69 

DRIVER 4 

Fs 25Hz 
Q„ 0.446 
Vss 80 IIr 
Fs./Q„ 56 

Two sizes of Sealed box 
sealed boxes 
Vb, box 1: 5.7 It Vb: 12 It 
Q„, box 1: 0.75 (-Its: 

Vb, box 2: 28.5 Itr 

Q„, box 2: 0.43 

1.23 

BASS TUNING 
1. Use a closed box if the Fs/Q1, ratio is 
lower than 82, a vented box if it is over 100, 
either one if it is between 82 and 100. 
For closed boxes, Martin Colloms recom-
mends using a higher Q with higher F, for 
an apparent increase in bass, and a lower tun-
ing for tighter bass with lower Q. This takes 
advantage of the room lift available at lower 
frequencies. I have developed a method that 
allows for just such optimization. To use it, 
find the Fs/Qts of the speaker you intend to 
use, taking into account all series resistances. 
The formulae are as follows: 
• Qe' = Qe x (DC resistance of driver + 

resistance of crossover and cabling)/ 
(DC resistance of driver). 
• Qts = 1/(1/Q; + 1/Q.). 

For drivers with an Fs./Qts of less than 62, 
expect a rather high box Q, as shown on the 
first graph of Fig. 1. There are two optimum 
tuning points for the speaker between the 
Fs/Qts ratios of 66 and 81, as shown on the 
second graph, one with a lower Q, bigger 
box, and higher efficiency, and another that 
is subjectively more plump and less efficient, 
but uses a much smaller box. For 82 to 100, 
there is one point that satisfies the require-
ments. Table 2 lists several examples of 
Fs/Qta ratios. 

2. Don't stretch out vented-box tuning 
for maximum bass extension. 
I personally prefer a quasi-third-order, 
rather than a fourth-order, rolloff for vented 
boxes. There are several reasons for such a 
tuning scheme: 
• The room response helps to lift the 

response. It is therefore more appropriate 
to roll off gradually, allowing the room to 
lift very low bass, rather than to try for 
maximum extension, with resulting 
boominess. 

• Transient response is improved by lower-
order rolloff. 

• Third-order rolloff is less sensitive to varia-
tions in driver parameters. While actively 
assisted sixth-order vented boxes are fun 
to design on paper, they are extremely dif-
ficult to achieve in reality. 
3. To increase bass response from a 

speaker without changing box tuning: 
• Position the port towards the rear wall 

or the floor. 
• Place the speaker near room boundaries. 

4. To improve bass transient response 
and reduce distortion: 
• Use a port with the inner end cut at a 45° 
angle and its average length equal to the 
calculated length. 
• Fix a boom port by putting straws in it. 
• Reduce distortion by mounting woofers 
face to face (only for 150Hz or less), 
using a box volume one-half of that pre-
dicted, and wiring the woofers in paral-
lel. The sensitivity of the system is equal 
to that of a single woofer. 

CROSSOVERS 
1. Compensate for baffle diffraction. 
This is one of the single most common fail-
ings of amateur crossover designers. You 
must provide a crossover shaping that 
emphasizes the lower part of the frequency 
range where baffle diffraction provides a 
bass rolloff. There are at least three easy 
ways to do this: 
• Use a dual voice-coil design, with the 

lower voice coil acting only in the low 
bass. To model this on CALSOD, input 
the driver as two separate drivers acting 
on the baffle width, with a coincident ori-
gin. Optimize the crossover between one 
of the coils and the tweeter; then add the 
effect of the second coil to achieve bass 
boost. 
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• Use a second driver in a D'Appolito 
arrangement, such as the Aria 5 design, 
where the two bass-midrange drivers act 
in parallel over the lower range, and then 
are crossed over to the tweeter. This 
makes for very linear phase as well. The 
box size is greater than that of a dual 
voice-coil driver, but the bass excursion is 
halved, resulting in less distortion. 

• Use very high-efficiency midbass and 
shape the crossover so that the midband 
and tweeter response is down approxi-
mately 6dB. For example, using a Cabasse 
21M18 (93dB) woofer-midrange, it is 
possible to get greater apparent bass, albeit 
at around 87dB, by shaping the crossover 
to tone down the tweeter and midband. 
The disadvantage of this arrangement is 
lower sensitivity of the entire system. The 
bonus is the extra tweeter protection 
afforded by the series resistance. 
2. Don't use a crossover to extend a 

driver's response by peaking it, then 
falling off. 
Crossover optimization programs are notori-
ous for doing this as they attempt to gener-
ate a flat response. After optimization, look 
at each driver's crossover/driver response 
and the crossover transfer function to ensure 
that they follow smooth curves without 
undue peaking. Ideally, the combined 
driver/crossover response will be an estab-
lished crossover type, such as Butterworth, 
Linkwitz-Riley, Chebyshev, and so on, 
since these allow you to accurately predict 
polar tilt and phase response. Then reverse 
the connections of one of the drivers and 
make sure the resulting null is symmetrical 
and at least 20dB, in order to ensure good 
phase response. 

3. When developing a crossover using 
an optimization program, design for a 
smooth response (±2dB from target 
across the front 60° and ±3dB from tar-
get between the standing and sitting lis-
tening positions). 

TABLE 3 

EFFECT OF PARALLELED COMPONENTS 

ON TOLERANCE 

NUMBER OF SPECIFIED RESULTING 
PARALLELED TOLERANCE TOLERANCE 
COMPONENTS 

2 10% 6.4% 
5% 3.2% 
1% 0.64% 

3 10% 5.2% 
5% 2.6% 
1% 0.52% 

4 10% 4.6% 
5% 2.6% 
1% 0.46% 

5 10% 4% 
5% 2% 
1% 0.4% 

Many computer-generated crossover opti-
mizations are extremely sensitive to inter-
driver separation and listening position. 
Generally, ways of improving the response 
over the range are to: 
• Minimize interdriver separation by using 

small-diameter drivers close to each other. 
A D'Appolito arrangement with two 31/2 "-
diameter Ceratec drivers and a 1"-diameter 
tweeter mounted closely together will 
behave much better than one with two 
61/2" drivers and a very large tweeter. I 
have yet to realize a good D'Appolito 
speaker with 8" drivers. 
• Use a fourth-order L-R crossover function 
between the midrange and tweeter. 
Normally this requires only a second- or 
third-order electrical crossover. 
• Use midranges only up to the point where 

the off-axis response begins to fall off. 
• Aim the array at a point midway between 

seated ear height and standing height. 
4. Use impedance equalization on 

woofers and woofer-midranges. 
It is rarely possible to design as good a sys-
tem with nonequalized drivers as with equal-
ized ones. An added advantage is that when 
fine-tuning the system, you may vary some-
what the component values of the zobel, 
achieving a more subtle effect than that of 
varying series or parallel components. 

5. Use active crossovers for all cross-
overs below 150Hz. 
This is expensive, but justified by the fact 
that the woofer and midrange impedances 
vary wildly in the bass, often by a factor of 
5-10. The amount of capacitance and 
inductance required to equalize these 
impedances is very costly and introduces a 
substantial amount of distortion. The alter-
native is to use hybrid passive networks 
with minimal equalization and resulting 
phase problems. 

Active crossovers are not easy to design. 
For a first try, you might use some from 
Marchand Electronics (which advertises 
frequently in SB). The cost of two ampli-
fiers and an active crossover is often not 
much more than that of a single amplifier 
driving a passive circuit. The Loudspeaker 
Design Cookbook lists several benefits and 
several sources for active crossover design. 

6. As a starting point, try the following 
crossover points: 
• 2-way with 4" or 5" woofer, 3.54kHz. 
• 2-way with 6" woofer, 3.51cHz. 
• 2-way with 8" woofer, 2kHz (requires a 
tweeter that can handle the power and 
excursion). The ear is sensitive to problems 
in the crossover at this range, so be careful. 
• 2-way plus subwoofer. Active crossover 
below 150Hz, passive crossover as above. 
• 3-way. Passive crossover at 350Hz-
3.51cHz. 

7. Use polypropylene or polystyrene 
capacitors for all caps in crossovers, except 
for those used in Zobel impedance compen-
sation networks. Bypass all electrolytics 
with at least 10% polypropylene. 
Note that despite many manufacturers' 
claims about the performance of their caps, I 
have yet to see documented proof that any 
poly cap is measurably better than any other 
in the audio range of frequencies, unless you 
require extremely high voltage ratings. (I'm 
already ducking the rotten tomatoes on this 
statement!) Electrolytics are notoriously non-
linear, and can degrade with time. 

8. If series resistance of an air-core is 
less than 10% of driver impedance, use it. 
For larger values, use a high-grade ferrite-
or laminated-core inductor with at least 
500W saturation. 
Recent publications show that laminated-
core inductors have the least distortion in 
larger sizes, since ferrite cores are more 
nonlinear. CFAC and other exotics have to 
my knowledge been proven to be measur-
ably different, but not necessarily better. 
(Another duck, this time for rotten eggs!) 
I'm not a great believer in exotic cables, 
either, as long as the wire gauge is suffi-
cient and contacts are well-designed. 
Inductor saturation produces compression 
and distortion effects that destroy the large-
signal response of many otherwise excel-
lent systems. 

9. Use paralleled components to achieve 
single values with substantially lower 
tolerances. 
The range of tolerance is narrowed by the 
use of paralleled components (Table 3). It is 
therefore possible to achieve the following 
tolerances at minimum cost: 
• Inductors (two larger values in parallel, 5% 

tolerance on winding), 3.2% 
• Capacitors (two smaller values in parallel, 
5% tolerance), 3.2% 
• Resistors (two larger values in parallel, 1% 

tolerance), 0.64% 
An added bonus is the reduction of the 

power-handling requirements of the individ-
ual components. Note that you should mount 
paralleled inductors orthogonally to each 
other to avoid coupling. 

Also note that resistors used to reduce 
sensitivity in the signal path should be of a 
very high quality and have no more than 1% 
tolerance. Capacitors and inductors of 5% 
tolerance are normally acceptable in all but 
the most expensive systems. 

BUILDING DETAILS 
1. Build the stiffest box you can afford 
within constraints of time, budget, space, 
and weight, and seal it well. 
See the Loudspeaker Design Cookbook for 
suggestions. Try these hints as well: 
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• Rounded shapes can be many times stiffer 
than boxes, since radial stiffness, not bend-
ing modes, are involved. 
• Bracing is extremely important. An effec-

tive means of bracing and damping cabi-
nets is to insert a hardwood dowel between 
the woofer magnet and the back panel, 
using a bit of silicon at each end. 
• All corners should be braced, glued, and 
lined with silicon. 
• Crossovers should be secured in such a 
way as to minimize rattles and buzzing. 
Try silicone or hot glue. 
• If you can, measure cabinet vibrations and 
displacements with an accelerometer. 
2. You should damp all panels to prevent 

ringing by: 
• Using roofing compounds or other propri-

etary mixes (make sure they don't dissolve 
driver surrounds); coat at least the center 
50% of the area of each panel. 
• Using a damping self-adhesive mastic, such 

as Black Hole, to do the same as with the 
roofing compound, with less mess and risk. 
• Using a double-wall, sand-filled panel. 
Sand is heavy and only stiff in compres-
sion, making it an excellent damping 
material. Alternatively, use a mass-
loaded boundary layer system, such as 
Black Hole 5. This "constrained layer" 
construction is quite effective. 
• Making cabinet walls from a mixture of 
ground-up rubber, sand, and epoxy 
resin. This is extremely effective, but is 
a patented process and so cannot be 
used commercially. 
• Attaching screw-eyes to numerous points 
on the largest panels, then stringing small 
cables between the screw-eyes. The cable 
serves to pre-tension the panels, but has no 
stiffness in compression, making it an 
effective damping mechanism. 
3. Line all cabinet walls with a suitable 

lining to minimize midrange reflections. 
There are several schools of thought on this 
matter. Dickason gives results of measure-
ments in the Loudspeaker Design Cook-
book. I have used wool (watch out for bugs), 

Black Hole 5 (predictable, but expensive), 
fiberglass, and "egg-crate" open-cell foam 
with success. Note that the internal volume 
increases in Thiele/Small equations by 
approximately 20-25% of the volume of the 
lining. 

4. When designing your cabinets, allow 
for speaker-driver volume, port volume, 
bracing volume, and lining volume. 

5. Use cabinet dimensions that are prime 
numbers, Avogadro series, or the Golden 
Ratio of 0.618, 1.000, 1.618 to minimize 
standing waves. 
I've gotten some very bizarre results from 
otherwise rational cabinets, especially from 
bandpass enclosures that behaved more like 
some sort of tuned pipe than a classic 
Helmholtz resonator. Note that although 
nonparallel sides do help in minimizing 
direct midrange reflections, they will not 
eliminate standing waves, although they will 
reduce their magnitude. 

6. Keep the internal end of the port away 
from cabinet boundaries and other obstruc-
tions by a distance at least one-and-a-half 
times its diameter. 

7. Use a port diameter of at least 25% 
of the nominal driver diameter. Calculate 
the lengths of rectangular ports and mul-
tiple ports using George Augspurger's SB 
2/91 article. 

8. Mount drivers using appropriate 
damping gaskets (Norsorex or equivalent) 
or a very soft silicone. 
Note that scrapes and silicone will void man-
ufacturer's warranties. Play the driver in 
open air before mounting it, in order to 
ensure that it works. 

9. Mount crossover networks away from 
driver magnets. 

10. Rule: Solder all the connections to 
the drivers. 
Note that this will void the manufacturer's 
warranty, so you might want to test the 
drivers with crimp connections for a few days 
before soldering. Use appropriate heatsinlcs 
when soldering tweeter connections. 

11. Rule: Mount crossover inductors 

TABLE 4 

SUGGESTIONS FOR SPEAKER BUILDERS 

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE 

Beginner 

Medium 

Medium—high 

MODELING TOOLS 

None—many 

None or few 

A minimum of CALSOD 
or equivalent. OLIO 
or equivalent desirable 

BUDGET 

Low—high 

Low—high 

Low 

Medium 

High 

SUGGESTION 

Kits designed by D'Appolito, 
Dickason, and the like. 
Kits designed by D'Appolito, 
Dickason, and the like. 
2-way system, Audax, Vita, 
Focal, Access, Peedess drivers 
2-way system, Focal, Seas, Morel 
drivers 
2-way system, Cabasse, Scan-
Speak, Dynaudio, Ceratec, Raven 
drivers 

orthogonally to each other, with tweeter 
inductors well away from other inductors. 
This will reduce distortion due to coupling 
between the inductors. 

12. Rule: Isolate the speaker from its 
surroundings. 
There are many methods of isolating speak-
ers, some of which are based on solid engi-
neering, and many of which are not. For a 
discussion of vibration isolation, call the 
Fabreeka company or the makers of EAR or 
Sorbothane, and request their literature. 

Basically, speakers should either be rigid-
ly coupled to a rigid floor at specified points, 
or decoupled as much as possible. Rigid cou-
pling is accomplished through the use of car-
pet-piercing points. Since three points deter-
mine a plane, I prefer to mount speakers that 
way. The problem is that a three-point 
mounting is also quite prone to tip over 
when cats, dogs, children, or clumsy adults 
bump the speakers. A better real-world solu-
tion is to use adjustable points. 

Rigid coupling works well when the floor 
is heavy and nonresonant—otherwise it will 
muddy the sound by causing the floor to 
vibrate. The solution is to use a decoupling 
system, such as isolation mounts made by 
the companies named above or similar prod-
ucts available from McMaster-Carr. 

It is important to use mounts made for the 
specified weight, for viscoelastic damping is 
dependent on the nonlinear behavior of the 
damping materials. If the speaker is too light 
for the mount, it will not compress the mate-
rial sufficiently. Conversely, if it is too 
heavy, the material will be too stiff and will 
not experience enough hysteresis to provide 
good damping. 

13. Use heavy-duty binding posts. 
Plastic cups tend to leak and be noisy. 

14. Flush-mount all drivers that operate 
from 300Hz and up. 
Small projections tend to cause response 
irregularities. 

15. If possible, mount the crossover 
outside the box in order to avoid the 
capacitors acting as microphones and 
increasing distortion. 

DESIGN AIDS 
1. If you don't own the Loudspeaker 
Design Cookbook, or know most of what is 
in i4 buy a copy. 
This is one of the most inexpensive and 
comprehensive references for success in 
home speaker building. The cost is less than 
half that of a single good woofer. (Note: I 
don't work for Audio Amateur Corporation 
and am not related to the author!) 

2. If you have a computer available, buy 
a crossover optimization program. If not, 
build from a kit produced by a reputable 
designer. 
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It makes no sense to buy high-quality com-
ponents, fuss over binding posts, tiptoes, and 
cabling, and then ruin everything with a poor 
crossover. An excellent program, CALSOD, 
is available from Old Colony Sound Lab for 
around $70. It isn't easy to learn, but the 
effort will teach you quite a bit, and it works 
outstandingly well. For a more user-friendly 
program for the well-heeled or those plan-
ning to build enough systems to justify the 
cost, you might try LEAP. 

3. If you're lucky (or rich) enough to 
measure your speaker-system response, 
do so. 
My personal preference is CLIO, but you 
might want to try MLSSA, LMP, or IMP. 
Each has its own price structure, advantages, 
and shortcomings. Here are some tips that 
should help: 
• Measure each driver in the finished box (to 
allow for baffle diffraction) and design the 
crossover afterwards based on the 
response. 
• Allow the drivers to break in before mea-
suring by playing them for at least 48 
hours with a moderately high drive level. 
(Woofers should be broken in with a large 
percentage of bass notes or a frequency 
generator, in order to allow the suspen-
sion to travel through most of its predict-
ed XmAx). Watch out for cats', dogs', 
kids', and spouses' ears when breaking in 
speakers, and don't forget to protect 
midranges and tweeters with appropriate 
capacitors to avoid burning them up. 
• Once you've measured the speakers in their 
boxes, design the crossover, build a proto-
type, and measure the finished system. 
• Don't expect accurate results in most 
rooms under 300Hz, unless you have a 
very large measuring room. You'll have to 
go with Thiele/Small predictions or close-
miked responses in this range. 
• Make sure you're working with a calibrat-
ed system. 
• Trust your ears over your measurements. 
While this goes against the grain of the 
engineer in me, the fact is that you can 
design any number of crossovers that mea-
sure flat, yet sound different. The differ-
ence in timbre and phase will make one 
speaker musically pleasing, another life-
less. Many professionals, and most audio-
philes, cannot explain what constitutes 
good sound. Good starting points are a flat 
response, low distortion, few phase prob-
lems, good impulse response, and nearly 
resistive impedance. 

WHERE DO I START? 
The above should help you get well on your 
way to success, keep your common-sense 
neighbor at bay, and not only increase the 
spouse acceptance factor, but actually stir 

some interest. (My wife, for example, does 
not spend much time worrying about 
crossover design or cabinet damping, but she 
loves fine music and is an excellent judge of 
speaker musicality.) 
I deliberately have not discussed timbral 

nuances, driver types, and bass loading, 
since the type of music you listen to, your 
hearing, your personality, and your budget 
will dictate what you build. Table 4, howev-
er, may serve as a guide for your first home-
built speakers. 

SOURCES 
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AN INSULATED DIAPHRAGM 
ELECTROSTATIC 

By :Matthew Lattis 

F
or an electrostatic loudspeaker (ESL) 
to operate at its full potential, insula-
tion is necessary. However, most do-

it-yourself ESL builders forego this and 
build simple, uninsulated units. This article 
presents a cost-effective method of produc-
ing insulated ESLs. You can use this tech-
nique with all styles of construction—wire, 
perforated metal, perforated plastic with 
conductive coating, and so on. 

PROS AND CONS 
ESLs have two easily identifiable and sig-
nificant advantages over standard moving-
coil units. First, the moving mass per unit 
area of an ESL is very small compared to a 
cone or dome speaker. In an ESL with 1 
mil of total diaphragm thickness, it takes 11 
in2 of diaphragm to equal the moving mass 
of a typical 1" soft-dome tweeter. This low 
mass gives ESLs excellent transient 
response. 

Second, an ESL's driving force is 
applied over the whole surface of the 
diaphragm, essentially eliminating breakup. 
Cone and dome speakers are basically dri-
ven from a central point or ring around the 
edge of the unit, a system that allows the 
cone or dome to flex and resonate. ESLs 
typically have much lower distortion than 
cones or domes. 

That said, there are also two significant 
disadvantages to using ESLs: in general, 
they are notorious for their low sensitivi-
ties, and they use high voltages. The volt-
ages involved obviously demand respect. If 
you build an ESL, you should familiarize 
yourself with high-voltage safety and take 
steps to minimize exposed high-voltage 
points in the design. 

Roger Sanders and Ronald Wagner have 
both written excellent books on ESLs. 
Sanders' devotes a section to high-voltage 
safety, and also presents several hybrid 
designs (using conventional woofers with 
ESLs) and a full-range unit. Wagner's 
book2 takes an in-depth look at the techni-
cal principles behind building ESLs, pre-
sents exact construction plans for a full-
range segmented ESL, and contains infor-
mation about commercial designs. 
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INSULATED PLATES 
For safety and high output, insulated plates 
are hard to beat. In most commercial ESLs, 
the plates are made of powder-coated per-
forated metal or sheathed wires. These 
designs produce the highest outputs, but are 
impractical for most DIYers, since the 
types of powders suitable for ESLs are not 
generally used at most powder-coating 
facilities. Also, coating parts in small quan-
tities is very expensive. You can build your 
own sheathed-wire designs, but the tedium 
involved keeps most people from doing so. 
An insulated diaphragm gives you most 

of the benefits of an insulated plate, though 
you can't run the bias voltage as high, and 
the efficiency will therefore be slightly 
lower. Also, diaphragms in these units usu-
ally don't last as long as those in speakers 
with insulated plates. When using thin film 
for insulation, carefully ensure that no 
small tears or holes develop in the film dur-
ing shipping or coating. From the stand-
point of safety, an insulated-diaphragm 
design—without insulated plates—will be 
just as unsafe as a completely uninsulated 
unit, so if you build this way, take care to 
minimize the likelihood that anyone can 
touch the ESL's plates. 
The bias supply has current-limiting 

resistors in series with its output, so it isn't 
an electrocution hazard (although its inter-
nal capacitors can be). The audio signal on 
the plates is the actual hazard. While I'm 
on the subject, the speaker itself is a capaci-
tor and can therefore hold a charge and 
shock you after you've turned it off. 
Always discharge all capaci-
tors before working on the   
speakers or bias supply. 

The simplest way to insulate 
diaphragms is to place two of 
them with their conductive 
sides facing one another. Earl 
Peabody patented this tech-
nique in 1968 (US patent 
3,389,226). The Pickering 
Isophase loudspeaker also used 
a similar style of insulation 
(US patents 2,934,611 and 
2,934,612, from 1960). 

Compared to an uninsulated ESL, those 
with insulated diaphragms have the follow-
ing advantages: 
1) higher operating voltages and therefore 

higher output; 
2) no hissing when the bias is first turned 

on; 
3) no hissing in high humidity or dusty con-

ditions. 
Compared to sheathed conductors or 

powder-coated plate designs, insulated 
diaphragms have the following advantages: 
1) numbers 2 and 3 from the preceding list; 
2) lower price; 
3) faster construction time; 
4) use of readily available materials. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Each unit I built is 5.5" x 20.2". See Fig.] 
for parts layout, and Table I for materials 
list. Quantities listed are for one unit. I sug-
gest using at least two units per channel. 
Except for the spacers on the contact end, 
the two halves of the unit are identical. One 
half uses a 5.5" x 1.375" spacer, while that 
of the other half is 5.5" x 0.875". You could 
make your units larger, but keeping them 
flat would then be more of a problem. The 
glues involved in this project also dry rather 
quickly, causing assembly problems with 
larger units. A breakdown of the expenses 
involved in this project is shown in Table 2. 

The grid that is the main structure of the 
unit is styrene egg-crate-style fluorescent-
light diffuser, available at home-improve-
ment centers. Buy the flattest diffuser you 
can—they are all warped a little. The ribs 

TABLE 1 

MATERIALS LIST 

NUMBER PER UNIT SIZE ( IN INCHES) 

3 
4 
1 
2 
8 
2 
4 

0.875 x 5.5 
1 x 17.875 
1.375 x 5.5 
.125 x 17.625 
.375 x 1.25 
4.5 x 19.7 
1.4375 x 20.75 

MATERIAL 

.04 thick polycarbonate(PC) 

.04 thick PC 

.04 thick PC 

.04 thick PC 

.04 thick PC 
styrene light diffuser 
aluminum window screen 
(see text and Fig. lb for 
exact dimensions of screen) 



that make up the grid are thicker on one 
side than the other. Keep in mind when you 
are buying your diffuser that the thick side 
should face the diaphragms to maximize 
the contact area of all joints. 

The grid should be oriented so that any 
bowing of the middle of the diffuser is 
away from the diaphragm. If it bows in the 
other direction (with the ends bending 
away from the diaphragm), the diaphragms 
will lose some of their tension when you 
bolt the two halves of the speaker together. 
You can easily cut the diffusers with a 

jig saw equipped with a blade for cutting 
plastic. After they are cut to the proper size, 
make sure no burrs are sticking up from the 
surface of the grid. The edges will have 
some burrs from the cutting procedure, and 
the field may have burrs from the equip-
ment in which it was molded. Any protru-
sions on the surface of the grid will throw 
off the spacing between the plates and 
diaphragm, limiting your speaker's 
diaphragm travel and decreasing its output. 

SPACERS 
You cut the spacers from 0.040" polycar-
bonate (PC) with sharp shears, sheet-metal 
snips, a table saw, or other appropriate 
instrument. You can also score this material 
and snap it off like glass. I usually cut spac-
ers with metal snips. 

You need to deburr the edges to ensure 
uniform spacing. I cut long strips of spacer 
material and deburr it before cutting it to its 
final length. It is also easier to strip off the 
masking material from the side to which you 
will be gluing the diffuser before cutting the 
spacers to their final size. You can vary the 
width of the spacers to accommodate your 
mounting frames as long as you have at least 
1/2 " of overlap between the PC and diffuser. 
You also need enough PC on the sides to 
bolt the two halves of the unit together. 

You can glue the spacers to the diffuser 
with many types of adhesive, since they are 

TABLE 2 

COST FOR FOUR UNITS AND 
ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS 

2 transformers S120 
1 bias supply 40 
1 diffuser, 24" x 48" 10 
polycarbonate sheet (most plastic-
supply houses have $10 orders, so 
you'll get a piece about 24" x 48") 10 minimum 
1 pint of pipe cement 5 
1 quart of contact adhesive or one 
can of 3M super 77 8 

screen 5 
wire 9 
Y2" x 60 yd. roll of 3M 9485PC tape 10 
Mylar 10 
Total cost S227 

common types of plastic. For the money, 
though, it's hard to beat plastic-pipe 
cement. The all-purpose variety works on 
PVC, ABS, styrene, and CPVC. You can 
find it at home-improvement centers or 
plumbing-supply stores. 

It was obvious that this type of glue 

would hold the styrene diffuser, but I ran a 
test to make sure it would work on the PC. 
I glued two pieces of PC together, and it 
produced a very strong bond. Because the 
contact area between the grid and PC is 
small, the joints aren't unbreakably strong, 
but they are more than adequate, and can 
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ALUMINUM FOIL TAPE 
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FIGURE 2: Detail of contact end and vent. 

stand tear-aparts, rebuilds, and moderate 
torsional stress. 

GLUING TIPS 
You should work on a flat surface when 
gluing the spacers. The glue dries pretty 
quickly, so you can glue only one spacer at 
a time. Both the spacer and the area of the 
diffuser it will adhere to should receive a 
liberal coat of glue, and both surfaces 
should be wet when brought together. Press 
the pieces together with moderate 
pressure for 10 to 15 seconds until 
the glue starts to set up. Take care, 
for the spacers tend to slide around a 
little when being glued. 

Though their placement need not 
be extremely precise, try to keep the 
spacers close to the suggested posi-
tions. If one gets out of alignment 
on the first half of a speaker, try to 
duplicate the misalignment on the 
second. The order in which I glue 
the spacers is: 1) one short end, 2) 
the long sides, 3) the remaining 
short end, 4) the strip running up the 
center, and 5) the four short spacers. 
Repeat the gluing procedure for all 
halves of your units. 
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After the glue sets up for a few minutes, 
you can gently handle the buildup. Cut the 
screen, which will be the plate in this 
design, with scissors or metal snips to fit 
between the spacers. Make your cuts 
between the wires to keep stray wires to a 
minimum. 

Because the spacers may have slid 
around somewhat during gluing, you may 
need to cut your screen to a different size 
than that shown in Fig. I. Make sure it is 

flat when you check its fit. In the area 
between the perimeter spacers and the short 
internal spacers, there remain only three 
wires from the screen's grid, so handle the 
screen gently. 

Before gluing the screen to the diffuser, 
you should mask off the spacers to keep 
glue off them. Overlap the edges of the 
spacers with tape by about 0.0625" to keep 
the adhesive from building up on the edges 
and throwing off the spacing. 
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FIGURE 3: Frequency response, 2.83V RMS at 1 meter. 
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THE TRICKY PART 
Gluing the screen to the diffuser is the only 
tricky part of the building process. The 
only spray contact adhesive I have found 
with significant strength and a sufficiently 
fine spray pattern to avoid clogging up the 
screen is 3M Super 77 spray adhesive. This 
glue has one drawback, though. Its maxi-
mum continuous-service temperature is 
110°F. If you are sure your speakers will 
not be exposed to temperatures higher than 
this, Super 77 will probably work fine. 

You should glue only one strip of screen 
at a time. Coat both the diffuser and the 
screen with the adhesive, being careful not 
to clog the screen. Within about 30 seconds 
the adhesive is usually dry enough to join 
the two pieces. Carefully align the pieces 
before allowing them to touch, while feed-
ing the contact strip of screen through the 
grid. When you are satisfied with their 
alignment, press the screen down on the 
diffuser. The diffuser and screen will 
instantly bond and you won't get a second 
chance to align them. Roll a wallpaper-

seam roller along the ribs, applying moder-
ate pressure to ensure good contact 
between the screen and the diffuser. 

If you are concerned about higher tem-
peratures, you can use liquid contact adhe-
sive to bond the screen to the diffuser. I 
have used Lock Bond multipurpose contact 
adhesive and Parabond M206 successfully. 
The application is messy, but the results are 
good if you apply the screen at the right 
point in the glue's drying cycle. You 
should practice on a scrap piece of diffuser 
to get your timing right. 

Keep in mind that temperature and 
humidity can significantly change the 
glue's drying time. With the liquid adhe-
sive, you cannot apply glue to the screen, 
so you must put an extra heavy coat on the 
diffuser. Brushes and rollers are almost 
impossible to clean after they have been 
dipped in contact adhesive. The cheap, 
throw-away solution is to use wadded 
paper towels to apply the glue. 

If you are getting enough glue on the dif-
fuser, it will drip out the other side, making 
a moderate mess. Make sure you get good 

coverage around the edges and between the 
perimeter and internal spacers. When you 
are sure the area the screen will touch is 
sufficiently covered with glue, remove the 
masking tape from the spacers on the half 
of the buildup you are currently working 
on. If you leave the tape on, the solvents in 
the adhesive can damage the PC. 

FINAL GLUING TOUCHES 
The adhesive should be dry on the surface 
but semiliquid inside when you apply the 
screen. Align the screen within the spacers, 
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while feeding the contact strip through the 
grid, and press it into the adhesive. Roll 
along the ribs with the wallpaper-seam 
roller to ensure good contact. 

If the glue is too liquid and squirts 
through the screen, remove any that pro-
drudes, so as not to interfere with 
diaphragm travel. If the glue is a little too 
dry and there are a few small areas where 
the screen isn't sticking, you may be able to 
reactivate the glue by heating it with a heat 
gun. The styrene melts at quite a low tem-
perature, though, so be careful. 

If the area that isn't sticking is small and 
unimportant (the diaphragm's travel is very 
restricted close to the spacers), you may be 
able to apply some contact adhesive over 
the screen and stick it back down. Repeat 
the above steps for the second strip of 
screen that goes with the buildup you are 

working on. You can now remove the 
masking material from the spacers on this 
half of the unit. Repeat for all halves of 
units. Before proceeding any further, let the 
adhesives dry for 24 hours. 

At this stage, you should check the 
screen for loose spots and wires that are 
sticking up. You can fix any loose spots 
with contact adhesive or the 3M tape 
described later. You should 
push down any protruding   
wires and check the edges care-
fully. 

DRILLING THE HOLES 
You should now drill all the 
holes in the spacers. The holes 
shown in Fig. 1 are 0.125" in 
diameter and will accept 4-40 
bolts. Figure 1 shows only the 
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holes for contacts and for holding the two 
halves of the speaker together. At this time, 
you should also drill the holes for mounting 
the units, but these will depend on your 
mounting frames. The inside edges of any 
holes should be at least 1/2" from the inner 
edge of the perimeter spacers in order to keep 
the bolts from contacting the diaphragm and 
becoming charged with the bias. 
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FIGURE 5: Impedance: a) two units with 41-2 and com-
mon taps used as primary, b) four units with 40 and 
common taps used as primary, c) two units with 811 and 
162 taps used as primary, d) two units with 412 and 
812 taps used as primary. 
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Drill all the holes in one half of the unit 
from the diaphragm side, to minimize the 
stress placed on the joints between the 
spacers and the diffuser. Now put the two 
halves of the speaker together, spacer to 
spacer, and hold them together with rubber 
bands. Drill through the existing holes and 
into the second half of the unit. Repeat for 
all units. 

DIAPHRAGM PREPARATION 
Preparation of the diaphragms is the next 
step. Mylar® (0.5 mil) is the best material, 
and the genuine DuPont brand is different 
from the generic varieties of polyester film 
on the market. Mylar shrinks more and at 
lower temperatures than the generics, and 
also seems to retain more of its tension 
over time. I will supply 33"-wide Mylar to 
those interested for 750 per linear foot plus 
$3 for shipping. 

The diaphragms need a high-resistance 
conductive coating to carry the bias volt-
age. The most effective way to coat your 
diaphragms is with powdered graphite. 
Theoretically, the diaphragms' resistance 
(measured with probes 1" apart) should be 
in the range of 10-100MS2, but the exact 
value isn't very critical in practice, as long 
as it isn't too low. I have built units that 

function normally with diaphragm resis-
tances in the range of 500ka 

GRAPHITE APPLICATION 
With an extremely sharp utility knife or 
razor blade, cut a piece of Mylar about 4" 
longer and wider than the outer edges of 
your unit. Remove any obvious pieces of 
dust from its surface and lay the film down 
on white paper towels. With masking tape, 
fasten down one comer of the film. Stretch 
the film to remove any wrinkles, and tape 
down the opposite corner. Then stretch and 
tape the other two comers. 

Sprinkle a small amount of graphite on 
the film. The exact amount needed will 
depend on the type of graphite you use, but 
a Ye-diameter pile is a good starting point. 
With a paper towel, spread the graphite 
around on the surface of the film, then rub 
it into the surface of the Mylar. I estimate 
that I use around ten pounds of force when 
rubbing the graphite in. The time, pressure, 
and amount of graphite required to achieve 
resistance in the right range will depend on 
your Mylar (DuPont makes several differ-
ent types with various surface qualities), 
the type of graphite used, and what you use 
to apply the graphite. 

If you don't get consistent coverage with 

the paper towel, try a piece of cotton or 
dacron. The more your applicator is used, 
the more consistently it will coat the film, 
so it helps to break in your applicator on a 
scrap piece of Mylar. Coat an area about 
the size of the whole unit, including spac-
ers, to make sure all the edges of the speak-
er will be playing. Also, make sure to cover 
the area of the diaphragm contact thorough-
ly. When you are satisfied with the coating, 
wipe off any excess graphite. You will 
need two diaphragms per unit. 

ATTACHING THE DIAPHRAGMS 
Many builders like to use epoxy to attach 
the diaphragms to the spacers. Epoxy 
makes rebuilds very easy, but it has a few 
drawbacks: 1) It doesn't withstand torsional 
stress within the speaker very well. If you 
twist the unit after the diaphragm has 
shrunk, it may lose tension. 2) It's difficult 
to get a uniform coating of epoxy. 3) 
Drying time can add up when you are 
building multiple units. 4) Harold 
Beveridge's US patent 4,533,794 ( 1985) 
warns that a rigid bond between 
diaphragms and spacers creates stress in the 
diaphragms, making them prone to tearing. 
I like to use 1/2 "-wide 3M tape #9485PC. 

It is a two-sided, 5 mil-thick, acrylic-adhe-
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FIGURE 6: Wiring diagram for two transformers and one bias supply. 

sive transfer tape. It gives a bond of consis-
tent thickness and more than adequate 
strength, and it stays flexible. Before apply-
ing the tape, make sure the surfaces to 
which you're applying it are clean and dry. 

Apply a strip of tape down each side of 
the unit, overlapping the inside edge of the 
spacer by approximately .032" to ensure a 
cushioned bond between the diaphragm 
and the spacers. In three of the four comers, 
you should butt the two pieces of tape 
against each other. In the fourth corner, 
there should be a gap of about 0.125" (Fig. 
2); its mirror image on the other half of the 
unit should have the same gap. This gap 
allows release of pressure between the 
diaphragms as temperature and atmospher-
ic pressure vary. 

For the center spacer, you need to cut a 
strip of tape in half. Remove the release 
liner from a piece of tape that runs the 
length of the speaker and put it on the 
sticky side of the tape strip. You can then 
easily cut the tape with scissors or a sharp 
knife. The edges of the center spacer 
should also be overlapped. You can tape 
the short horizontal spacers with 1e-wide 
tape, allowing the edges to overlap. Using 
medium pressure (3M recommends 15 psi), 
roll over the tape with your seam roller. 
Now lay out the diaphragm, conductive 

side down, on a flat surface. Stretch it tight 
with tape as previously described. Remove 

the release liner from all of the tape on one 
half of a unit. Making sure of proper align-
ment between the diaphragm's conductive 
area and the speaker's plates and contact 
area, place the assembly, tape side down, 
on the Mylar. Push down, with moderate 
pressure, around the speaker's edges. 
Untape the diaphragm and turn the unit 
over, and run the roller over all taped areas 
again. 

Trim the diaphragm 0.0625" inside the 
outer edge of the tape, except in the area of 
the vent. Allow the Mylar to overlap the 
tape completely in this area. When you peel 
off the excess Mylar, there should be a 
0.0625" strip of bare adhesive outside the 
edge of the diaphragm. This small strip 
helps to seal in the volume of air between 
the diaphragms and maximize coupling of 
the two during travel. This strip should not 
be too wide, however, or you will have 
extreme difficulty getting the unit apart if 
the need arises. Repeat for the other half of 
the unit and all others. 

HEAT-SHRINKING 
It is now time to heat- shrink the 
diaphragms. As long as you use genuine 
Mylar and don't have any big wrinkles in 
the diaphragms, this will be a quick and 
painless procedure. I use an inexpensive, 
dual-temperature heat gun to shrink them. 
Its stated output at the setting I use is 8.8 
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FIGURE 7: Sch,nlatic of bias supply. 

COMPONENTS PARTS LIST 

NO. UNIT VALUE/DESCRIPTION 
1 Cl O.1µF 50V ceramic disc 
1 C2 220µF 35V electrolytic 
2 03. C4 2,500pF 6kV 
1 R1 240n 1/2W 
4 R2-R5 22M1≥ 1W 
2 D1. D2 5kV PIV 
1 P1 51d2 3/4W pot 
1 IC1 LM 317T 1.5A adjustable 

voltage regulator 

CFM and approximately 550°F. Practice 
on some scrap Mylar if you have an 
adjustable heat gun or one that varies sig-
nificantly from the aforementioned speci-
fications. 
I shrink half of one-half of a unit at a 

time (a 1.6" x 18" strip). With the heat gun 
warmed up, hold the nozzle approximately 
1/2 " from the diaphragm and move it rather 
quickly over the strip. You should be able 
to shrink the strip with one five-second 
pass. Now shrink the other strip on the half 
of the unit you are working on. 

If you move the heat gun too slowly, 
heat will begin to transfer into the spacers 
and warp the assembly. Though it won't 
damage the assembly, it will stretch the 
tape bonds, and when the assembly cools 
and unwarps, the diaphragm will lose 
some, or all, of its tension. If you use Super 
77 spray adhesive, moving the heat gun too 
slowly may also break the bond between 
the screen and diffuser. 

After you shrink half of a unit, wait ten 
to fifteen minutes before you shrink any 
other diaphragms. If the first diaphragm 
you shrank still has its tension, proceed 
with the rest of the units. If it has lost its 
tension, you need to modify your technique 
before proceeding. You may also need to 
replace the diaphragm that lost its tension. 

For diaphragm contacts, I use an alu-
minum-foil tape with a conductive adhe-
sive. If you send me a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope and $2, I will send you a 
1/2 " x l' piece of this tape. I cut it down to 
0.125"-wide strips when using it for 
diaphragm contacts. Cut a 3" x 0.125" strip 
and stick it to the diaphragm on the contact 
end (Fig. 2). With another piece of the 
same tape, make a T to overlap the piece of 
tape you have already laid down, and run 
this piece next to the diaphragm contact 
hole. Rolling over the tape with the seam 
roller finishes the contact for that 
diaphragm. 

For the half of the speaker that has the 
short spacer on the contact end, just leave 
the second piece of conductive tape (which 
makes the T) hanging off the end of the 
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speaker. Then, when you assemble the unit, 
fold the tape under and stick it to the foil 
from the other diaphragm. 

JOINING THE HALVES 
After making sure the diaphragms are free 

of debris, you can fasten the two halves of 
the unit together with 4-40 by 1/4 " bolts. 
After mounting the units to your frame, 
wire the diaphragms and plates. The wires 
from the bias supply and step-up transform-
ers to the ESLs should be high-voltage. 
Inexpensive test-probe wire with a 5kV rat-
ing is easy to find. 
To minimize exposed high-voltage 

wiring, you should place the transformer for 
each channel in the speaker (they mount 
easily on top of your woofer enclosures in 
their own small boxes). Mounting the trans-
former in the speaker also decreases the 
amount of high-voltage wire you need. If 
you use only one bias supply to run both 
channels, you will also need enough high-
voltage wire to run two wires between the 
two channels. You can use banana plugs on 
the wires running between the two speakers. 

For the contact bolts, I use nickel-plated 
steel bolts. Use flat washers between all ring 
terminals and contacts, even if the terminals 

are tin plated. This will keep the aluminum 

screen from digging into the coating and 
coming into contact with the copper 
beneath. Flat washers are also necessary 
between the ring terminals and the foil 

diaphragm contacts to prevent any twisting 
of the terminal from tearing the foil. 

ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS 
The voltage from your amplifier needs to 
be stepped up to the high voltage/low cur-
rent that ESLs require. The MagneTek-

Triad S- 142A (no longer available) was the 
transformer of choice of DIYers for years; 
clones are available from Roger Sanders 
for $ 119 per pair, including shipping. 
I supply transformers—not direct clones 

of the original—with a turns ratio of approx-
imately 1:50, and without the multiple taps 
of the original S- 142A. Their core size is 
identical, however, and they are very similar 
electrically to the S- 142A running 1:44.7. I 
sell them for $60 each, including shipping. 

If you use the direct S- 142A clone, you 
have several primary winding configura-
tions to choose from, though you always 

use the full secondary. The different wiring 
configurations produce different sensitivi-
ties, frequency responses, and impedances, 
so building your ESLs will involve several 
trade-offs. 

The 1:44.7 turns ratio is about as low as 
you should use. You use the an and com-
mon taps as the primary in this configura-
tion. This turns ratio presents a relatively 
easy load to your amplifier and has the 
most high-frequency output, but has fairly 
low sensitivity. With this ratio and two 
units in a 12"-wide baffle, one stacked 
above the other approximating a 3" x 35" 
line source, I achieved the frequency 
response plot shown in Fig. 3 at 1 meter 

with 2.83V RMS into the transformer. 
You can add more units to increase out-

put. Each doubling of active diaphragm 
area yields a 6dB increase in sensitivity, 
assuming your amplifier is capable of 
delivering the extra current required to 
drive the higher capacity. (This is most 
demanding at high frequencies, and should 
not be a limiting factor with today's higher-
current amplifiers.) You can also increase 
dispersion as you add more units by 
angling some of them off axis. 

INCREASING OUTPUT 
You can also increase output by using dif-
ferent taps for the primary winding. With 
pink noise as the test signal and the 1:44.7 
turns ratio as a reference, using the 8S2 and 
16SI taps as the primary yielded a 5.4dB 
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increase in sensitivity. Compared to the 
1:44.7 wiring configuration, using the 4n 
and an taps as the primary yielded a 7.2dB 
increase in sensitivity. 

With the increased turns ratio comes an 
increase in the transformer's leakage induc-
tance, which forms a series resonance with 
the ESL's capacity. At frequencies higher 
than this resonance, the speaker's output is 
rolled off. Higher leakage inductance and 
speaker capacity cause this resonance to 
occur at lower frequencies. Luckily, with 
the relatively low capacity of these units 
(approximately 160pF per unit), this is not 
much of a problem. 

Driving two units with the highest turns 
ratio produces a resonance at a high enough 
frequency that, on a 1/3-octave basis, the 
output of the 20kHz band is decreased only 
by 3dB, when compared to the 1:44.7 con-
figuration. In theory, you would expect the 
highest turns ratio to have the greatest atten-
uation at high frequencies, but this honor 
belongs to the medium-output taps. The 
physical layout of the windings may be the 
cause of this unexpected loss. 

The impedance is also quite a bit lower 
with the higher turns ratios, but is only 
extreme in the top octave. Luckily, not 
much power is required in this region, and 
the impedance isn't as hard to drive as it 
appears. As a test, I ran two units—con-
nected with the highest output wiring con-
figuration—on a low-cost, low-current 45 
WPC receiver for three hours at high out-
put levels. The receiver neither became hot 
nor showed any audible signs of distress. If 
you are worried about it, though, you will 
probably prefer to use the 1:44.7 wiring 

configuration with four units per channel. 
Figures 4 and 5 show frequency 

response and impedance plots for various 
configurations. The plots were taken 72" 
from two units, one above the other, in a 
12"-wide baffle and with a 6dB/octave 
400Hz crossover. I used an Audio Control 
SA-3050A for all these measurements. 

BIAS SUPPLY 
This design needs a bias of approximately 
1.4kV DC. The tension on the diaphragms, 
which counteracts the tendency of the bias 
to pull the diaphragms into the plates, will 
vary depending on the precision with which 
you built your units. The units may handle 
more or less voltage. My speakers will usu-
ally take about 1.6kV DC, but I like to run 
them a little conservatively. When you first 
connect the bias, start out at about 800V 
DC and gradually increase the voltage. The 
speaker will •pop when too much bias has 
been applied. When you hear the first pop, 
decrease the bias by about 100-200V. 

Although you can use 120V AC line 
step-up transformers to obtain bias, I don't 
like running AC lines to my speakers with 
the hazards they present. I prefer to use a 
small, high-frequency, switching power 
supply that requires a 12V DC source, 
which anyone should be comfortable 
wiring. You can plug a small wall trans-
former into a switched outlet on your stereo 
and turn the bias on and off with the sys-
tem. I sell the DC-to-AC converter section 
for $30, including shipping. 

With a few surplus high-voltage parts 
and some common parts from any electron-
ics-supply house, you will have a small, 

regulated, variable-voltage bias supply that 
draws relatively low current. Figure 6 
shows a schematic for the supply; the com-
ponent values are in Table 3. With the volt-
age-doubler circuit, this supply puts out 
1.4kV DC, with 7V DC and 60mA out of 
the regulator. 

The relationship between input and out-
put voltage is linear (each IV in equals 
approximately 200V out), so anyone with a 
multimeter can check the input and output 
voltages at a low setting, thus gaining an 
accurate estimate of higher voltage outputs 
without a high-voltage probe. As this sup-
ply doesn't contain bleeder resistors, you 
should take care to discharge the HV 
capacitors it contains before working on the 
bias supply or speakers. You can use one 
bias supply for both speakers as shown in 
the diagram, or build a separate supply for 
each channel. 

Figure 7 shows a wiring diagram with 
both transformers and a bias supply. You 
should definitely use grille cloth on both 
sides of your speakers, and possibly add .25 
inch "acoustically transparent" foam to 
their backs. The grille cloth alone decreases 
the magnitude of the ESL's output at reso-
nance by 3 or 4dB. With the foam—or mul-
tiple layers of grille cloth—on the back, 
you can decrease the output at resonance 
another 3dB. The grille cloth also makes it 
less likely that anyone will touch the ESL's 
plates. Covering the HV connections of the 
unit with PC is also a good idea. 

CROSSOVER CONCERNS 
These panels should be crossed over at 
approximately 500Hz with a 12dB/octave 
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crossover, though the slope could be 6dB if 
you don't expect extreme output from them. 
The spacing of these speakers (approximate-
ly 30 mils from diaphragm to plate) is less 
than that normally recommended for DIY 

ESLs, but is quite generous as long as you 
control the diaphragm at resonance. I have 
built fully insulated units, with powder-coat-
ed plates and 15 mil spacing from diaphragm 
to plate, that can be crossed over at 500Hz. 
As long as you damp the diaphragm's reso-
nance, you can run these units with 1:150 
transformers without problems. 

Below 500Hz, conventional woofers are 
a more practical choice. I advise active 
crossovers and biamping. Active cross 
overs will simplify the task of getting the 
balance right between your essentially 
omnidirectional woofers and your line-
source dipole ESLs. However, if you wish 
to use passive crossovers, refer to Ron 
Wagner's book, which contains a reprint of 
an article covering such a design. 

POWER CONSIDERATIONS 
Figure 3's frequency-response plot shows 
that with the highest turns ratio available, 
two units will produce a sensitivity of 
approximately 84dB. Though a speaker 

with a sensitivity rating in this range won't 
run you out of the room, it will produce 
reasonable output. With the highest turns 
ratio, I suggest a maximum amplifier rat-
ing of 100 WPC at 811 With the lowest 
turns ratio, you could use over 200 WPC. 

You need to keep two things in mind 
when deciding on a power level. First, 
depending on the turns ratio you choose, 
you can exceed the transformer's insulation 
rating with relatively low power, though 
most transformers are rated pretty conserva-
tively. Second, high-powered, distorted sig-
nals can produce enough high-frequency 

high voltage on the plates to punch a hole 
through both layers of Mylar. This type of 
puncture is caused by an arc from plate to 

plate, not plate to diaphragm, and is a risk 
in uninsulated ESLs, as well. If you respect 
your equipment and its limitations, neither 
of these issues should be a problem. 

FINE SOUND 
The sound of ESLs is unique. Although 
many reviewers regard ESLs' midrange as 
their most impressive frequency range, to 
me the most noticeable difference between 
them and other driver types is the ESL's 
effortless reproduction of high frequencies. 
I have never heard any other type of speak-
er that is as free from grain or that induces 
less listener fatigue. Of the speakers I have 
heard, ESLs come closest to disappearing 
when you're listening to them. 
A word of warning though: for all they 

can bring out in a good recording, ESLs 
also have a habit of exposing recording 
errors that may not show up on other types 
of speakers. But this is a small price to pay 
when you consider how impressive they are 
with good recordings. te 
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OF MASS AND RESISTANCE 
By Ahmet Deniz 

/
recently set about designing a passive 
subwoofer for a pair of commercial 
minimonitors that I own. The mini-

monitor in question is mercilessly accu-
rate and revealing, but like all such sys-
tems, its bass response is limited. The 
bass it produces is clean and, considering 

the tiny dimensions, surprisingly deep, but 

unfortunately not quite deep enough to be 
completely satisfying. 
I decided to solve this problem the same 

way the original manufacturer did—by 
designing a dedicated passive subwoofer. 
The manufacturer's purpose-designed sub-
woofer works very well, but unfortunately it 
is very costly and is no longer being made. 
So, I figured that if I desired a quality sub-
woofer extension, I would need to build my 
own. In the process of designing the sub, I 
made some derivations of Thiele and 
Small's original equations that I thought 
might be of interest to some builders. 

The equations I describe in this article 
should interest anyone who has been frus-
trated by being unable to find a catalog 
driver to meet a situation's given require-

ments. Although the derivations are spe-
cific to the needs I encountered in my sub-
woofer project, my hope is that you will 
be encouraged to use similar derivations 
for other situations you may encounter. 

SENSITIVITY MATCHING 
The big problem I had was finding a driver 
with an appropriate sensitivity. To produce a 
flat system response, the sensitivity of the 
add-on subwoofer needed to match that of 
the minimonitor satellites. (Remember, this 
was to be a passive subwoofer.) The manu-
facturer of my minimonitors specifies a sen-
sitivity of 85dB for 2.83V input at 1m—a 
figure I verified in testing. 

The subwoofer would be closely cou-

pled to the floor of my room and so would 
be seeing an approximately hemispherical 
load. This meant that I needed a driver 
with a hemispherical sensitivity close to 
85dB if I wanted to put it in either a closed 
or vented box. 

If you page through the various cata-
logs of drivers available to home builders, 
you will find very few low-frequency dri-
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TABLE 1 

FUNDAMENTAL MECHANICAL 

PARAMETERS 

PARAMETER 

MMD 
CMS 
Rms 

SD 

MMI 
MMS 

DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASUREMENT 

moving mass of diaphragm and voice coil 
mechanical compliance of suspension 
mechanical resistance of suspension 
effective diaphragm area 
equivalent mass of air load on one side of diaphragm 
total effective moving mass = MmD + M IA) 

kg 
meter/Newton 
Newton sec/meter 
meter2 
kg 
kg 

vers with a rated sensitivity near 85dB. 
Most drivers are considerably more sensi-
tive. While insertion losses in the cross-

over would reduce the effective sensitivity 
a bit, these losses would typically be lim-

ited to about a decibel—not much of a 
help. Of the drivers I did find with an 
appropriate sensitivity, none gave me the 
kind of extension I wished. Now what? 

One obvious course was to modify the 
performance of a selected off-the-shelf driver 
to meet my needs. Speaker Builder authors 
have previously dealt with modifying drivers 
by using series resistance and adding mass to 
driver cones. 1,2 While these articles present-
ed some general rules of thumb for determin-
ing how a given resistance or mass will affect 
a driver's parameters, my project required a 
concise, analytical means to accurately pre-
dict outcomes. Luckily, it is not impossible to 
develop such a method. 
By applying some basic knowledge of 

how loudspeakers work to the original 
Thiele/Small (T/S) equations that describe a 
driver's low-frequency behavior, I derived a 
set of equations that told me exactly what I 
needed to know, namely, how much mass 
and/or resistance I needed to add to a driver 
of known specification to achieve a given 
sensitivity. I also needed to know what 
impact that added mass or resistance would 
have on that driver's T/S parameters. 
I will first present the analysis that leads 

to the equations, and then describe a design 
example that shows how to use them. 

BACK TO BASICS 
The first step in the analysis is to think about 
how a driver works at a fundamental level. 
At its core, a loudspeaker is a system consist-

ing of a mechanically resonant diaphragm/ 

voice-coil assembly driven by an electro-
magnetic motor. You can therefore view the 
driver as having a set of fundamental param-
eters (FPs) that directly reflect the above two 
subsystems, and it turns out that doing so 
simplifies the analysis quite a bit. 
To that end, I have tabulated a set of 

fundamental mechanical parameters 
(Table 1) and a set of fundamental elec-
tromagnetic parameters (Table 2). These 
are based on the analysis of electrodynam-
ic loudspeakers in Beranek's Acoustics.3 
You can characterize any simple, 

mechanically resonant system as having a 
moving mass, a compliance, and a loss fac-
tor—a measure of the energy in the mechan-
ical system that is converted to heat from 

kinetic and potential energy. In a loudspeak-
er driver, almost all of the system's moving 
mass, referred to as MmD, comes from the 
diaphragm and the voice-coil assembly. 

The mechanical compliance, C MS, comes 

from the combined effect of the driver's sur-
round and spider. The mechanical losses 
(arising primarily from friction and viscous 
losses in the surround and spider, but also 
from resistance to air flow around the voice 
coil, and from other less obvious phenome-

na) are approximated by the simple mechan-
ical resistance, Rms. A driver's diaphragm 
has an effective surface area, SD , the rele-
vance of which will become clear below. 

ADDING A LOAD 
The parameter Mmi is the result of a rather 
subtle phenomenon that must nonetheless be 
accounted for. When you wave your hand in 
the air, you can sense something that slight-
ly impedes your hand's motion: namely, the 



gazillions of air molecules that your hand 
displaces. The faster you wave (the greater 
your waving frequency), the more imped-
ance you feel. A loudspeaker's diaphragm 
experiences much the same thing, and in 
technical literature, this is typically identi-
fied as "radiation impedance." 

The nature of this impedance is rather 
complex—in many senses of the word. 
Fortunately, applying some of the approx-
imations that acousticians routinely rely 
on to obtain usable analytic rela-
tions shows that at low frequen-
cies the effect of the impedance 
caused by the air load on a 
diaphragm is almost exactly 
equivalent to adding a small 
physical mass to the cone. 

This equivalent additional mass 
experienced by one side of a 
diaphragm mounted on an infinite 
baffle is represented by M ml, and 
is equal to 8p0(Soht)3/2/3—where 

Po is the mean density of air (typ-
ically about 1.18kg/m3). Finally, 
Mms represents the total effective 
mass of the entire moving system, 
and is equal to the sum of M mD 

and two times Mmi (one Mmi for 
each side of the diaphragm). 
A loudspeaker's electromagnetic 

motor essentially consists of an 
electrically conductive coil (the 
voice coil) placed within a magnetic 
field. The strength of the magnetic 
field that cuts the voice coil at a 
right angle is represented by B, the 
air-flux density. The length of the 
wire the magnetic field cuts across, 
that is, the wire in the motor sys-
tem's air gap, is represented by 1, 
and RE represents the DC resistance 
of the entire coil. 

Typically, the coil is connected 
to an amplifier that behaves as a 
voltage source with some small 
output impedance, through a cable 
also having some small impedance. 
For the present purposes, the com-
bined influence of these two imped-
ances is lumped together into an 
equivalent series resistance, repre-
sented by R2, the generator source 
resistance. The total DC resistance 
of the system is represented by Rdc, 

which equals the sum of RE and Rg. 
(The voice coil's impedance also 
has a complicated inductive-like 
component associated with it, but I 
have chosen to ignore it in this 
analysis, since the effects of this 
inductive-like behavior don't mani-
fest themselves at low frequencies.) 

Viewing the electromagnetic 

motor this way, you can see that the total 

force generated by the motor is f = ( BI)i, 
where i is the current through the length of 
wire I. This current equals the voltage 
sourced to the system divided by the total 

DC resistance, or i = Vi(R2 + RE) = VéRdc• 
Thus, f = (B1)(Vg/Rd2). nis isn't terribly 
important to the present task, but it does 
show the relevance of the often-referred-to 
"B1 product" of a driver. 

TABLE 2 

PARAMETER ALTERATION 
With the loudspeaker driver modeled in this 

way, the next step is to figure out what hap-
pens to the FPs when you add some mass to 
the cone or put a resistor in series with the 
voice coil. I think it's fairly obvious that 
adding mass to the cone of the driver will 
increase M mD by exactly the amount of the 
added mass. Similarly, if you put a resistor 
in series with the voice coil, the Rg of the 
system will increase by an amount equal to 

the added resistance. 
What is less clear is how the other 

FUNDAMENTAL ELECTROMAGNETIC 

PARAMETERS 

PARAM 

RE 

Rde 

ETER DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE 
flux density in voice-coil air gap Weber/m2 or T 
length of wire in voice-coil air gap meter 
DC resistance of entire voice coil ohm 
generator DC resistance ohm 
total DC resistance of system = RE + R9 ohm 

MENT 

esla 

TABLE 3 

T/S PARAMETER TO FUNDAMENTAL 

F ARAMETER CONVERSIONS 

PARAMETER 

SD -= it a 2 (or use specified value) 

VAS  
x 10-3 C ms — 2 , 

UNIT OF MEASURMENT 

m2 (note: a is the effective cone 
radius in meters) 

meter/Newton 
Po c S D (note: VAS is measured in liters) 

1  
MMS 

(2/If s) CMS 

MrAi = 8a 3 po /3,: 0.479 pose' 

MMD =MMs — 2M 511 

1  
2 0.958p0SD3/2 \ 

(2rEf s) Cms 

27tyvI ms  
Rms— (-% 

‘.-4)AS 

R = the sum of the amplifier output re-
sistance, the total crossover inductor 
resistance, and any additional series 
resistance. 

Re = measure directly or use specified 
value. 

= RE + Rg 

rí \X 
(BO =Ed: tvleAs ce.ts 

kg 

kg 

kg 

Newton sec/meter 

ohm 

ohm 

ohm 

Weber/meter, Tesla-meter, or 
Newton/ampere 

parameters change, if at all. Since 
CMS is a mechanical property of the 
surround and suspension, neither of 
the modifications should affect it. 
Also, since the properties of the 
suspension dominate Rms, it, too, 
will remain unaffected. Adding 
mass or resistance does nothing to 
change SD, so Mmi should also stay 
the same, and since M mi didn't 
change, you can expect Mms (the 
sum of M mD and Mmi) to likewise 
increase by exactly the amount of 
the added mass. 
On the electromagnetic side, 

adding a series resistor will not 
change the properties of the mag-
net, so B, the flux density in the 
gap, stays the same. Moreover, the 
added resistor doesn't change the 
length of the wire in the air gap or 
the DC resistance of the actual 
voice-coil, so 1 and RE do not 
change. And since RE stays the 
same, Rde simply increases by the 
amount of the added resistance. 

To summarize, adding mass to 
the cone of a driver increases M mD 
and Mms by the amount added; 
when you add a series resistance, 
Re and Rde increase by the amount 
of the added resistance. No other 
FPs are affected. 

This simple result is one reason 
for basing the analysis on the FPs 
rather than the more familiar T/S 
parameters. Rest assured, I'll get 
around to converting between T/S 
parameters and FPs soon enough, 
but first I'll show you how to cal-
culate the amount of mass and/or 

resistance to add to the driver to 
achieve the desired sensitivity 
using the FPs. 

BASICALLY SENSITIVE 
What you need now is an expression 
for a driver's nominal voltage sensi-

tivity (i.e., the mid-band SPL gener-
ated by the driver when driven by a 
2.83V RMS signal at 1m), given its 
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FPs. Beranek gives the pressure generated 
by a loudspeaker diaphragm at low frequen-
cies mounted on an infinite baffle as: 

V ( BI)S pfp o 
[1] ip(di - g   

rRd, VIR m 21-X m 2 

where p is the pressure, Vg the generator 
source voltage, r the distance from the 
diaphragm to the listening point, f the fre-
quency (in Hz), and Rm and Xm the magni-
tudes of the real and imaginary parts of the 
effective load impedance seen in the analo-
gous acoustical circuit from which Equation 
[1] was derived.3 If you set r to the one-
meter standard and V to 2.83V RMS (the 
equivalent of 1W into an 8L1 load), you have 
a relationship for a loudspeaker's normalized 
frequency response, SU): 

[2] S(f) — 
2 83 (BOS D fp 

R doiR m +X m 

The parameters Rm and Xm are cause for 
concern, since they are rather involved fre-
quency-dependent terms that could termi-
nally complicate any additional analysis. 
Fortunately, if you're concerned only with 
the driver's response above its fundamental 
resonance, you can utilize some more of 
those acoustician's approximations (I 
exclude the details for brevity) and use [2] 
to derive a simple expression for the driver's 
midband voltage sensitivity referenced to a 
source voltage of 2.83V: 

[3] 2.83031)S D p 
S R —  

2nR 0c 1v1 ms 

To convert SR to SPL (in decibels), 
use: 

141 
SPLo = 20log(S R /pre ) = 20log(S R) + 94c1B 

where pre is the standard reference pres-
sure of 2 x i0— Pa. 
You can see from [3] that the system's 

sensitivity is inversely proportional to both 
the total DC resistance in the system and the 
total effective moving mass. 

You now know, thanks to Equations [3] 
and [4], how to determine the sensitivity of 
your driver, given its FPs. Next, you need to 
know how to calculate the amount of mass 
or resistance to add to bring the sensitivity 
down to the desired level. Call the desired 
sensitivity (in dB) SPLO'. The amount that 
the sensitivity needs to change is ASPL = 
SPLO' — SPLO. (Note: this will be a negative 
number, indicating that the sensitivity needs 
to come down.) Using the relationship given 
in [4], 

f 5a1 ASPL = SPL„'— SPL0 = 

201:g(S R ) — 20log(S R) = 20Ioe R R) 

or 

[5b] - = 10 L‘SPI-'2° 
FR  

Using [3] and letting Mms' and Rdc' 
represent the total effective mass and the 
total DC resistance of the modified system 
(i.e., after adding the mass and/or resis-
tance), we have: 

[6] 2.83(BI)S p 0 

SR' 2irR' Mms ' R Al ms 

R 2.83(BI)S op° — Rdc Mms 

2 rcR (lc M MS 

Substituting the right-hand side of [6] 
into [5b] and rearranging things a bit yields 

[7] Rdc M  
Rdc MMS' 10 SPL/20 

Equation [7] expresses a relationship 
between the modified parameters (on the 
left) and the desired change in sensitivity and 
the original parameters (on the right). You 
can use this equation directly if adding both 
cone mass and resistance. However, further 
simplifications are possible if you decide to 
add only mass or only resistance. For 
instance, if you let Mms' = Mms in [7] (i.e., 
you don't change the cone mass), you get: 

[8] R dc  
R dc — 

10 eSPL/20 

Similarly, if you change the cone mass, 
but do not add any series resistance, you get: 
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[9] M 5 

MS - 1 o àSPL/20 

Once you have the modified values for the 
total effective cone mass and DC resistance 
(Mms' and Rdc', respectively), you can com-
pute the actual amount of mass or resistance 
to add as follows: 

and 

AM=Nl eis '-bA els 

AR = Rd, - Rd, 

where AM is the added mass and AR is 
the added resistance. 

MAKING IT USEFUL 
Given a driver of known FPs, you now 
know how to modify it to produce the 
desired sensitivity. Unfortunately, most 
spec sheets and design methods are based 
on T/S, not the fundamental, parameters. 
The next step, then, is to develop some 
means of connecting the two sets of param-
eters. This turns out to be simpler than it 
sounds, because the T/S parameters are 
actually based on the FPs. 
I have tabulated a series of equations 

you can use to get from T/S parameters to 
FPs (Table 3). Table 4 shows the comple-
mentary set-to get from FPs back to T/S 
parameters. These equations are simply 
algebraic manipulations of the relation-
ships published in the standard sources, so 
I won't belabor you with their detailed 

derivations.5-8 They assume that you know 
how to determine-or have accurate spec 
sheets that specify-the following T/S 

parameters: V AS, fs (the free air reso-
nance), Qms, QEs, and RE (the voice-coil 
resistance-sometimes called Rvc or 
something similar). 

If you are using manufacturer's data in 
the equation for (BI) in Table 3, you should 
assume that R equals zero unless your 
data sheet states otherwise. In all cases, use 
345 m/s for the speed of sound, and 
1.18kg/m3 for po, the mean density of air, 
unless you have good reason to use other 
values. 

It may be interesting to note that the elec-
trical damping and total system damping 
will change if you add either mass or resis-
tance; that the free- air resonance and 
mechanical damping will change when you 
add only mass; and that V AS will not change 
with either added mass or resistance. 

DESIGN PROCESS 
Given what you now know, you can define 
a design process as follows. Take a candi-
date driver's T/S specifications and convert 
them to the FPs using the equations in 
Table 3. Then use Equations [3] through 
[11] above to calculate how much mass 
and/or series resistance to add to produce 
the desired sensitivity. Having done that, 
compute a new set of FPs based on the 
added mass and resistance, and use these in 
the Table 4 equations to compute a new set 
of T/S parameters for the modified driver. 
Finally, use your favorite cabinet-design 
tools to see what kind of performance you 
can achieve with the modified driver. 

Given the sort of "what if' nature of the 
above procedure ("What if I add this much 
mass and this much resistance?"), as well 
as the tedium involved in converting pa-
rameters back and forth, you might think 
that this process would be a good candidate 
for implementation on a computer spread-
sheet. Well, you're right-I have done so 
(see Fig. 1). 

DESIGN EXAMPLE 
To show you how to put it all together, I 
will now present a design example using a 
typical catalog driver. Say you have a dri-
ver that you have determined-either by 
testing or trusting the manufacturer's data 
sheet-to possess the following T/S speci-
fications: VAS = 30.5 It, Qms = 1.21, QEs 
= 0.31, Q. = 0.24, fs = 34Hz, RE = 6.1n, 
and SD = 130CM2. (These are actually the 
manufacturers' specifications for a com-
monly available 17cm woofer.) 

The first step is to convert the T/S data 
to FPs. Plugging the above numbers into 
the equations in Table 3 and assuming Rg 
is zero yields the following FPs for the 
unmodified driver: CMS = 1.29e-3 m/N, 
Mms = 17.1e-3 kg, Mem = 0.84e-3 kg, 
MmD = 15.4e-3 kg, Rms = 3.01 Ns/m, Rdc 
= 6.1S2, and (B1) = 8.47 N/A. 

Next, Equations [3] and [4] tell you that a 
driver with the above parameters will have a 
voltage sensitivity of 88.98dB-which is the 
SPL you expect the unmodified driver to 
produce above cutoff at lm when excited by 
a 2.83V RMS signal while radiating into a 
hemispherical space. Normally, in a large 
room and at wavelengths longer than the 
shortest wavelength of the baffle, a driver 

Unmodified T/S parameters Unmodified Fundamental Parameters 
Vas 30.50 liters Cms 0.00128497 m/N 
h 34.00 Hz Mms 0.01705256 kg 

Qms 1.21 Mm/ 0.00083778 kg 
Qes 0.31 Mind 0.01537699 kg 
Sd 1.30E-02 meterA2 Rms 3.01066828 Ns/m 

Re (vorcecoul d.c. resistance) 6.10 0 (B I) 8.46658376 N/A 

Rdc 6.1 0 
Amount of added mass 8.65E-03 kg_ Sr 0.56236827 Pa 

Amount of added resistance 3.00E-01 0 

Altered Fundamental Parameters 
Unmodified sensitivity_ 88.98 dB.2.83v Mms' 0.02570256 kg 

Modified sensitivity 85.00 dBtD2.83v Mrnd' 0.02402699 kg 

Rdc 

Sr' 

6.4 0 
Modified T/S parameters 0.35561809 Pa 

Vas' 
fs' 

Qms', 

30.50 liters 
27.69 Hz Misc. parameters 
1.49 c 345 rn/s 

Qes' 0.40 p0 1.18 kg/m^3 
Qts' 0.31 Tr 3.14159265 
Rdc' i 6.40 0 pref 2.00E-05 Pa 

FIGURE I: Mass and resistance of the SEAS Pl7REX driver. 
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effectively radiates into a spherical, rather 
than hemispherical, space, so the actual volt-
age sensitivity will be one-half (i.e., 6.02dB 
lower than) the value calculated with 
Equations [3] and [4]. 

However, as I mentioned in the 
introduction to this article, the sub-
woofer design I had in mind would   
closely couple the driver to the 
floor, meaning that the driver 
would experience boundary dou-
bling, increasing the sensitivity by 
6.02dB over the spherical value. 
Therefore, the sensitivity calculated 
using Equations [3] and [4] should 
directly predict the unmodified out-
put of the example driver in its 
actual application. This means that 
to achieve a target sensitivity of 
85dB, the driver's sensitivity must 
be brought down by 88.98 — 85 = 
3.98dB. 

and the remaining (unchanged) parameters 
into the equations in Table 4 yields the fol-
lowing T/S data for the modified driver: 

V AS = 303 Itr,QMS = 1.21, QEs = 0.49, QTs 

= 0.35, and fs = 34Hz. Finally, plugging 
these values into a low-frequency design 
program indicates that the modified driver 
in a ported 22-Itr box tuned to 37Hz would 

produce a 3dB-down point of about 
39Hz. Not bad. 

WHICH TO ADD? 
To achieve the 3.98dB attenuation 
using resistance alone, Equations [8] 
and [ 11] show that you'll need 
3.551-2 of additional resistance. This 
results in a modified value for Rdc of 
6.1 + 3.55 = 9.6512. Substituting this 

TABLE 4 

FUhDAMENTAL PARAMETER TO T/S 

PARAMETER CONVERSIONS 

PARAMETER 

V AS = C MS PoC s D X o' 

f s — 

= 20/1 m:; fs 
s'‹ 

R MS 

Q ES — 

2n M tSRd C 

(BI 2 

1  
()Ts = 

SA MS -r ut () Es °Ms + 0 Es 

() MS ° ES 

UNIT OF MEASUREMENT 

liter 

Hz 
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• 

Now examine what happens when 
you add only mass to reduce the 
sensitivity. (In reality this is diffi-
cult to do, since crossover inductors 
have a non-negligible resistance 
that should be included as an addi-
tional series resistance. But the 
exercise is instructive, all the same.) 
Equations [9] and [ 10] show that 
9.9g of additional mass will reduce 
the sensitivity of the driver by the 
required 3.98dB. The equations in 
Table 4 then yield the new T/S 
parameters: VAS = 30.5 Itr, Qms = 

1.52, QES = °39, Q. = 0.31, and fs 
= 27Hz. This lets you build a 16-Itr 
box tuned to 33Hz, for a 3dB-down 
point of around 36Hz. I can live 
with that. 

DETAILS, DETAILS 
Using a lot of algebra, you can 
extend the above analysis to elimi-
nate the intermediate conversions to 

• 
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and from FPs and derive a set of equations 
that directly express the changes in the T/S 
parameters based on the added mass and 
resistance. I have chosen not to do so in 
this article because: ( 1) The additional 
work would only marginally extend the 
utility of what I've presented so far, and (2) 
I've probably already taxed the patience of 
even the most dedicated SB reader. 

Still, there are some interesting areas to 
explore where such an analysis can be 
helpful. For example, you might wonder 
whether it is generally better to add mass 
or resistance in lowering the sensitivity. 
Well, it turns out that from a low-frequen-
cy point of view it's almost always best to 
rely on added mass to achieve the desired 
sensitivity reduction. Doing so tends to 
give you the best extension in the smallest 
cabinet volumes for most drivers. 

Having said that, a word of caution is 
called for. Adding a blob of mass to a dri-
ver's cone will have predictable effects at 
low frequencies, where the cone is moving 
as a piston. However, at higher frequen-
cies, the blob you've added will have com-
pletely unpredictable, and usually undesir-
able, results. So if you're planning a driver 
crossover above a couple of hundred hertz, 
use series resistance alone to reduce the 
sensitivity. 
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The added resistance will itself have 
some effect on the driver's midrange 
response as it interacts with the inductive-
like component of the voice-coil imped-
ance. But the response modifications will 
tend to be gentle and correctable in the 
crossover—by adding a Zobel or a more 
complicated network across the voice-coil 
terminals, for example. 

ADDING MASS 
Attaching a few grams of mass to an 
undoped paper-cone driver should present 
few difficulties as long as you use a high-
quality adhesive and don't get any on the 
surround or other moving parts. Epoxies in 
particular seem to be well suited for this 
task. The mass could be just about any-
thing—lead shot, plastic beads, even the 
epoxy itself. 
On the other hand, getting anything to 

stick to polypropylene cones is quite anoth-
er matter. One knowledgeable source has 
suggested that cyanoacrylates (i.e., "super 
glues") might work in this application. 
Never having tried this, I can make no 
assurances or additional recommendations. 
Whatever you use, just make sure to 
include the mass of the adhesive in all your 
calculations. 

Clearly, using added mass and resis-
tance techniques can result in systems of 
significant extension in smallish cabinet 
volumes if you are designing for a low sen-
sitivity. One often-raised concern regarding 
deep bass from small enclosures is the non-
linear compressibility of air. Colloms indi-
cates that if the air compression inside a 
box exceeds 5% by volume, significant 
harmonic distortion may result.4 

Will this be a problem for the 16-hr box 
using the example driver? The driver has a 
peak excursion of about 1.0 cm before it 
bottoms out. The surface area of the cone is 
130 cm2, so the maximum volume dis-
placement is 1.0 x 130 = 130 cm3 or 0.130 
Iv. This is 0.130/16 x 100% = 0.81% of the 
total cabinet volume. Clearly, in this case, 
excursion limitations will have a much 
more pronounced effect on the perfor-
mance of the system than the nonlinearity 
of air. 

WHAT ABOUT THE SUBWOOFER? 
So, how did the subwoofer project fare? I 
used the spreadsheet mentioned above to 
investigate many, many drivers in an 
attempt to find something that looked 
promising for my subwoofer. Despite the 
smallish cone area, I eventually settled on 
the driver used in the design examples 
above as offering a good compromise 
between extension and size—especially in 
view of my space limitations. 

Unfortunately, after modeling the low-
frequency impedance of the modified dri-
ver in its enclosure, it turned out that the 
cost of equalizing the low-frequency 
impedance peaks—necessary to avoid hor-
rendous crossover mistermination—was 
irritatingly high. A few second-order sys-
tems I considered fared little better. 

In the end, I opted to investigate band-
pass loading techniques, and that is the 
subject of another article. 
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An Easy Cure for Ho-Hum Auto Sound. 
When updating the audio system in my car, I 
searched all of the local bookstores and 
libraries, but all the information I found dealt 
with purchasing equipment from car-audio 
shops at exorbitant prices. I even visited sev-
eral shops to listen to speakers. The good 
ones cost nearly $200.00 a pair! 

Fortunately, I saw an ad in Speaker 
Builder for Dan's first book, which I pur-
chased and used as a guide. It saved me a lot 
of money. The book was well illustrated with 
pictures and drawings, describing such topics 
as how to build the cabinets and how to 
assemble the electronic crossover for the sub-
woofer. In short, it was a do-it-yourselfer's 
dream! 

In Ultimate Auto Sound, Dan imparts the 
knowledge and experience he has gained 
since the introduction of his first book. He 
remains a believer that auto sound's main 
limitation is not the electronics, but the poor-
quality speakers found in most foreign and 
domestic cars. 

CRASH COURSE 
In Chapter One, the author surveys audio 
systems installed in most cars and their limi-
tations. He then details, in a step-by-step 
fashion, how to improve the sound. Each of 
these steps is covered in detail in the chapters 
that follow. Chapter Two discusses possible 
architectures, offering clear diagrams and 
cost estimates. Dan clearly defines various 

audio specifications and explains how 
equalizers and amplifiers are used to up-
grade present systems. Finally, a checklist 
helps you select an upgrade from all the 
choices presented. 

Chapter Three is dedicated to six different 
front-speaker systems mounted either in the 
door, in the dash, or in a combination of the 
two. Each is thoroughly explained in detail. If 
you are more adventurous with the saber saw 
and desire an even bigger sound in the front, 
Dan meets your needs with a discussion of 
center-channel speakers, custom crossovers, 
and other options. 

Chapter Four focuses on seven different 
rear-speaker systems. Designed exclusively 
for sedans, these projects range from simple 
to very complex. Using the adapter-based 
dimensions given, you can install multiple 
drivers in a single cut-out on the rear package 
shelf. Alternatively, you could build adapters 
that allow you to install an 8" round driver in 
a 6" x 9" oval hole or an 8" driver in a 5" hole. 
With this chapter, Dan begins his description 
—completed in Chapter Nine—of how the 
electronic crossover tailors the response of a 
trunk-mounted subwoofer. He also provides 
diagrams showing the subwoofer response, 
filter response, and a combination of the two. 

CAR REMODELING 
Hatchback owners who don't have a rear 
shelf but still want great sound should consult 
Chapter Five. The author describes two dual-
woofer systems, each using Madisound's 
popular 8", 10", and 12" woofers in both 
vented and sealed enclosures. Since these 
designs require you to build a box, a table 
shows internal dimensions of the box, vent 
diameter and length, net internal volume, box 
frequency, —3dB point, resistance values in 
the electronic crossover, and frequency-
response plots for each configuration! In 
other words, it contains everything. 

Chapter Six is devoted to those of you who 
own pickup trucks. It outlines the installation 



of six "killer" sound systems in compact-, 
mid-, and full-size trucks, including extend-
ed-cab as well as conventional designs. These 
systems range from a single driver to four dri-
vers in a custom box. Once again, a table pro-
vides all the needed enclosure information 
described in Chapter Five. Chapter Seven is a 
brief description of two systems, forward and 
downward firing, modified specifically for 
vans and sport-utility vehicles. 

Chapter Eight is your complete guide to 
building, wiring, and finishing the cabinets 
described in the previous chapters. Dan also 
includes some additional designs using driv-
ers from MIX, Kicker, and Pyramid. For 
adventurous souls, this chapter also presents 
two Isobarik designs. 

Chapter Nine thoroughly covers the func-
tions, construction, and testing of the elec-
tronic crossover. Dan lays out all of the 
details, so that even a beginner with no 
experience but dreams of clear, deep bass 
can assemble a working unit, and, in doing 
so, save him- or herself at least two hundred 
dollars. 

DRIVING IT HOME 
The work of the preceding chapters is 
brought together in Chapter Ten, which 
details the complete system installation. It 

starts off with a list of tools and materials 
to gather before you begin. Few events 
are as frustrating as getting into the mid-
dle of a project only to discover you're 
missing something or that you ran out of 
wire two feet ago. The time and frustra-
tion saved will be your own. This section 
also includes schematics for several prob-
lem-solving circuits: a remote turn-on cir-
cuit with adjustable delay; an adjustable 
subwoofer isolation relay, for when your 
head unit isn't compatible with a powered 
antenna; and current-sensing remote turn-
on circuits, with and without an adjust-
able delay. 

Chapter Ten also explores noise prob-
lems, such as ignition pops and alternator 
whine, as well as solutions. One thing I 
would add regarding alternator whine is 
to make sure the alternator ground is 
clean and tight. Many alternators are 
mounted to their brackets with rubber 
bushings to reduce vibration. Therefore, 
they are electrically insulated and rely 
upon a separate ground-strap bolted to the 
engine block. Since you don't want this 
connection to look like a dirty battery ter-
minal, it would be a good place to spray 
some Cramolin. 
The chapter further describes how to 

tune the electronic crossover to your vehi-
cle, and it includes a summary of the DIY 
process, from beginning to end. If you've 
more money than time, then purchase an 
assembled electronic crossover and sub-
woofers with enclosures and pay a local 
installer to do the hard part. 

The last chapter, "Dream Systems," is 
designed for adventurous souls who want 
to squeeze the last bit of performance out 
of their installation. Here, Dan discusses 
upgrading the all-important front speakers 
with home-quality premium drivers and 
custom third-order passive crossovers. He 
presents a schematic for driving a center 
channel from the stereo signal and for 
using digital signal processing (DSP). 
Numerous references and resources are 
included in the back as well as a specifi-
cation sheet for Madisound's dual voice-
coil woofers and coaxial drivers. 

In summary, this comprehensive book 
covers it all from design to installation to 
tuning. I highly recommend it to anyone 
interested in high-quality auto sound at a 
reasonable cost. Following Dan's sugges-
tions will achieve the highest-quality 
sound you're likely to find anywhere for a 
reasonable price. 
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Ask SB 

GOLDEN CUBE 

As a new subscriber interested in building 
my own speakers, I have discovered that 
acoustical engineers frequently cite a pre-
ferred ratio of 0.62:1:1.62 for speaker box 
dimensions. But a vast variety of currently 
popular commercial speakers, such as tower 
speakers and dipole and bipole speakers 
used for main and surround applications, 
seem to be ignoring this basic rule. What 
formulas determine the cabinet dimensions 
for tower speakers and the cabinet size for 
dipole and bipole speaker designs? 

Melvin Tieszen 
Commerce City, CO 

Ralph Gonzalez responds: 

If you apply the "golden" 0.62:1:1.62 ratio 
to tower speakers, I believe you can use 
multiples of any of the dimensions and 
achieve similar effects. For example, double 
the last value and use 0.62: 1:3.24. If you are 
building a dipole using an open baffle rather 
than a box, then obviously you can't apply 
the ratio, though using any two terms for the 
baffle dimensions (e.g., 0.62:1) will help 
reduce diffraction-induced irregularities. 
But if you are using a box for your dipole or 
bipole, then the ratio should apply as well as 
to a conventional speaker. 

However, my opinion is that you should 
not let this ratio govern your speaker 
design! If you deviate from it, you will see 
only a slight worsening of standing-wave 
activity in your enclosure. Just try not to 
make any of your dimensions a multiple of 
one of the others. For example, 1:1:1 or 
1:2:4 are bad, while 1:1.5:2.5 is fine. Make 
sure your box contains acoustic foam and is 
constructed solidly with good damping. 
A speaker design must be well-balanced, 

addressing the critical issues of frequency 
response, power handling, dispersion, 
enclosure resonances, and aesthetics. 
Concentrating on only one of these issues is 
a common mistake of hobbyists and profes-
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sionals alike (especially when a splashy 
advertisement is desired). 

CYLINDERS ' N' SPEAKERS 

I've noted several designs in which tubes, 
approximately the same size as the driver, 
were used as sealed midrange enclosures. Bill 
Dudleston's Legacys, various Thiele designs, 
and the article "A Modular Three-Way 
Active Loudspeaker" (SB 4/90) utilize this 
approach. This seems a simple and structural-
ly sound method, and I was under the impres-
sion that loading a driver into a cylinder 
resulted in minimal standing-wave problems. 
So I was somewhat taken aback when a dis-
tributor of loudspeaker components informed 
me that loading a driver this way produces 
severe standing waves, causing response 
irregularities as high as 10dB. 
I can't imagine that the forementionul 

designers counteracted such extreme devia-

TABLE 1 

WAVELENGTHS FOR 
MIDRANGE EXAMPLE 

X= wavelength 

X/10 
X/20 

At 600Hz 
22.56" 
3.76" 
2.26" 
1.13" 

At 4kHz 
3.38" 
0.564" 
0.338" 
0.169" 

tions with passive filtration, so I can only 
assume a construction technique exists to 
alleviate the problem. I've considered mak-
ing the inner surface of the rear panel concave 
and using "Deflex," but I'm not convinced 
that these methods will solve the problem. 

Leigh A. Wax 
Gainesville, FL 

Contributor G.R. Koonce responds: 

You raise a very interesting point. Certainly 
closed cylindrical tubes have been used 
many times as chambers for open-back 
midrange drivers. For example, the "drum" 
midrange driver is simply an open-back dri-
ver that the manufacturer has sealed into a 
closed cylindrical chamber. 

Thick-walled cardboard tubes—avail-
able in just about any diameter—make 
excellent midrange chambers; I have used 
this approach many times. If you make the 
tube "full depth" and glue it securely to 
both the front panel and back wall, it addi-
tionally stiffens these two panels and pre-
vents the box from "ballooning" front to 
back under acoustic pressure. Thus, such a 
tube performs three functions at very low 
cost and with reasonable loss in box volume. 

It is well known that loading a driver with 
a rigid tube of any cross-section geometry 
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FIGURE I: Measured on-axis response of open-back midrange on baffle and with cylindri-
c.il ch.lmhur-. 



can have a major effect on the driver 
response. I spent considerable time (SB 6/95) 
investigating this effect on low-frequency 
waveguides (also called resonant-tube sys-
tems). This technology allows small drivers 
to produce usable acoustical output down to 
the bottom end of the audio band, so tubes 
clearly can have a major effect on a driver's 
response. The question then becomes, do 
such problems occur when you use a cylin-
drical tube as a midrange chamber? 
I refer you to Leo L Beranek 's work 

(Acoustics, pp. 28-35, available from Old 
Colony Sound Lab, PO Box 243, 
Peterborough, NH 03458, 603-924-9464, 
FAX 603-924-9467) involving the case of a 
piston (the driver cone) driving a rigidly 
closed cylindrical tube (the tubular 
midrange chamber). Two points from this 
work are of importance here: 

I. To have plane wave propagation, 
which is required to maximize the resonant 
tube effect, the tube diameter must be small 
compared to the sound wavelength. The lim-
iting value to be considered is generally 
taken in the range 6-10, or, tube diameter < 
wavelength/(6-10), required for major reso-
nant tube effect. 

2. If the tube length is small compared to 
the wavelength, then the tube looks like a 
simple compliance, i.e., just an air volume. 
The limit given is normally about 20, or, 
tube length < wavelength/20 is no problem. 

Taking these two requirements together 
indicates you must have a tube much longer 
than its diameter to have major resonant 
tube effects. Ever notice that those drum 
midranges generally have a length about the 
same as their diameter? 

Let's take the example of a 4" open-back 
midrange driver in a 5" (inside diameter) 
cylindrical tube that is 8" long. The 
midrange driver is used over the range 
600Hz-4kHz. Table 1 summarizes the wave-
lengths involved over this frequency range. It 
is clear that over the full frequency range the 
tube length exceeds (wavelength)/20, so it is 
a "long tube." Note, however, that the tube 
diameter always exceeds (wavelength )/6, so 
the frequency range used for a midrange is 
too high for a typical cylindrical chamber to 
behave as a resonant-tube system. 

This does not mean that standing waves 
are not a problem in a cylindrical midrange 
chamber, just that it is an acceptable choice 
of shapes. You must worry about reflections 
from the back wall no matter what chamber 
shape is involved. The resonant frequencies 
supported depend upon many factors, and 
calculations can become rather involved; 
this area is also covered by Beranek in 
Acoustics, pp. 285-297. The belief that a 
cylindrical chamber is a great choice 
because it will support only a resonance 

along its length is not valid here. That condi-
tion is only true when the tube is long and 
thin, just what we have shown is undesirable. 

Figure 1 shows the measured response 
(without smoothing) of a 4" open-back 
midrange driver over the frequency range 
400Hz-5kHz when bee-mounted and 
chambered by a flat-backed 9" long by 6" 
inside-diameter cylindrical tube. Over the 
desired frequency range of 600Hz-4kHz, 
the driver deviates from flat by -1.3 to 
+1.5dB for a total window of 2.8dB, which 
is quite good. When the chamber is added, 
the response deviates by -2.0 to + 4.1dB for 

a total window of 6.1dB. Clearly, the tubu-
lar chamber has bad effects, adding peaks at 
880Hz and 2,530Hz and dips at I,665Hz 
and 3,725Hz, but nothing of the 10dB mag-
nitude that you were led to expect and is 
possible in a resonant-pipe system. 

Remember that the purpose of the 
midrange chamber is to prevent the radia-
tion from the rear of the midrange cone from 
contributing to the system output without 
harming the desired front radiation. The 
size of the midrange chamber is normally 
set by compliance (V B) requirements to 
shape the bottom end of the midrange 
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response or to maintain a low system reso-
nance (fc) to minimize impedance effects of 
the midrange crossover. To absorb the rear 
cone radiation, you usually fill or heavily 
line the midrange chamber with damping 
material. Making the rear wall of the cham-
ber a nonflat surface as you suggest is also 
helpful in minimizing front-to-back reso-
nance problems. 

In summary, I consider the cylindrical 
midrange chamber an excellent choice. I nor-
mally line the tube with damping material, 
with a thick wad at the back wall. Only if the 
driver is handling frequencies much longer in 

wavelength than the tube diameter do you 
encounter resonant tube problems. If the tube 
diameter and length are nearly the same, you 
should be safe at any frequency. Damping 
material is normally required in any midrange 
chamber independent of its geometry. 

ISOBARIK PROJECT 

I recently bought two Realistic single-voice-
coil 18" woofers (40-1309) at my local 
Radio Shack. I want to use these in a single 
cabinet. I hope to build an Isobarik push-
pull-style cabinet, with speaker cones set 
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face to face, and out of phase with each 
other. I am considering a down-firing cabi-
net vented with two 5" or 6" ports. 

Can I wire the left channel into one of the 
speakers, and the right channel into the 
other, with one speaker being wired out of 
phase compared to the other? (The two 
speakers will not be wired together in any 
way, either series or parallel.) Or should I 
just build separate boxes and forget about 
the single Isobarik box design because these 
speakers have only single voice coils? If I 
decide to wire these two speakers for a two-
channel Isobarik, what would the internal 
volume be? Should it be ported, what would 
be the port dimensions, and can I calculate it 
as an ordinary vented box? 
Here are the specifications: 

Nominal impedance 8S2 
DC resistance 6.83e 
Free air response (fs) 16.5Hz 

VAS 41ft3 
Moving mass (Mms) 192.6g 
Mechanical Q (Qms) 1.986 
Electrical Q (QEs) 0.225 
Total Q (Qrs) 0.20 
Peak power capacity 200W 
Peak to peak (XL)) 6.1mm ( A") 
Gap flux density (BG) 7850gauss 

(±200gauss) 

TABLE 1 

ENCLOSURE DESIGN— OPTIMUM 

VENTED BOX 

VB = 
fe = 

f3 = 

Fill = 
Ports = 
Dv = 
Lv = 

4.53.513 
29.8Hz 
43.7Hz 
normal 
1 (round) 
4.00" 
4.39" 

TABLE 2 

ENCLOSURE DESIGN— OPTIMUM 

CLOSED BOX 

Ve = 3.044ft3 
Fc = 6.25Hz 
f3 = 62.8Hz 

QTC ' 0.0707 
Fill = none 

TABLE 3 

ISOBARIK DESIGN— OPTIMUM 

VENTED BOX 

VB= 2.267ft3 
fB = 29.8Hz 
f3 = 43.7Hz 
Fill = normal 
Ports = 1 (round) 
D, = 3.00" 
L. = 6.44" 
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What would be the best way to seal these 
speakers together face to face about the 
enclosure wall (bottom)? Do you have any 
bandpass ideas for these 18" subwoofers? 
The spec sheet includes drawings of an 
"ideal" vented enclosure with an internal 
volume of 8ft3. However, using the vented 
box formulas from a Radio Shack book, I 
have come up with an ideal box volume of 
6.1ft3. Which is correct? 

In Isobarik design, should I cut my VAS 
in half or by one-third? How do I calculate 
sealed-box volumes? If a woofer gives me 
only Q, V f AS, -S, Q , and Qms, can I calcu-
late sealed volumes? 

Also, how should I mount and seal the 
woofers? My problem is in sealing the front 
of the frame to the boards. The front "gas-
ket" has considerable gaps in it for bolt-head 
clearance. I believe I will be trimming this 
down flush with the metal frame edge. 
Should I router a recess in the board—the 
width of the overlapping frame—so I can 
caulk more efficiently? 
I am planning to purchase at least one 

Radio Shack 12" dual-voice-coil subwoofer 
(40-1350). Using the specs from the RS cat-
alog, I figure that this speaker is not meant 
to be ported (vented). What is the ideal 
sealed internal box volume of this sub-

woofer, and could I "safely" port this speak-
er? If! calculate a vented box for this driver, 
I come up with a box with a whopping inter-
nal volume of 12.4ft3! 

This sounds like a very promising driver, 
having a low Fo of 21Hz, and a high sound 
pressure level of 95dB, making it very efficient 
using both voice coils. I hope you can come up 
with some ideas for my situations, so I can 
hurry out and buy one (or maybe a couple). 

Jace A. Bigelow 
Electromechanical Engineering-
Technology Student 

Vermont Technical College 
Randolph Center, VT 

Richard Carlson responds: 

Thank you for referring your questions to 
me. You humbled me by respecting my opin-
ion and guidance as a professional. First of 
all, may I say that you have restored my faith 
in today's youth just by the pursuit of such a 
project. It brings back fond memories of 
when I was a teenager struggling with audio 
terms and engineering concepts. 

The specifications you provide are com-
plete enough to model the woofer singly and 
as a pair in a compound (Isobarik) configu-

And much, much more! 
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ration. Using BassBox 5.1, I plotted and 
determined the box parameters for this 
woofer. Table 1 shows the optimum vented 
box specifications. In a vented (fourth order) 
enclosure, the recommended (internal) box 
volume is 4.5ft3. At this volume, the box reso-
nance is 30Hz, while the h is 44Hz. 

This is acceptable for professional appli-
cations, but not for home use. Considering 
that this driver has a calculated sensitivity of 
95dB @ 1W, 30Hz should be audible at 
86dB, which is acceptable for home use. 
I prepared box parameters for this woofer 

in a sealed box (Table 2). The f3 is 63Hz in a 
3ft box. If you decrease the size of the box, f3 

will increase, but Qom, will also increase, the-
oretically yielding a stronger bass output. 

With the woofers installed in the same box 
in a compound (Isobarik) configuration 
(Table 3), the box size is reduced by one-half 
for the same output. However, although the 
computations show that the net sensitivity 
will be 97dB, loudspeaker otitput will drop by 
3dB, to 94dB. I do not know why, but the 
computations for the predicted f3 for the Iso-
barik configuration should have decreased 
some, but did not show in the box parameters. 
Some other observations based on my 

models: 
• Using the woofers in a single cabinet (for a 

Increase your 
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and skills 
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daily lives at home, at work, or in our car, tends to make us 
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total of two subwoofers) increases your con-
struction efforts, but provides a 6dB boost 
(101dB) in low-frequency output when used 
in the system. 
• Using the woofers in one cabinet in an Iso-
batik configuration requires only one cabi-
net, but requires some tricky construction 
techniques. Low-frequency output will drop, 
but should more closely match your current 
system's output sensitivity. 
• It appears that you were correct in assum-
ing that the woofers should be used in a vent-
ed enclosure. 

Using nuts and bolts for securing the 
woofers is probably your best bet, although 
you should exercise caution with the bolts. Do 
not overtighten them, as this will certainly 
cause frame damage and ultimately a change 
(adverse) in loudspeaker performance. 

The bee should be one you can remove 
from the box exterior. If the speaker bee is 
fixed, then your bolt-tightening process 
becomes more complicated. I support your 
thoughts on recessing the woofers face down. 
This will ensure proper woofer alignment 
and seating. A simple remedy to the "leaky 
gasket" problem is to apply some foam win-
dow gasket material (sticky on both sides) 
over the gasket of each driver. This is very 
inexpensive and works every time! 

Finally, ports used for your vented sub-
woofer(s) should use a 4" (inside diameter) 
tube (I use ABS—the black tubing used for 
sewers) for the subwoofer using one driver 
cut to a 4.4" length. For the Isobarik config-
uration, a 3" tube is required at a length of 
6.4" (a 4" tube may be used, but must be 
12.5" in length). 
I sincerely hope I have answered your 

questions in a way that will encourage you to 
complete this project. Specifications aside, 
when a builder completes a project, tests the 
speaker, and listens to it over a period of 
time, he/she "knows" if this design was good 
or not. Consider the feeling of accomplish-
ment you will have when the project is com-
plete and when you (and your friends) are 
doing some serious auditioning. The great 
thing about particleboard is that it is rela-
tively inexpensive, so if you don't like what 
you hear, return to the drawing board, 
redesign the speaker, and build another one 
based on your redesigning effort. This will 
enhance your construction techniques and 
make you a more critical listener. 

On a final note, I would like to urge you 
to acquire The Loudspeaker Design Cook-
book by Vance Dickason (available from 
Old Colony Sound Lab, PO Box 243, 
Peterborough, NH 03458, 603-924-9464, 
FAX 603-924-9467). I strongly feel that the 
majority of your curiosities will be greatly 
satisfied in this (must read) reference. b 
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SB Mailbox 

SPECTRA PLUS UPGRADED 

Pioneer Hill Software announced that Spectra 
Plus version 4.0, a full 32-bit Windows appli-
cation, is now available directly from the 
developer. The full software, in a 30-day trial 
copy, can be downloaded from the compa-
ny's website. To receive additional informa-
tion, contact Pioneer Hill Software, 24460 
Mason Rd., Poulsbo, WA 98370, (360) 697-
3472, FAX (360) 697-7717, E-mail pio-
neer@ telebyte.com, website http://www. 
telebyte.com/pioneer. 

CABLE CHARACTERISTICS 

In SB 1/97, Stephen Lampen wrote a letter 
"taking exception" with my 6/96 article, "A 
Cheap, Hi-Tech Cable." This article—edited 
from my original letter—explains the effects 
of wire resistance and defined the term "char-
acteristic impedance." It seems that Mr. 
Lampen skimmed the article because he felt 
that his statements about wire resistance were 
at odds with mine. They weren't. What makes 
his letter difficult to follow is that he fails to 
distinguish between "impedance" and "char-
acteristic impedance." They are two different 
things. This basic misunderstanding would 
make my article quite confusing, which is 
why I defined the terms. I'm sure that one of 
the engineers at Belden could do a better job 
of explaining the difference for him than I. 

One company, Alpha Core, markets am 
expensive and well-reviewed line of cables 
and interconnects which touts characteristic 
impedance of the same magnitude as that 
which my article describes. However, Mr. 
Lampen's opinion that characteristic imped-
ance is only important at high frequencies, or 
with long runs of wire, is a common one. 

Feedback is always welcome, both posi-
tive and negative, as long as it is appropriate 
and accurate. My value for the characteristic 
impedance of a twisted pair of this wire was 
off by 25%. That is useful information. If 
some Belden cable can be configured for 
improved audio performance, I'm eager to 
hear about it. 

Working for Belden, Mr. Lampen is in a 
unique position to experiment with some of 
the foam-insulated wire he describes. And he 
can compare its sound quality and measure-
ments with what I have described, or with his 
current standard. Knowing the impulse 

response into an actual speaker carried over 
three to five meters would be helpful. He 
could also examine the time smearing of the 
signal, and examine transient performance. 
Actual resistance, inductance, and capacitance 
could be measured. Dividing inductance by 
capacitance and taking the square root gives 
characteristic impedance. An article describ-
ing these factors would be superior to mine, 
based only on the information available to me 

and my listening experience. I hope Mr. 
Lampen will consider such an endeavor. 

John Day, MD 
Austin, TX 

Stephen Lampen responds: 

Many people, even in the professional world, 
treat wire and cable as non-issues, so I am 
always willing to debate just what wire and 
cable can do, how they perform, and what the 
limitations are. 
I went back and re-read Mr. Day's origi-

nal article to be sure I hadn't "skimmed" 
anything. Mr. Day is indeed correct, "imped-
ance" and "characteristic impedance" are 
not necessarily the same thing. As he sug-
gested, I discussed the terms "impedance" 
and "characteristic impedance" with a num-
ber of staff engineers. 

"Characteristic Impedance of Cables at 
High and Low Frequencies," written by the 
Belden engineering staff summarizes imped-
ance as the relationship between inductance 
and capacitance. This means that the imped-
ance of a cable starts at a very high number 
at low frequencies and follows a down-slop-
ing curve until high frequencies are reached 

Somewhere between ¡MHz and 10MHz, 
the impedance typically settles down to a 
nominal amount—provided a frequency-sta-
ble dielectric material is used. Engineers 
refer to this as the "asymptotic impedance," 
the characteristic impedance of the cable. For 
high-frequency applications such as analog 
video, digital audio, digital video, and radio 
frequency, the characteristic impedance 
value is used to determine suitability for a 
particular application. 

All cables do not exhibit the same charac-
teristic below ¡MHz (many designs vary up 
to 10MHz). At audio frequencies, there is a 
rapidly changing impedance and, therefore, 
no characteristic impedance. Luckily, the 
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wavelength at audio frequencies is so long 
(five miles at 20kHz), that the impedance of a 
particular cable is of little consequence in 
terms of signal transfer. I would, therefore, 
question Mr. Day's assertion that any analog 
audio cable has a characteristic impedance at 
audio frequencies, such as the "(SLI imped-
ance speaker cable" mentioned in his article. 

Mr. Day's suggestion of taking the square 
root of the inductance divided by the capaci-
tance will yield an impedance value at one 
specific frequency below 10MHz This will 
have little correlation with musical signals 
containing hundreds, even thousands, of dif-
ferent frequencies traveling simultaneously 
and producing complex patterns of hannonics. 

On the other hand, I am very interested in 
Mr. Day's proposal that I experiment with 
physical characteristics to produce an ideal 
speaker cable. I would be even more interest-
ed to experiment in our lab with impulse 
response. I would be glad to work with him to 
produce a "fast" speaker cable, a design 
which is easily achievable. Nothing would 

make me happier than to produce a design 
that is repeatable in the lab, in terms of phys-
ical and electrical attributes, and which the 
high-end "listening" audience will find supe-
rior to standard designs. 

IMPEDANCE COMPLEXITY 

"Dynamic Characteristics of Driver 
Impedance," by Don Jenkins (SB 1/97) con-
siders the electrical impedance of a loud-
speaker driver. It is my understanding that 
the electrical impedance is the ratio of volt-
age to current in the circuit of interest. I 
know of two ways of looking at this. 

One can measure the current into a driver 
(indirectly, by measuring the voltage across a 
reference resistor in series with the driver) and 
the voltage across a driver simultaneously. 
The time-dependent value of the voltage-to-
current ratio will be the time-dependent value 
of impedance. Note that since oscilloscopes 
and other waveform-measuring gear do not 
know about complex numbers (voltage and 
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current as a function of time are real, physical 
quantities), the time-dependent impedance is 
a real number. How does it get to be complex, 
that is, to have an imaginary part? 

The English speaker manufacturer KEF 
was a pioneer of the digital measurement of 
loudspeaker acoustical and electrical quanti-
ties. KEF measured the impedance of its dri-
vers with an impulse test and stored the sam-
ple values digitally. They then used the 
Fourier transform of the impulse response of 
the impedance (time-dependent) to yield the 
frequency response of the impedance (fre-
quency-dependent). 

The Fourier transform of sampled data 
offers the impedance that you would mea-
sure at a large number of discrete frequen-
cies, where the sine wave is gated on for a 
time equal to the measurement period. It 
approximates what you would measure at 
the same frequencies with a steady-state 
measurement, which, I assume, takes an infi-
nite amount of time. 

The Fourier transform yields complex 
values, which are commonly represented by 
an amplitude and a phase; or, equivalently, 
by a real and an imaginary part. 

In this scheme of things, a complex 
impedance makes sense only when you are 
making a steady-state measurement using a 
sine or cosine wave. The phase is then how 
you express the lead or lag of the current 
wave with respect to the voltage wave. 

Assigning a complex number to a time 
average of the instantaneous impedance over 
some measurement period does not fit into 
the above scheme of things, and what it tells 
you is unclear. Since the instantaneous 
impedance is a real number, its time average 
should also be a real number. Just because it 
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turns out to be larger than a driver's DC 
resistance, it doesn't mean the excess must 
be imaginary; it is still real. 
Of course, you are free to cook up inter-

esting test waveforms for finding time 
averages of the driver input impedance. 
These could well turn out larger than the 
DC resistance, depending upon the voltage 
waveform. 

Input pulses are shown in Figs. la and 
lb. They look like a square wave with a 
damped oscillatory tail. Does this mean 
that your signal generator produces a tail 
after its test pulse? 

The current waveforms, also demon-
strated in these figures, show a damped 
oscillatory wave followed by zero current 
at the end of the test pulse. This trend 
implies that the ratio of voltage to current 
must be infinite, because you will divide 
by zero after the test pulse. 

One possible interpretation of the curves 
in Figs. la and lb is that, during the test 
pulse, the amplifier acts as a perfect voltage 
source, after which it is as a perfect current 
source. This would be an unusual test setup. 
"DC Pulse Test" in the article refers to 

impedance ratios in Figs. 4a and 4b, although 
I believe it should have read Figs. 3a and 3b. 
Since impedance ratio is not defined in an 
equation or the text, I presume it refers to the 

ratio of time-averaged impedance to DC 
resistance. 

Victor Staggs 
Orange, CA 

Don Jenkins responds: 

Dr. Staggs' letter contains a number of 
questions relating to impedance measure-
ments and values and the pulse-test data 
shown in my article. The answers given here 
will separate the two. First, about the 
impedance questions. 

Dr. Staggs writes that his understanding of 
impedance is that it is the ratio of voltage to 
current in a circuit. This is the impedance 
magnitude, not the impedance. Impedance is 
always a complex quantity, otherwise it 
would be a nonreactive load, i.e., resistance. 

Several notation methods can be used to 
describe the impedance characteristic. The 
complex notation used in the article is one 
such method. With this notation method for 
the value indicated by A + jB, the value of the 
resistive component of the load is A, while the 

jB term is the reactive component of the load. 
Mr. Staggs has described the term as being 
"imaginary," seemingly confused by the nota-
tion, and questions how you derive an "imag-
inary" value from "real" measurements. 

Sound Clearing 
House 

The Sound Clearing House pro-
vides you access to a variety of 
drivers at a fraction of the cost 
you would normally pay. In fact, 
the drivers are usually at or 
below OEM costs! So you can 
generally get these drivers for less 
than the major speaker manufac-
turers would pay for them. 

As a group of driver engineers, 
we have access to excess 
stock that is the result of over 
runs, contract disputes, pay-
ment problems, and so on. This 
allows us to Cherry Pick quality 
drivers at outstanding values. 

Our on-line catalog at 
http://SpeakerPage.com  
contains a full technical evalua-
tion, complete with suggested 
usages and box designs for 
woofers. 

For a product list, write 
1495 Oak St., Eugene OR, 97401 
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COMPONENTS: 

SOLEN HEPTA-LITZ 

AND STANDARD 

INDUCTORS AND 

CAPACITORS - THE 

CHOICE OF MANY 

HIGH-END SPEAKER 

MANUFACTURERS. 

HARDWARE: 

POWER RESISTORS, 

L-PADS, CABLE, 

ABSORBING AND 

DAMPING MATERIALS, 
GOLD SPEAKER 

TERMINALS, GOLD 

BANANA PLUGS AND 

BINDING POSTS, GRILL 

FASTENERS, PORT 

TUBES AND TRIM 
RINGS, PAN HEAD 

SCREWS, SPIKES 
AND TEE NUTS WITH 

ALLEN HEAD BOLTS 

AND PLENTY MORE... 

el, are 

Solen crossover components - 
used by the most discriminating 
loudspeaker manufacturers. 

SOLEN HEPTA-LITZ INDUCTORS 
Air Cored Inductors, Litz-Wire Perfect Lay Hexagonal Winding 
Values from . 10 mH to 30 mH 
Wire Size from 1.3 mm (16AWG) to 2.6 mm ( 10 AVVG) 7 Strands 

SOLEN STANDARD INDUCTORS 
Air Cored Inductors, Solid Wire Perfect Lay Hexagonal Winding 

Values from . 10 mH to 30mH 
Wire Size from 0.8 mm (20AWG) to 2.6 mm ( 10 AVVG) 

SOLEN FAST CAPACITORS 
Fast Capacitors, Metalized Polypropylene 
Values from 0.10 pF to 300 pF 
Voltage Rating: 630, 400, 250 VDC 

CROSSOVER AND SPEAKER PARTS 
Metalized Polyester Capacitors, 1.0 pF to 47 pF, 160 VDC, Non Polar 
Electrolytic Capacitor, 22 pF to 300 pF, 100 VDC, Power Resistors 
10 W, 1.0 S2 to 82 S2, 8 0 L-Pads plus all the hardware and supplies 
to complete any speaker project. 

CALL TO ORDER THE FREE 1997 SOLEN 
CROSSOVER COMPONENT CATALOG. ALSO 
AVAILABLE, THE 1997 SOLEN SPEAKER 
DRIVER COMPONENTS CATALOG FOR S80 

SOLEN INC. 
4470 Avenue Thibault 

St- Hubert, QC 

Canada J3Y 7T9 
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Tel: 514.656.2759 

Fax 514 443 4949 

Email. solen@quebec.net 

WEB http://www.quebec.net/solen/ 
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The answer is that you don't. Both parts 
are "real;" they simply represent the imped-
ance characteristics of the circuit. While 
impedance is always a complex quantity, it is, 
in the pure mathematical sense, not a vector. 
However, the use of the so-called impedance 

• • 
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MARKERFOAM- ACOUSTIC FOAM 
rir GIANT 54" x 54" 
OP [Immediate Shipping 

am iii L" 995g N o w'2 $929 . 9N9o.wffr N909 IS" E30' QUICK! 
High performance, lull- size sheets of 
super high density Markertoam. El 

mount. Blue or gray. Super-effective sound absorption tor studios. 
Markerfoam offers best value, looks professional 8 is proven in studios world-
wide. Request Foam Buyers Guide/Catalog. specs 8 free samples today. 

-..",..-e MARKERTEK JUMBO 
,...,-, SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 

//,-- 1 ' Heavy-duty 72"x80" padded blankets 
'4,"  absorb sound wherever they're hung or 

draped. Fabulous for stage, studio and 
' field use. Top professional quality at a super 

saver price! Weight: 6 lbs. Black. $19.99 

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES" 
I-UGH PERFORMANCE — LOW, LOW COST!!! 
America's best acoustic tile value 
only from Markerlek! 
$3.49 per tile, 16x16x2", charcoal or blue 
$4.49 per tile, 16x16"x3", charcoal or blue 
$5.49 per tile, 16x16x4". charcoal. 

MARKERSTIIC FOAM ADHESIVE aw,......».. 
FREE with any foam purchase in this ad! 
Limited otter. A$4.00 per tube value. aelneiraft..-___________,,,_,  

SON EX ...-.-:', All the colors and sizes 
/ plus great prices! 

FREE America's most unique catalog featuring 328 pages of over 
6,000 exclusive and hard-to-find supplies for Pro Audio, 
Broadcast Video, Audio Visual & Multimedia production. 

iviAnoçan-repc® 
VIDEO SUPPLY 

4 High St., Box 397, Saugerties, NY ( USA) 12477 
800-522-2025 • Fax: 914-246-1757 

Web: www.markertek.com • E- Mail: markedek@markedek.com 
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operator j permits you to use vector math 
when dealing with impedance in circuit 
analysis. The j notation indicates that the cur-
rent in each element has a 90° rotation. By 
convention, a positive j indicates inductance, 
while a negative j indicates capacitance. This 
notation allows you to calculate the resis-
tance to current (impedance magnitude) and 
the power in the circuit element (resistance); 
it also simplifies the vector arithmetic when 
you are required to combine impedance ele-
ments in a circuit. 

The conventionally given values for im-
pedance are RMS values based on a mini-
mum of one complete power cycle. Since 
RMS values are determined by the integra-
tion of the time-varying voltage and current 
amplitudes relative to power, it follows that 
the impedance when using these values must 
also be an RMS value, again, relative to 
power. In systems where the power-cycle 
delivery is more or less "steady state," the 
circuit impedance may also be considered 
steady state without analytical compromise. 

For systems that deliver power in some ran-
dom transient mode, such as music, the imped-
ance of the circuit changes with each change 
in the input current. To analyze this type of sys-
tem, consider impedance as a point function— 
ie., a value dependent upon the instantaneous 
value of the current's rate of change, the cur-
rent amplitude, and the state of the system. 

While impedance should always be con-
sidered a complex quantity, the rigorous 
interpretation of impedance when applied to 
a dynamic mechanical system in motion 
(such as a loudspeaker driver) is that it is a 
constantly changing complex quantity. 

Figure 2 is a computer simulated 30ms 2V 

DC pulse into a specific driver. This model 
uses a 11.1s time increment for the integration, 
which means that the impedance magnitude 
is calculated each micro-second. This value 
is the quotient of voltage applied across the 
voice coil and the resultant current. The sim-
ulation shows that the impedance magnitude 
does, in fact, vary with time. 

Since the simulation is for one pulse, the 
impedance shown is for one power cycle. The 
integrated value of this impedance pulse was 
7.90 when averaged over the 30ms time 
increment. Since the voice-coil resistance is 
7.111 and the average resistance to current 
was 7.911 (RMS impedance magnitude), the 
pulse impedance can correctly be given as 
the complex value 7.1 + j3.5. 

The 3.5 variable is the equivalent RMS 
reactance value, in ohms, for this specific 
pulse and driver. This value will be different 
for other pulse widths, voltage amplitudes, 
and wave forms. As noted in the article, the 
apparent reactance for drivers is not the 
result of inductance, as in passive circuits, 
but is the energy transferred to the mass of 
the cone (acceleration) and used in the 
deflection of the cone structure (compliance). 

In real applications, most of this mechani-
cal energy is returned to the source. Even in 
large drivers, only a small fraction of this 
energy is actually converted to sound, 
absorbed in compression of the ambient air, 
or dissipated in bending work on the cone 
structure. Since neither the mechanical sys-
tern nor the passive reactance of either induc-
tance or capacitance retain appreciable cir-
cuit energy, their characteristics can be inter-
changed for circuit analysis. 

lo page 59 
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We have everything you need to 
build powerful tube based amplifiers. 
We carry the best in tubes. 
transformers, caps, resistors, 

ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY TUBES PARTS BOOKS SUPPLIES 

itáe( Call or fax for our 52 page catalog ( 602) 820.5411 • Fax ( 800) 706.6789 • 6221 S. Maple Avenue Tempe, AZ 85283 
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ATTENTION 
CLA5.5IPED ADVEJZT1.5L12.5 

Dear Reader: 

We are, regretfully, announcing changes in our classified advertising 
policy. 

As you are most likely aware, it has long been our practice to offer free 

word classified ads to subscribers. This service is designed to help 

readers sell personal equipment or supplies and/or find specific 
equipment or services. These ads are located in the For Sale and 

Wanted sections. Classified ads from business or private parties selling 
equipment, supplies or services for profit are available on a cost per 

word basis only and are located in the Vendor (previously labeled 

Trade) section. Due to the cost and time involved in processing the hun-
dreds of free For Sale and Wanted ads received for each cycle of issues, 

we are implementing the following new guidelines. 

If you wish to run a classified ad. you wil now be charged a 510.00 
processing fee for each For Sale and Wan ed submission. This fee is 

due per ad and per magazine. As before, subscribers may run an ad of 

up to a 50 word maximum, however, each additional word will now be 
charged at the regular per word rate of 51.0C each for Audio Electronics 

and Glass Audio and $1.50 each for Spealem Builder. A check, money 

order or credit card number must be submittml with your ad to cover the 
applicable charges. 

To help us process your ads with efficiency and accuracy. all word 

classified advertisers must now use our convenient new Classified 
Order Form when submitting hand written copy. Our new form is avail-

able in the classified section in each of oui magazines. If you are not 
able to use the form, your submission will be accepted in type written 

form only. Please feel free to either mail, E-mail, or fax your ads (faxed 

and E-mailed ads must include your credit card information). 

Please note that ad submissions that do not meet the above criteria will 

not run. 

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation. On 

behalf of the entire staff here at Audio Amateur Corporation, we look 

forward to providing you with the very best products and subscriber 
services possible. 

Respectfully yours, 

,ce..zuce jceQ .2t-
Edward T. Dell 
Publisher 
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Improve the imaging and clarity of your 
speakers by reducing cabinet resonance and 
baffle diffraction. Transform the acoustics of 
your listening room. Make your car whisper quiet. 
Goodyear Acoustasheet will do all this for only 
$2.48 per sq. ft. ( 10 min.) plus $5 handling. 
It's a 4' wide, 1lb, per sq. ft. loaded vinyl with 
1/4'. acoustic foam lamination. 

GASOLINE ALLEY, L.L.C. 
1700 East lruii, Salina, KS 67401 
1.800.326.8372 

VISA 
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PREMIUM 
CROSSOVER NETWORKS 

1/7e/-  Pak/FP/208 Petet/f 

YOU'VE DESIGNED BUILT AND WADED 
YOUR ENCLOSURES 

WITH HI QUALITY SPEAKERS. 
YOU HAVENT SPARED ANY EXPENSE, 
YOU'VE SPENT TIME AND MONEY 

LET CROSSTECH AUDIO'S 
PREMIUM HI POWERED 
CROSSOVER NETWORKS 

FINISH OFF THE JOB 
DO IT YOUR WAY. THE RIGHT WAY! 

CUSTOM FREQUENCIES NOTA PROBLEM 

LiICROSSTECH AUDIO INC. 
1 

30 Francine Lane Staten Island N.Y.10314 

Phone ( 718) 370-8399 Fax ( 718) 370-8297 
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Classifieds 

VENDORS 

BI-AMPING??? 
New low prices on the XVR-1 Crossover 
Platform! (See article in SS 2/96.) Kits, 

assembled units, & PC boards available. 
AUDIO ARTS 

RD2 Box 3502, Wemersville, PA 19565 
(610) 693-6740 • audioarlseenter.net 

STATE-OF-THE-ART PASSIVE CROSS-
OVERS featuring Hovland MusiCaps. Software 
available, free design guide. ALLPASS TECH-
NOLOGIES, INC., 2844 Charmont Dr., Apopka, 
FL 32703-5972, (407) 786-0623. 

ELECTROSTATIC electronics, transformers, 
Mylae, information. From author ROGER 
SANDERS, (505) 759-3822. 

WE RE-CONE all home, auto, pro and vintage 
speakers. Re-foam kits, $ 10. TRI-STATE 
LOUDSPEAKER, www. nauticom. net/www/ 
speakers, (412) 375-9203. 

FOR SALE 
E-V Georgian and Cardinal, one each, 1957 
kits, 15" three-way, mahogany, near mint. 
Second owner, have original plans and ads. 
Craig, (812) 683-2211 days, (812) 683-5444 
nights, E-mail berndtc@psci.net (Southern IN). 

Two unused ADS midranges, for an ADS pro-
fessional monitor. Have heavy Samarium cobalt 
magnets; one dome damaged by poor factory 
packaging and needs doped textile dome re-
placed. Dr. L.H. Steinberg, (215) 592-9765. 

Upgrade parts for the audio hobbyist. 
Popular audiophile and indu.strial parts for the 

do it yourselfer or repair shop. 
RelCap MultiCap, llovhsnd, }Umber, Nolen, 

Nichicon Muse, Black Gate, IBC, Mills, Vaddock, 
carbon composition resistors, Cardas, Klaiber, 

high quality solid core silver wire, Selo Inductors, 
WBT and a variety of other useful products. 

For catalog 1996/1997: 
Send $2.00 or 5 IRC''s from your pest office 

(or $5.00 using Visa/Mastercard) 

Handmade Electronics 
Post Office Box 9114 

Allentown, PA 18105-9114 USA 
Voice: 610-432-5732 Fax: 610-432-S971 

Visa/Mastercard-Export friendly 

La Palma Engineering 
Audio and Acoustic Consultants 

5462 Bransford Dr. 
La Palma, CA 90623-1125 

(714) 523-5337 — PE #E13138 
E-mail: LPENG @ PACBELLNET 

Two Bozak B200Y tweeters, original cross-
overs, new mylar caps, two Scanspeak 10" 
16W woofers. Exact replacement of Dynaco A-
5; four Dynapleat 4W drivers, one tested, three 
unused; one original Advent speaker tweeter. 
All good shape, best offer plus shipping. Rafael, 
(305) 285-3432. 

Pairs: AR3 woofers, $75; Motorola 1151A homs 
and 1188A drivers, $45; KSN 12165, $18; KSN 
1177, $25; large Advent tweeters, $40; SEAS 
H-535 tweeters, $20; JVC 1101-01A tweeters, 
$35; AR2AX mids, $10; VIFA D27TG, $35; 
Jensen 4" car JFX 1242, $20. Single University 
Cobraflex horn and SA-HF driver, $40; AR2AX 
tweeter, $20. David, (518) 399-3798. 

VINTAGE GUITAR AMPLIFIER 
RE-COVERING MATERIALS 
Grille cloth, knobs, corners, 

guitar cases, etc.... Huge stock! 
Send $1 for catalog. 

FENTON MUSIC GROUP 
11230 Grandview Ave., Wheaton, MD 20902 

(800) 336-8662 

Pair Advent I tweeters, $20; E-V RE85 Dynamic 
Lavalier mike, $35; E-V 649B Dynamic Lavalier 
mike, $25; Audio Technica AT816 unidirection-
al Dynamic mike, $20; one University N2B 
crossover, $10; Advent I woofers (needing sur-
rounds) and Advent I crossovers. Jim, (708) 
425-6719. 

SILVER SONICTM 
High Performance Audio Cables 

You can afford the best! 

Silver Sonic T-14 Speaker Cable 
Silver Sonic BL-1 Series 2 Interconnect 
Silver Sonic D-110 AES/EBU Digital 

Silver Sonic D-75 Digital 
See the review in Speaker Builder, issue 4194. 

D.H. Labs 
P.O. Box 31598 

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33420 
(561) 625-8998 ( phone/fax) 

SPEAKER RECONING 
RE-SURROUND 

REPLACEMENT SPEAKERS 
Are your speakers blown, foam rotted or just sounding fired? 

We are one of the largest and most expehenced 
repair centers nationwide. We offer 

• Factory Authorized Service: • Professional Service 
ADS, Advent, Altec, Bose. • Fast turn-around 
Cerwin-Vega, EPI, EV, • Grille Repair 
Infinity, and JBL. • Replacement Grilles 

Hard to Find Parts for Most Brands! 
Over 50 years of experience rebuilding speakers. 
Have the Experts at Midwest rebuild your speaker! 

4 MIDWEST SPEAKER  800-883-9172 
293 N. Snelling Av. St. Paul, MN 55104 

Reader Service #57 

Dynaudio MDY-4 two-way speaker system 
from Madisound with D260 tweeters, 17W75ext 
bass/ midrange, Leap crossover and Deflex 
panels, kit fully assembled with oak veneer 
woodstyle cabinets. Superb sound, one year 
old, $500. Jerry, (414) 796-1827, ext. 3710, 
days (WI). 

IT'S HERE! 
The Annual 

Back Issue Sale 

SAVE at least 25% 
off our regular prices! 

Special prices on 
COMPLETE SETS of 

the magazines. 

Call in your order to 
603-924-9464 

or FAX your order to 
603-924-9467. 

HURRY, 
this sale ends 
Sept. 1, 1997! 

Reader Service #14 
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New! BREAKTHROUGH SPEAKER PADS 

Expand tonal range • Add clarity • Optimize full 

range reproduction • Protect surfaces from spike 

holes • Maximize coujiling • Dampen distortion-
causing vibration • $7."-969." • Dea/ws welcome. 

KLEIN TECH SYSTEMS 
4262 Nodhlake Blvd.. Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 

(561) 863-2198 FAX (561) 845-9844 

Pair JBL 1" horn drivers, Alnico with aluminum 
diaphragms; pair Altec 291A large Alnico horn 
drivers; pair 511, 811. 421 woofers; Pioneer 
Spec I, II, IV preamp and amps; two Nakamichi 
6702X rackmount cassette decks; Community 
horns. David, (914) 688-5024. 

WANTED 
Dual 1015 cartridge holder. Rafael (305) 285-
3432. 

AR-3a speakers for major rebuild project. Need 
not work, but must be reasonably complete. 
Tom, (540) 886-2634. 

I just acquired an old EICO 666 tube tester that 
has been butchered quite a bit. Does anyone 
have a manuaVschematic diagram they could 
sell or copy? Jean Landry, 3597 St. Urbain, 
Montreal, PO H2X 2N6, CANADA, (514) 845-
1319. 

I GOT A BURNT-OUT QUAD ESL? 

We have the spare parts for every 
Quad electrostatic speaker. 

Ask for free catalogue with price list and 
shipping information. 

Quad ( Germany) GmbH. Rheinstrasse 24. 0-55060 Koblenz 
TEL: Oli -49-261-38824 • FAX: 011-49-251-38172 

Old hi-fi/theatre speakers/corners; Altec 604/ 
605 coax, Altec 288 drivers, Altec 805, 1005, 
1505/B horns (also 311-90, 329-A), Altec 
cossovers, Altec/WE 755A, WE 728B, 55/594 
drivers. Sonny, (405) 737-3312, FAX (405) 737-
3355. 

Wanlass Paraformer line voltage regulators 
needed. Will pay top dollar. Any rating from 
50VA to 2,500VA (2.5kVA) with 115V and/or 
230V input and output, 60Hz. R.A. Young, 116 
Cleveland Ave., Colonia, NJ 07067, (908) 381-
6190, FAX (908) 381-3254. 

WELBORNE LABS 

OUR NEW 1997 CATALOG IS NOW AVAILABLE 
HIGH QUALITY AUDIO KITS and SUPPLIES!!! 

Vacuum Tube and Transistor Power Amplifiers, Passive-
Preamps, Linestages, Phonostages, Active Crossovers 
Power Supplies, Line Conditioners and many more Kfts. 

Parts and Supplies 
Hovland MusiCaps, Kimber Kaps, MulliCaps, Solen, WIMA 
and ELNA Cerafines: Caddock, Holco, Mills and Resista 
Golden Dragon, NOS, RAM Labs, Sovtek and Svetlana 
tubes; Cardas, DH Labs, Kimber Kable, Neutrik, Vampire 
and WBT connectors and wire; Alps. Noble and Stepped 
Volume Controls; Enclosures, Books, Software and other 
Supplies for Dlrers. International Orders Welcome. For a 
copy of our 200 Page Catalog, send $12 (US/Canada), $18 
(International) or call us (303) 470-6585, fax (303) 791-5783 
e-mail: wlabsextletcom.com. Visa 8 Mastercard Accepted 
Catalog Charge Refunded with Orders over $200. 

P.O. Box 260198, Littleton, CO 80128-0198 
Visit our Niebsite for more info: htlplAwnewelbornelabs.com 
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MAHOGANY SOUND 
The Transmission Line Specialist 

P.O. Box 9044 

Mobile, AL 36691-0044 

334-633-2054 

Acousta-Stuf 
The Very Best Damping Material For 
Speaker Systems. It Produces Deeper 

Bass, Cleaner Mids, And Greater 
Dynamic Range. Acousta-Stuf Costs 

$9.50 Per Pound UP5 Paid. 

Q&ETLI) 
Quick & Easy Transmission Line 
Speaker Design Booklet & LOTUS 
1-2-3 Software. Learn How To 

Design Optimizes 1/4 Wavelength 
TL Speakers. Q&ETLD Costs 

$8.95 Plus $2.05 P&H. 

Acousta-Tubes 
Round Paper flibt5 For Building 
Cylindrical Speaker Enclosures. 

Please Note Our New Address 
& Area Code 

Call Or Write For A Free Catalog 

Reader Service 49 

The SuperCables 
Cookl3ook by 4//en Wright 

How to make 35 sonically superior 
interconnects, speaker cables and power 
cords yourself, at home, for minimal $$. 

"Better than my $340 TaraLabs in 
speed, dynamics and presence...for $5!" 

"#2 showed promise, #3 was revelatory 
and thought unbeatable, until' #7..." 

"Much less smeared than the $$ cable!" 
"Your silver foils utterly wiped the floor 
with my 7 nines $400 interconnects!" 

SUS40—$A50—£27—DM60 inc. post. 
(airmail + DM20) VISA/MC welcome. 

Direct from the author: Allen Wright, 
Einsteinstr. 129, 81675 Munich, Germany 

Ph/Fax +4-4989477415 
(VacuumState@compuserve.com) 

www.acay.com.au/-joeraskacuum.htm 

USA: Pb (415) 492 0728 Fax 499 8441 
(FSpiritEd@aoLcom) 

Australia: Ph 02 9344 3358 (Fax -.3359) 
England: Fax 01734 845933 

Malaysia: Ph 60 3 793 7939 (Fax ...7929) 

SPEAKER BUILDER 
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 

Three Classified Advertising Categories 
are available in Speaker Builder 

VENDORS: For any business or professional private party selling equipment, supplies or services for 
profit. 

FOR SALE: For readers to sell personal equipment or supplies. 

WANTED: Help readers find equipment or services. 
HOW TO ORDER AN AD 
REGULAR CLASSIFIED (ads without borders): 
$1.50 per word. $10.00 minimum. 
Deduct 5% for a 6X contract. 

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY (all ads with borders): 
1" $65.00, 2" $115.00, 3" $150.00 
Deduct 5% for an 8x contract 

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED with your ad and mailed to Speaker Builder Go, MC Classified Dept., PO Box 
576, 305 Union Street, Peterborough, NH 03458-0576. Ads can also be submitted by FAX (603) 924-9467 or by 
E-mail, audiodiy@top.monad.net. (faxed and E-mailed ads must include MC, Visa, Discover or AmEx paymee 

SUBMITTING COPY: A word is any collection of letters or numbers with a space (a slash (/) is counted as a space) 
on either side. All hand written ads must be block printed on the form below. Please circle or underline all words 
to appear in bold. Illegible ads will be discarded. Submit copy by mail, fax, E-mail or on disc (QuarkXPress, 
Wordperfect, Microsoft Word 2.0 or 6.0, Word for DOS, Windows Write, or Word Star). If submitting by disc, 
include a list of fonts and graphics used and a printout of your ad. 

SUBSCRIBERS! Subscribers are invited to run a word classified ad of up to a maximum of 50 words in the FOR 
SALE or WANTED sections for only a $ 10.00 flat processing fee (per ad, per magazine). Ads that exceed 50 
words will be charged the regular rate of $1.00 for each additional word. All ads are run only once, and then dis-
carded. Simply complete the Classified Order Form and include your subscriber number in the space provided. 

CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM 
Please check what type of ad you will be running. 

VENDORS H FOR SALE H WANTED 
Advertisers are required to use this convenient form when hand printing your ad. Use block letters. No 
abbreviations. 
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AAC Classified Dept., PO Box 576, 305 Union Street, Peterborough, NH 03458-0576 
FAX 603-924-9467 
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Letters 

from page 54 

Also note that the driver circuit may show 
an impedance magnitude of less value than 
the voice-coil resistance (pseudo-"negative" 
reactance) during some parts of the input 
transient. This occurs when the voice-coil 
back EMF is in phase with the driving signal 
and is returning energy to the circuit. This is 
one reason why the impedance value must be 
determined over a complete power cycle. 
(Refer to my article, "The Damping Factor: 
One More Time," SB 6/94, to see how the 
amplifier impedance affects the energy trans-
fer between a driver and an amplifier.) 

Where energy transfer and storage is 
associated with accelerated mass and struc-
tural deflections, the classical electrical 
impedance definitions for an electromechan-
ical system are rigorously correct, as the 
computer simulations show. 
A salient point of this article is that imped-

ance-matching networks for drivers, espe-
cially for low-frequency drivers with large 
cone displacements, may have different 
requirements based on the type of program 
material. High-amplitude, high-slope tran-
sients will see diffèrent driver impedance val-
ues than low-amplitude, low-slope transients. 

Dr. Staggs also questions Figs. la and lb as 
to the damped voltage tail in the experimental 
data shown. These tests were made using a 
high-speed relay to apply the pulse. The DC 
bus has a parallel 90,00011F capacitor across 
it to ensure a rock-solid supply. The voltage is 
measured across the voice coil, and the current 
is measured in the line with a Tek 6042 Hall-
effect current probe (DC to 50MHz). When the 
relay opens, the voice coil is effectively "open 
circuit," since the scope input resistance is 
>IMO. The trace shows the "free air, no 
load" damping of the cone, and there is effec-
tively zero current in the voice coil. 

Dr. Staggs has correctly noted the error in 
figure references in the text. Figures 3 and 4 
have been transposed with their references in 
the text. As to the impedance ratios referenced 
in the "DC Pulse Test" box, these curves 
show the nonlinearity of the cone structure 
and placement in the magnetic field. If  the 
compliance were linear with displacement 
and the magnetic field were constant over the 
travel distance of the voice coil, the imped-
ance ratio would be constant with input-volt-
age amplitude. This type of test is useful in 
showing how well designed, and assembled, 
any specific driver may be. 

MADE IN HEAVEN 

A few years ago, the critics were raving over 
the NI-IT Super Zero as having nearly ideal 
upper bass/midrange response, correct tim-

5" to 30" 

SPECIALISTS IN SPEAKER AND GRILL RESTORATION 
FACTO« AUTHORIZED FOR: 
Advent 
AltecHome/Pro 
B•I•C Venturi 
Cerwiii • Vega 
E-V 
E PI 
JBL Car, Home, Pro 
RTR 

SPEAKER PARTS 
Cones, Dust Caps, 
Spiders, Adhesives 

REBUILT VINTAGE DRIVERS 
JBL, Altec, E-V 
New Obsolete Drivers 

MasterCard 

REPLACEMENT GRILLES FOR: 
Altec, B•I•C, JBL, Marantz 
Grille fabric sold by the yard: 

Black, Brown, Gray 

REFOAM KITS 
Refoam Kits for the Do-lt-Yourselfer: 31/2, 
4, 5%, 61/2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 & 15" — $29.95 
Comes complete with shims, dustcaps & 
adhesives. (JBL slightly higher) 
One kit will repair two speakers. 

CROSSOVER REPAIRS 

We Buy Blown Speakers: Altec, E-V & JBL 

1-800-526-8879 
NO CATALO—efflidtABLE 

CALL US FOR HARD TO FIND DISCONTINUED PARTS 
493'1 A-1 South Mingo / Tulsa, Oklahoma / 74146 

New Technology Au 
dio or 

Ribbon Systems 
Our monopolar, minimal acoustic profile Ribbons deliver large panel 
transparency and detail in more practical, more dynamic and easier to 
drive speaker systems. From the R5-1 to No Holds Barred, they offer 
precision without fatigue and unsurpassed soundstaging. 

These Ribbons lower the price of admission to high end fidelity 
and open up the future for painless system upgrading. 
Step up to Ribbon clarity and sweetness for $486 to $2550 
per pair delivered factory direct in North America. 
30 day " Let's Be Sure" guarantee. 5 year warranty 

Ask for our comprehensive Info Pack with full 
systems, kits, glowing international reviews and 
system design and room setup tips. 

Newforrn Research Inc. 
P.O Box 475, Midland 
Ontario Canada L4R 4C3 
Tel: (705) 835-9000 

Fax: (705) 835-0081 
Visit our large website. 
http://www.barint.on.calnewform/ 
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CeCoursey 
ACTIVE COMPONENTS 

Made to order 
CROSSOVERS 

Configuration: Mono, bi, tri, & quad-amp 
Butterworth: 6, 12, 18, 24, & 30db per octave 

Cutoff Frequency: To customer order within 
plus or minus 1% of rated value. 

Impedance: Input 100k / Output 100 ohms. 
Noise Level: Approx. 100db below 

maximum output. 
Gain: Unity. Can be inserted between pre-amp 
and power amp without change in level. 
Output Level: 9 volts max with plus & minus 

15 volt power supply. 
Cabinet: 7" x 8" x 2.75" Up to 6 front mounted 
level controls & 11 RCA jacks on the rear 

(2 inputs & 9 outputs) 
Options: 
Level Controls: across inputs and or outputs. 
Summers: Unity or up to 10db of gain. 
Subsonic Filter: Remove low end rumble. 
Subsonic Bass Boost: filters add up to 8db 
of gain to compensate for low end deficiencies. 
Bump-amps: add 3db to 12db of gain for the 

the compensation of band deficiencies. 
Rack & Panel mount 19x3.5" brushed black 
anodized accommodates to 8 level controls. 

e  COU CSOU ENG. LAB. 

11828 W. JEFFERSON BLVD. 
CULVER CITY, CA 90230 

(310)397-9668 
FAX (310)397-8498 

e-mail impchurch@aol.com 

Reader Service #4 

bre, imaging, and so on. Its only flaw was the 
slightly laid-back tweeter. Nonetheless, it 
was rated as a good buy for the money, if you 
don't requite bass below 100Hz. 

At about the saine time, most of the same 
critics raved about the Radio Shack LX 5 
PRO. The only problem with this speaker 
was the 41/2" upper bass/midrange driver, 
for which several fixes were proposed. 
However, they all raved about the dipole 
tweeter (Linaeum). This tweeter was rated 
as being equal to systems costing thousands 
of dollars, and better than several. One crit-
ic said "this tweeter loses itself when the 
speaker is placed away from the walls." 
These speakers were also considered a good 
buy, especially when on sale. 

Well, you can guess what is coming. I 
bought four NHT 458 41/2" drivers, as used in 
the Super Zero, and four Linaeum tweeters, 
used in the LX 5 PRO. I built four three-liter 
cabinets using 1/2" MDF covered by 1/4" oak 
plywood (except the front baffle, which is 
double thickness). I then installed a 0.30mH, 
14 ga. coil on the woofer (nominal 6dB 
octave @ 4.421cHz) and a 6.0g cap on the 
tweeter (nominal 6dB octave @ 4.421cHz). 

This just might be a marriage made in 
heaven. They sound very nice (within their 
range), have all the strengths of each manu-
facturer and minimized weaknesses, and 
"image" like crazy. The quality sound this 

little box produces is almost unbelievable. I 
am using these with a spare basic amp as 
computer speakers. 

Paying the list price for all parts, the proj-
ect cost approximately $80 per speaker for 
everything, except the wood and finishing. I 
highly recommend this "marriage" to anyone 
looking for a nice DIY project for computer, 
rear-surround, or even main speakers when 
used with a subwoofer. 

Bill Eckle 
wmeckle @prirnenet.com, 
wmeckle @juno.com 

VOX POPULI 

I just picked up the latest Speaker Builder 
magazine (2/97) and was shocked to find an 
article on how to build a toy soldering iron 
("Building a Toy Soldering Iron"). What's 
next, toy loudspeakers? Why not spin off 
another magazine called Toy Audio or Fake 
Speaker Builder? There's more than enough 
topics about real speakers, crossovers, and 
box construction that should be covered 
before printing dribble such as that. It's a 
shame that the one magazine dedicated to 
amateur speaker building has stooped to this. 

Gary Markowitz 
MarkowitzG@nabisco.com 

doSSietplo 
The magazine for those who love the smooth sound of vacuum tube audio. Tubes 

are the hot topic in audio today and Glass Audio covers the latest designs as well as 
modifications of classic equipment. Tubes are particularly satisfying to the do-it-your-
self enthusiast. Glass Audio brings you an array of projects complete with instruc-
tions, schematics, parts lists and sources. Read it and bring the smooth sound of vacu-
um tubes to your musical enjoyment. 
Written by engineers and other professionals working in all areas of technology, 

Glass Audio provides you with an interesting look into the resurgence of vacuum 
tubes in all areas of audio. 
Order an issue of Glass Audio today and discover what many readers already 

know, vacuum tubes are back . . .and they sound better than ever! 

YES! Send me an issue of Glass Audio FREE to examine for thirty days. When I 
choose to subscribe, I'll pay just $23.00 for six issues (one year) of the best in tube audio. 
If I decide Glass Audio is not for me, I'll write "cancel" on my invoice and return it. I'm under no obligation! 

Increase my savings, I'll subscribe for 12 issues (two years) for only $45! 

CON I ENTs 
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T OF PR 
D 

NAME 

STREET & NO. 

CITY 

COUNTRY 

CANADA/MEXICO Add $6 per year postage OVERSEAS RATES: $45, 1 year; $80, 2 years 

STATE/PROV. ZIP/POSTAL CODE 

Glass Audio 
PO Box 176 Dept. SB4, Peterborough, NH 03458-0176 USA 

PHONE: 603-924-9464 FAX: 603-924-9467 E-MAIL: audiotech@top.monad.net 
RATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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I have subscribed to SB magazine for 
many, many years and will continue to do so. 
I enjoy the subject matter! Or, at least, I 
enjoy what I thought was the subject matter. 
I'm sure you have already received com-
ments on the now infamous "soldering iron" 
article; I will not add to them. Instead, I will 
simply state, from my own biased perspec-
tive, that I would like to see more articles 
about actual, home-built, do-it-yourself 
speaker systems designed and built by "Joe 
Woofer." 
I really enjoy seeing pictures, construction 

diagrams, and design objectives of the vari-
ous home-brew speaker systems. I enjoy the 
cabinet design/construction as much as, or 
even more than, the driver/ crossover selec-
tion/construction. 

Lastly, I'm fascinated by horn design and 
construction, although that subject seems to 
fly in the face of the current rage for tiny 
satellites and anemic woofers. I would love 
to see at least one horn design/construction 
article in every issue! 

Thank you for a wonderful magazine and 
for listening to my requests. 

Kevin Jaggars 
KEVINJAGGARS @co.hennepin.mn.us 

I read the article "Building a Toy Soldering 
Iron" with mixed feelings. I am a retired 
designer who has worked for many major 
toy companies for a number of years. I firm-
ly believe that you should never give a child 
any hand-held part, especially a toy made of 
hard material and pointed at one end. 
I saw the "not for children under three 

years old" disclaimer, but I can assure you 
that any child's eye will become a magnet 
for these sharp points. That is the reason 
"better" toy companies design their product 
lines with large-diameter rounded "ends." 

George Gilder 
Forest Hills, NY 

Nancy and Duncan MacArthur respond: 

Mr. Gilder has brought up a very important 
issue. Most audio construction projects 
involve an element of risk As adults, we 
gauge that risk and decide which projects are 
appropriate for us. With a project intended 
for use by children, the adult constructor 
bears an added responsibility for assessing 
the safety of the child With the toy soldering 
iron, as with any other toy, the responsible 
adult must decide if the toy is appropriate for 
the child or children. 
We agree with Mr. Gilder as to the 

importance of not constructing a toy with a 
sharp point. The toy soldering iron we built 
does not have a sharp point, as is shown in 

Photo I and explained in the text (SB 2/97, 
p. 20, step 6). The figures accompanying 
the article misrepresent the sharpness of the 
toy's point. Readers building this project 
should certainly make the tip of the solder-
ing iron very blunt. 

As parents we thought carefully about 
whether our particular child was old enough 
to play safely with this toy before we built it 
for him. At the age offour, Colin used pencils 
regularly, so we decided that he was old 
enough to play with the toy soldering iron, 
which is larger and has a much blunter point 
than a pencil. 

Colin is seven now and still plays fre-
quently with the toy soldering iron. Over the 
past three years we've had no mishaps with 
it. Colin does have to follow a few common-
sense rules with the soldering iron. For 
example, we don't let him run with it or use it 
for sword fighting, just as we wouldn't allow 
him to run or fight with a pencil, a Tinkertoy® 
stick a toy screwdriver, or a stick from the 
back yard. 

Before giving a child any homemade toy, 
whether it's a beanbag or a toy soldering 
iron, the parent or other responsible adult 
should assess whether the toy is appropriate 
for that particular child. 

ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 

t 
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4........mgmaimmournmemr 

Call for your FREE 348 
page catalog TODAY! 
• 68,000 + Products 
• 130 + Manufacturers 

• All Orders Ship Same Day 
• No Minimum Order 

800-992-9943 
817-483-6828 FAX: 817-483-0931 

www.mousercom catalog@mousercom 

958 North Main St.. Mansfield, TX 76063 

Reader Service no 

08111M 
arrehl./.11. 

115 S. Victory Blvd. Burbank, CA 91502 

818-846-9921 • Fax 818-846-1009 
Orders Only! 800-595-9924 

www.speakercity.com 

is proud to announce that 
we are now the exclusive 

U.S. importer/distributor for 

eecece,riete: 
*Polypropelene Drivers *Woven Carbon Drivers 

*Fiberglass Drivers *Neodynium Tweeters 

Also available at: 
Speaker Works, 1021 E. Camel Back Rd., Phoenix, Arizona 5014 

602-230-0344 • Fax 602-230-8533 
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T,T& T tillARE THE WEALTH 

BOOKSHELF SPEAKER 

PLACEMENT 

My four identical "bookshelf' 
speakers are connected (in stacks) 
to a stereo amplifier (Fig. /). The 
resulting "warmer" midbass, along 
with wider and deeper sound stage, 
is due to lateral wave energy pro-
duced by the out-of-phase extra 
speakers. The effect works best 
with RCA, London, Mercury, and 
Telarc classical CDs. 

Rick Oakley 
Sudbury, MA 

STEREO AMP 

o  

FIG URE I: I: 

EFFECT" 
SWITCH 

0  
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  AIY E •Nr win( E 
An exciting new upgrade to the popular loudspeaker 
testing microphone, Mitey Mike, Mitey Mike II is soon to 
be available in both kit and assembled versions. No 
longer simply a tool for loudspeaker testing, Mitey Mike 
II is also a compact low-distortion, self-powered micro-
phone suitable for performance, recording and sound 
reinforcement applications. 

Mitey Mike II presents several advantages over its 
predecessor, Miley Mike (KD-2). Using surface mount 
technology and improved PC construction techniques, 
Mitey Mike II is much smaller (the electronics package 
takes up 9 cu. in. compared to 20 Cu in. for the previous 
model), uses less power (total draw has been reduced 

II 
from 500-550mA to 200-200µA) and the new output 
buffer OpAmp has lower distortion, wider bandwidth 
and higher slew rate than the model used in the previ-
ous Mitey Mike. 

In addition to the advantages listed above, the new 
Mitey Mike II product line includes a new modification 
of the Panasonic microphone capsule used with the 
microphone amp. This microphone capsule is modified 
to dramatically reduce distortion at the drain connection. 

Available early in the summer of 1997, Mitey Mike 
II is sure to be in demand. Call 603-924-6371 to receive 
further information including pricing and availability of 
parts listed below. 

Products available in early summer. For pricing or more information 

call 603-924-6371 or fax to 603-924-9467 

REQUEST YOUR COPY OF THE OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 
CATALOG TODAY! 

9/NY MIKE II—SPECIFICATIONS: 

Response (rel. 1 kHz) 

Sensitivity @ 1 kHz 

Max. SPL (at 3% THD) 

Wide Band Noise Level 
Flat Weighting 
"A" Weighting 

Mid band dynamic range 

+ 1 dB, 20Hz-10kHz 
+ 2 dB, 10kHz-20kHz 

25 mv/Pa, + 2 dB 

130 dB 

< 40 dB 

< 36 dB 

> 120 dB 

Speaker Builder offers readers the 
opportunity to share their knowledge 
and show off their handiwork through 
this column. Send us your speaker-
building tips or interesting circuit 
designs. If you have built an especial-
ly attractive or distinct piece of 
equipment, why not take some b/w 
photos of it and write a description of 
your efforts? Send your submissions 
to: 

Tools, Tips & Techniques 
Speaker Builder 
PO Box 494 
Peterborough, NH 03458 
FAX (603) 924-9467, E-mail 
audiodiy@top.monad.net 

Remember, it's your magazine, and 
your contribution can help make it 
even better. And, we're willing to pay 
you a modest stipend for your efforts. 
So, put a few bucks in your pocket, 
but, most of all, become an active 
part of the audiophile community. 

MITEY MIKE Il PURCHASING' IONS: 

KD-4—Mitey Mike II One-Channel Unassembled Kit 
Includes: 1 Motherboard, 1 SMT assembled mike pre. 
amp board, mounting pins, box with 2-jack front plate, 
switch, battery leads, foam padding, 2 RCA jacks, 6(1 
extra) PC-mount gold pin receptacles 
KD-42B—Mitey Mike Il Two-Channel Upgrade Kit-
Unassembled 
Includes: 1 additional SMT assembled mike preamp 
board, additional PC-mount gold pin receptacles, 2 addi-
tional RCA jacks and a replacement front plate with 4-
jack holes drilled 



PART% 100 WATT -   AP HE SUB WOOFER A MPLIFIER 
ELECTRONICS & MORE 

• AUTO ON/OFF 
• PHASE REVERSAL SWITCH 
• VARIABLE LOW PASS FILTER 
• HIGH AND LOW LEVEL INPUTS 

4eak Instrument Co.  
THE WOOFER TESTER' 

Peak Instrument Company proud y irtroduces "The Woofer 
Tester". Just ask any loudspeaker engineer, and they wi I tell 
that the only way to design enclosures of the correct size and 
tuning is to measure the Thiele-Smalà parameters for the actual 
drivers to be used. The reason? Manufacturers' published 
specs can be off by as much as 50%! But until now, measuring 
the parameters yourself required expensive test equipment and 
tedious calculations, or supe.: expensive measurement systems 
($1,200 to $20.000). The Woofer Tester changes ail that. Finally. 
a cost effective, yet extremely accurate way to derive Thiele-
Small parameters, in only minutes! The Woofer Tester is a com-
bination hardware and software system that will run on any IBM 
compatible computer that has EGA o, better graphics capabdity 
and an RS232 serial port. The Woofer Tester will generate the 
following parameters. Raw driver data: Fs, OMS, QES, Om, VAS, 
BL, RE, LE, SPL @ 1W/1m, Mmd. Cm, and Rm. Sealed box 
data: Fsb and system O. Vented box data: Fsb, ha, alpha. and 
ID loss. The Woofer Tester system includes hardware, test leads, 
serial cable, AC wall adaptor, detailed instructions, and software. 
Distributed exclusively by Parts Express, Dayton. OH. 

CALL NOW FOR 
YOUR FREE FULL 
LINE CATALOG 

340 E. FIRST ST., DAYTON, OH 45402-1257 
PHONE: 937-222-0173 • FAX: 937-222-4644 
WEB SITE: http://www.parls-express.com 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: sales@parts-express.com 

You ve asked for It and now we have it! Ideal for building subwoofer 
projects for audio and home theatre systems, this amp includes both 
high and low level inputs/outputs, phase reversal switch, volume 
control, auto on/off (activated by input signal), and an electronic low 
pass filter that is continuously variable from 40 to 200 Hz. The 
amplifier sums the right and left stereo inputs to a mono output, so 
that only one amp is required per system. Also inclJoes a "Direct In" 
low level input that bypasses the electronic crossover for use with 
Dolby AC-3 surround sound decoders (AC-3 has a built in subwoofer 
crossover). Rated power output: 100 watts into 8 ohms @ 0.01% 
THD, 150 watts into 4 ohms @ 0.01% THD. Signal to noise ratio: 
100 dB (A-weighted). Dimensions: 10-1/16" W x 9"H x 5" D. Net 
weight: 7 lbs. 

QUICKLY AND 
ACCURATELY 
MEASURES: 

Fs, ChAs, QES, ()TS, 
VAS, BL, RE, LE, 
SPL @ 1W/1 m, 

Mmd, Cm, and Rm 
IN MINUTES! 
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• 30 DAY 
MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

• 1 YEAR 
WARRANTY 

• SAME DAY 
SHIPPING 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1-800-338-0531 
Source Code SBM 

Reader Service #19 



High-Tech Audiophile 
Loudspeakers 
For Further Information Please Contact: morel 

acoustics USA 
414 Harvard Street 

Brookline, MA 02146 
Tel: (617) 277-6663 

FAX: (617) 277-2415 

-trieffi„ 1 
eAro' 

Typical Double Magnet VVooter Cross Section 

Reeder Service 015 




